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Mr. H. N. Lee the author is indebted for assistance in the
measurement of areas of cross-section.
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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

This thesis gives the results of an investigation
of the mechanical behavior of certain filamentous materials
under steady applied longitudinal loads, and following remova
of such loads. The results are discussed in terms of the
current concepts of the structure and mechanism of deforma-
tion of high polymeric materials.

The materials tested consisted of single filaments
of silk, viscose rayon (three specimens), acetate rayon, and
nylon (two specimens). All tests have been carried out under
standard conditions of temperature (700 F.) and relative
humidity (65%). In general, the effect of application of a
constant maints.ined load is to produce an instantaneous
extension which is followed by a "delaYed" extension or
"creep". On removal of such a load there is an instantaneous
contraction followed by a 11 delayed" contraction or 11 creep
recovery". Under certain circumstances, the magnitUdes of
the instantaneous extension and contraction are equal, as
are also the magnitudes of the delayed extension and the
delayed contraction. Under these circumstances therefore the
specimen at the end of the test rega.ins its original length;
the creep and creep recovery may then be considered as of
the na.ture of a "delayed elasticity". This delayed els.sticity
is denoted by the term "primary creep".

The main obj ect of the experimental work has been
to determine the conditions under which non-recoverable or
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II secondary" creep is absent, and the laws then governing the
instantaneous and delayed deformations. If a specimen of
filamentous material be allowed to creep Under load for say
twenty-four hours, the load then removed and the specimen
allowed to recover, it has been found that in general there
is a non-recoverable deformation, even at loads well below
the conventionally defined yield point. If however the load
in this experiment be not too large, then on repeat of the
experiment at the same load or at lower loads further non-
recoverable deformation will be absent. The specimen is then
said to be "mechanically cond1 tioned" •

The basic type of test used has been denoted
"long-duration creep and recovery test". In this test a
previously mechanically conditioned filament is allowed to
creep under constant load for twenty-four hours, the exten-
sions being observed as a function of time under load. The
load is then removed, and the contractions observed as a
function of recovery time. In general, it has been found
that the "total" (instantaneous together With delayed)
deformation in the creep test as a function of creep time 1s,
within experimental error, identical with the total deforma-
tion (1.e., total contraction) in the subsequent recovery
test as a function of recovery time. The instantaneous
deformations have been found to be very closely proportional
to the load, and from these deformations "instantaneous
moduli of elasticity" have been computed. The delayed defor-
mations have been found to va:ry with load only by a scale
factor; this scale factor is however not one of simple
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proportionality. Only in this la.tter respect do the results
of the long duration creep and recovery tests differ from
those to be anticipated from the hypotheses of the Superposi-
tion Principle of Boltzmann. An analysis has been made of
all the significant available data in the literature on the
creep of glass and metals. This data has beEn found to be
entirely consistent with the Superposition Principle. It is
concluded that the instantaneous and delayed deformations of
a mechanically conditioned filament follow the Principle with
the above modification, and that the non-proportionality of
delayed deformation and load is to be considered as due to
the high degree of anisotropy of the filamentous materials.
It is pointed out that this non-proportionality prohibits a
representation of the mechanical properties of the filamentous
materials by means of a distribution of relaxation times fol-
lOWing the Wiechert-Becker theory.

In order to confirm these conclusions, short dura-
tion (1J superposi tionl1) test s have been performed. In these
tests a constant load is applied to a filament for a Short
length of time, subsequently removed, later reapplied, and so
on. The deformation is observed as a function of time. In
these experiments, the deformations were found to be con-
sistent with Boltzmann's Superposition Principle, which states
that the deformation due to a complex loading history is the
simple summation of the deformations due to the separate
loading actions. The instantaneous and delayed deformations
of mechanically conditioned filaments under longitudinal load
have thus been found to be consistent with the Superposition
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Principle of Boltzmann, with the modification mentioned above
due to the high anisotropy of the filaments.

The creep properties of nylon at high loads have
been found to be of a distinctly different nature. In this
case the instantaneous deformation is found to increase some-
what more slowly than the load, while the delayed deformation
is independent of load. This is consistent with the fact that
nylon at high loads yields a stress-strain loop of the type
characteristic of rubber.

In the light of the Joule effect in rubber and
muscle, the following mechanism of deformation of conditioned
filaments is proposed. In high polymers suCh as the fila-
mentous materials under consideration, both primary and
secondary bonds are present. The gradual breaking up of
secondary bonds due to thermal agitation of the atoms results
in a gradual transference of load to or relief of load from
the primary bonds. The outward manifestation of this transfer
is a creep or a recovery. Under conditions where the long
molecular chains are relatively stiff or where the deforma-
tion is small, the delayed deformation is due to elastic bend-
ing and stretching of primary bonds ("crystal elastici ty" )•
Such is the case of rayon and silk under standard conditione
of temperature and relative humidity, and of nylon at low
loads. Under conditions Where the long molecular chains are
relatively flexible, they are to be regarded as normally
highly kinked as a result of statistical coiling up due to
their heat motion. Large reversible deformations are the
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result of the straightening of such chains against their heat
motion (likinetic elasticity"). It is suggested that the
change in creep behavior of nylon at high loads is due to a
change in the mechanism of deformation. It is suggested also
that other materials whiCh Show a high reversible extensibility
and stress-strain loops of the type of that of rubber Should
possess the same creep behavior as nylon.
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Part I.

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

1. Scope of Thesis
This thesis is concerned with those time-effects

which, in the absence of permanent structural change, are
associated with the mechanical deformation of high polymeric
materials. Such time effects are usually denoted by the
term creep. The thesis contains the results of experimental
work which has been carried out on the longitudinal creep
properties of certain filamentous materials, namely, silk,
nylon, and viscose and acetate rayons.

2. Importance of the Subject
In the case of polycrystalline metals and some

other materials deviations from Hooke' B Law are usually
regarded as an indication of imperfect mechanical behavior.
Wi th high mOlecular weight organic materials such as rUbber,
plastics, and textile fibers this cannot be the case. These
materials OWe their valuable physical properties very largely
to deviations from Hooke's Law elasticity, in particular to
the time effects being considered here. The purpose of the
present investigation is to reduce to a simple sYstem the
manifestations of the time effects in high molecular weight
materials. Such an investigation has not only an immediate
technical application in indicating logical testing methods,
but also great scientific value in connection With the pro-
blems of structure and mechanism of deformation of these
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substances.

3. Nature of the Problem
It is well-known that when a constant load is

applied to a specimen of high polymeric material, the defor-
mation is usually not constant but increases with time. It
is less well known that subsequent to removal of load a
gradual recovery of deformation may take place. The problem
in connection with the investigation of filamentous materials
reduces itself simply to the determination of the conditions
such that the specimen will eventually regain its original
form after removal of load, and of the laws then connecting
deformation and time.

The problem of the creep of textile fibers is how-
ever but one aspect of a far larger problem, namely, the creep
of high polymeric materials. Before a sYstematic study can
be made of the creep properties of any high polymer, it is
necessary to review first, phenomena of creep in materials and
the laws governing these phenomena, and secondly the present
day concepts of the structure of such materials. Accordingly,
an important part of this thesis is devoted to such a review,
which is considered to form a basis not only for the present
study but also for the study in general of the mechanical
properties of high polymers.

4. Arrangement of Thesis
The arrangement of the thesis follows the require-

ments of the problem as indicated above. Part II deals first
with the various forms in which creep is manifested in mate-
rials. The subject is introduced by considering in historical
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sequence someof the early but nevertheless very interesting

and significant papers; for completeness someof the early

theories are included. The Superposition Principle of Boltz-

mann1s then considered from all aspects; this Principle

indicates how by means of two plausible assumptions the

deformation maybe predioted from a given stress history.

It is then shownthat, especially for glass, the Superposi-

tion Principle is valid either in its general form or over

lim1ted intervals of time in approximate modifications.

Part III, which deals with someof the mathematioal

aspects of the problem, is based upon the Wiechert theory.

Starting With the concept of a Maxwell relaxation time, a

series of mechanical models is developed, which give a physi-

cal significance to the mathematical concepts of the theory.

The effect of temperature on (reversible) creep is considered,

and also the manifestations of the phenomenonof creep in a

material under dynamic load.

Part IV presents in outline the development of the

modern concepts of the structure of high polymeric materials,

and the application of these concepts to the problem of creep.

Part V deals with the experimental work. The

apparatus and experimental technique are described in detail.

The data presented is discussed both phenomenologically and

in terms of the structure of filamentous materials.

Part VI consists of a Chronologically arranged

bibliography containing papers and books consulted in the

course of this work. The bibliography is reasonably complete

as far as references to primary creep and associated phenomena
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are concerned. The work that has been carried out in recent

years on the structure and properties of high polymers is

however so extensive that it has not been possible to con-

sult or include all the references in this field.
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Part II.

PRIMARY CREEP AND THE SUPERPOSITION PRINCIPLE

I. Early Work on Primary Creep.

According to Hooke IsLaw, the ideal elastic behavior
of a material is that in which the deformation of a materiaJ.
is always proportional to the stress causing the deformation.
Hard metals and single crystals obey this law very nearly over
certain ranges of stress; the gradual change of strain With
time under constant stress is accordingly to be regarded as
a departure from perfect elasticity. It is to be observed
that perfect elasticity is in many cases highly desirable,
for example, where it 1s required to measure a force by the
deformation of a spring. About a hundred years ago, the
early physicist s who were investigating electrical and mag-
netic phenomena were in the habit of using the torsional
elasticity of fine glass, silver, and silk filaments in order
to measure electrical and magnetic forces. It was found, how-
ever, tl1at these filaments were by no means perfectly elastic.
In seeking empirical corrections for the elastic imperfections
in these materials, these physicists were led to the study of
their creep properties. In the course of this work, which
was carried on over a period of more than forty years by Weber
and by R. and F. Koh1rausch, the fundamentals of creep were
discovered.
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Creep and Creep Recovery

Wilhelm Weberl in ~ttingen in the year 1935 Was

investigating the elastic properties of raw silk filaments.

He found, not unexpectedly, on applying a longitudinal load

to a filament that there was an immediate elastic extension

which however gradually increased with time. According to

notions as much current then as today, this was taken as an

indication that raw silk was" imperfectly elastic". On

removal of load, there occurred an immediate contraction of

the filament equal to the initial immediate extension. Weber

fourid however that if the specimen were left undisturbed and

free from load, there took place, most unexpectedly, a gradUal

further contraction of the filament. It a specimen were

allowed to extend under constant load for, 24 hours, then after

removal of load the magnitude of this gradual contraction

after a SUbsequentperiod of 24 hours amounted (under certain

circumstances) to the gradual extension in the period under

load. Weberpointed out that the "flow" under load was there-

fore not to be regarded as an irreversible yield, but as that

part of the reversible deformation which depended on the dura-

tion of loading. To indicat e that the gradual extension (or

cree'Q.)under load and the gradual contraction (or creep

recoverl) following removal of load were manifestations of a

single phenomenon,he denoted both these effects by the term

"elastische Nachwirkung". This term has been used uniquely

by Germanwriters to describe this phenomenon. The literal

translation "elastic after effect" is to be avoided, since

to manypeople it refers only to the creep recovery, but not



to the associated previous creep.
In the light of the above d1 scovery, we can now

introduce some fundamental definitions. On application of a
constant load to a body, there occurs first an instantaneous
deformation (which may correspond to Hookel sLaw), and then
a delayed deformation or primary creep. On removal of load
there is first a (negative) instantaneous deformation. The
creep recovery manifests itself as a residual deformation
which gradually decreases and finally disappears in the course
of time. These deformations are shown diagrammatically in
Fig. la.

If the body does not recover back to its original
size or shape, then superimposed upon the reversible primary
creep when under load there must have been a non-recoverable
or secondary creep. Weber indicated how by suitable pre-
treatment it might be possible to eliminate secondary creep.
We shall call this pretreatment mechanical conditioning. The
terms viscous flow and.plastic flow refer to special types
of secondary creep that occur, for example, in glass and
metals at elevated temperatures.

Relaxation of Stress
In his very illuminating paper Weber introduced a

further concept of great importance, namely, relaxation of
stress.

If, for example, a body manifesting the property
of primary creep under load be extended suddenly and held at
constant extension, there will be a gradual decrease or



relB~at1on of stress. Extending Weber's concept, we see that
if the body be subsequently instantaneously restored to its
original size or Shape, a residual stress (corresponding to
the residual deformation in the constant loa~ case) will be
set up which will eventually disappear in time. These phe-
nomena are illustrated in Fig. lb. For example, we can twist
a filament through a given angle and measure the relaxation
of torque. We can then untWist the filament and measure the
residual torque. Alternatively, a mixed type of experiment
can be carried out. A filament, if tWisted through a fixed
angle for some time and then freely released, will show a
residual tWist. In the absence of secondary creep this will
gradually disappear in the course of time.

Weber's Law of Creep
The law of creep originally propounded by Weber is

as follows. If t is the time recleoned from some instant
following the load application, then the length at time t is
given by

X ::Xc - c:t (1)
Where a and c are constants and Xc is the length at infinite
time; similarly for creep recovery

X :: Y_ + a
-v c+t

In his second paper2 Weber found that this simple law could
not be made to fit all his data. In discussing the cause of
the phenomenon he said: nIt appears that following a sudden
alteration of the load on a filament, a position of complete



equilibrium is not immediately attained, but is in fact
approached asymptotically With time. We cannot conceive or
observe What is necessary for complete equilibrium. This
seems to depend upon a definite orientation of the elastic
axes of the particles relative to each other. This orienta-
tion is approached only extremely slowly. Presumably the
origin of the elastic after-effect lies in the difference 1n
position of the elastic axes of the particles relative to
that of the equilibrium position." Weber then suggested
that the creep rate a.x/dt could be expressed as a function
of the deformation,

dx/dt = f(x}

and in particular, that the function Was some power of x.
If f(x) = ~ , then equation (1) above is obtained. If in
general

f(x} = b:x,m
then the relation between x and t is of the form

x = k (t+c)n

( 4)

Where n is of course negative.
F. Kohlrausch later pointed out that since three

variables Were involved, namely, strain, stress, and time,
it was necessary in order to elucidate the relationShips to
keep either stress or strain constant. Weber did not do so
in his experimental arrangement; accordingly the quantitative
laws he proposed are of less interest than his remarks con-
cerning the nature of primary creep and creep recovery.
Weber pointed out that the magnitude of the after-effect
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amounted in the case of raw silk to about one-third of the
instantaneous elastic deflection, and therefore could not be
neglected; he suggested that the extension under given con-
ditions eventually reached a limiting value, and that in the
case of silk the equilibrium position might require the pas-
sage of one or more days to attain.

The Work of R. Kohlrausch
The next stage in the investigation of creep pheno-

mena is concerned with the work of R. KOhlre~usch3,4. Though
most of this work was later repeated in greater detail by
his son, F. Kohlrausch, these early experiments are neverthe-
less worth considering, in that they show With what simple
means the basic phenomena can be demonstrated. As with Weber,
R. KohlrausCh's interest in the problem arose from the neces-
sity of knOWing the effect of primary creep on the readings
of his instruments.

Creep Phenomena in Torsion
The first experiments were concerned with the tor-

sional creep of raw silk and glass, and in particular the
residual tWist due to tWists of various durations and magni-
tUdes. R. KohlrausCh3 first twisted a raw silk filament
thrOUgh an angle of 10gOO for 10 minutes. Immediately after
release it showed a residual twist of 600; at times 2, 7,

16, 30, and 45 minutes after release the residual twist was
respectively 370, 19o, 90, 50, 4°. It appears therefore that
the recovery from a Short loading action requires a muCh
greater length of time than the duration of that action, and
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that the relaxation during even a brief period can correspond
to a large amount of the original twist. This effect was
found to be present also in glass, but in this case Was of a
much smaller order. A tWist of 3600 for 1 minute showed on
release a residual twist of 0.,0, which disappeared in some
three minutes. On the other hand, when the tWist was main-
tained for 4, 16, and 4S0 minutes, the corresponding residual
tWists were l.gO, 30, and 6°, and required respectively 13,
10" and 720 m1nutes to disappear. We see here that in
general the recovery prooess 1s slower than the creep, and
that creep (or relaxation) due to a stress (or strain) of
shorter duration requires a relatively longer time for the
effects to disappear. Of course, the recovery effect 1s an
asymptotic one. Finally, R. Kohlrausch tWisted the glass
filament for 2 minutes through respectively 7200 and 14409•
The immediate residual tw1st on release of the torque was 2.30

and 4.70 respectively. The creep effects thus seem to be
proportional to strain.

Creep Effects in Dielectrics
A study by R. Kohlrausch4 of the decay of charge

and the phenomenon of residual charge in a Leyden jar led
him to suggest that the behavior of dielectrics was analogous
to the creep and recovery properties of solid materials under
mechanical load. This view has been generally accepted, and
in fact the modern theory of losses in dielectrics is based
on concepts developed 1n connection with mechanical creep.
These concepts have also been successfully applied to magnetic
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creep. R. Kohlrausch found that the law of creep proposed

by Weberdid not fit his data on dielectric creep. He pro-

posed a somewhatmore complex law; this law was adapted

several years later by his son, F. Kohlrausch, to mechanical

creep.

The Workof F. Kohlrausch

The experimental work of F. Kohlrausch in the field

of primary creep extended from lS63 to lS76. This is contained

in three lengthy papers5,6,lg, giving results on the creep of

glass filaments and fine silver wires in torsion, and also of

rubber threads in torsion and tension. OWing to the lack of

any fundamental knowledge of creep existing at that time,

Kohlrausch tried several different types of test in his work.

In the tests on glass, the filaments were tWisted through a

g1ven angle and later untwi sted. The relaxation of the applied

torque or the residual torque was then measured. This type

of experiment can be considered as fundamental, though diffi-

cult to perform. In his experiments on silver Wires the

specimens were tWisted through a given angle and then released,

the recovery of residual tWist being then measured. This

type of experiment, though easy to carry out, is less funda-

mental. It is capable of interpretation only under certain

conditions, namely, when the creep is small compared to the

initial elastic deformation. The residual deformation after

release from a constant deformation may then be considered as

that due to a constant stress. This interpretation is not

possible Whendealing with high polymers. The large deforma-

tions possible in rubber enabled Kohlrausch to study
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longi tudinal as well as torsional creep.

Experiments on Glass: Torgue Relaxation and Residual Torgue

The first results5 published by F. Kohlrausch in

ls63 oontained data on the torque relaxation and residual

torque in glass. The torque was applied to a suspended glass

filament by the action of' the earth's magnetic field on a

small suspended magnetic needle; on tWisting the suspension

through 10SOo, the needle was brought into a position nearly

at right angles with the earth's magnetic field. Of' course

relaxation of stress would result in a reduction of the angle

of twist; an ingenious arrangement however enabled this twist

to be reinserted by hand rotation of the whole apparatus. In

this way the torque under constant angle of tWist was obtained.

Kohlrausch presented his results in tabular form,

expressing the torque at a time measured from the instant of

applying the tWist in terms of the torque required to hold

the needle at right angles to the earth's field. On account

of' the extended nature of the phenomenon,the most illuminat-

ing method of presentation is a plot to a logari thmic time

base. Fig. 2 Showsthe torque relaxation on this basis for

two similar glass filaments, Specimens "An and "B", plotted

against the time under strain in minutes (to a logarithmic

scale). It is seen that the relaxation properties of the two

filaments were markedly different; this suggests that primary

creep is a n structure-sensitive" property of materials.

While the creep over a lim1ted region of time maybe regarded

as approximately logarithmic, both the logarithmic plots are

seen to be slightly concave downwardsup to about 100 minutes,
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and concave upwards for the rest of the curve. It will be
observed that after 24 hours the stress had relaxed to about
97% of its initial value.

Effect of Angle of Twist
Kohlrausch showed that the relaxation effect in a

glass filament was nearly proportional to the angle of twist.
Specimen "A" of the previous test Was held under a tWist of
respectively 10800 and 7200 tor 24 hours, and the residual
torque measured after restoring the filament to zero twist.
These results are shown in Fig. 3. As was suggested by
R. Kohlrausch, the residual torques at corresponding instant s
are seen to be nearly in the same ratio as the angles of twist.

Effect of Length of Time under Strain
If a glass fiber be allowed to relax under constant

strain for a given time and the residual torque measured
after removal of strain, the residual torque will be greater
and will require a longer time to disappear, the longer the
time under strain. F. Kohlrausch showed this to be true for
a glass filament. Fig. 4 refers to Specimen "Bn, and shows
the residual torque plotted against time from release of
strain, the strain being a twist of 10800 in all cases and
the time under strain respectively 10, 20, 40, and 1380
minutes. Of course, since recovery to the initial position
is an asymptotic effect, this probably required in all cases
several days tor completion. The initial portion of each
recovery curve is seen to be approximately linear on the
logarithmic plot. If we draw straight lines through the
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initial portions of the curves, these lines interseot the
time axis at 3g, 50, 95 and 1400 minutes respeotively, 1.e.,
3.g, 2.5, 2.4, and 1.0 times the corresponding length of time
under strain. Thus roughly speaking, neglecting the "toe"
of the recovery curve, we might say that the effeot of a
strain of Short duration requires a relatively longer time
to disappear than a strain of longer duration. This again
is in agreement with the rough results of R. Kohlrausoh.

then

dx=_ ~
dt t

xt = Xc + ce-atm

( 6)

( 7)



whe:r.e a =..A..l",:"n
m = l-n

16.

Xo = final torque or deformation

Xt = deformation at time t.

If n = 1, then m = 0; Equation (7) becomes

(8)

It will be seen that Equation (7) requires three

constants to determine a curve and Equation (g) requires two.

The latter equation generally applied to the recovery follow-

ing Short duration oreep, and the former to recovery following

longer duration loading. In a series of tests suCh as that

of Fig. 4- Kohlrausch found that it Was necessary to vary at

least two of the three constants of Equation (7) in'proceeding

from one curve to the next. Thus to fit Equation (7) to the

curves of Fig. 4- nine constants were required by KohlrausCh.

By fitting different constants to each individual curve,

KohlrauBch found that a very good fit could be obtained to

the experimentaJ. data over a wide time-range. In fact, the

above Equations (7) and (g) fitted sets of observations

obtained by most diverse methods so well, that Kohlrausch

suggested at one time that the law of Equation (6) might even'

be the fundamental law of creep.

Koblrausch's Work on Silver Wires
6The work on the creep properties of silver wires

confirmed and extended the previous results. The method of

test adopted was simpler than in the previous case, the wires



being twisted through a given angle for a given time, and

then released. The decrease in the residual angle of tWist

with time was then measured. Since the magnitude of the

creep in silver is small comparedto the instantaneous

elastio deformation, the observations correspond roughly to

the reoovery following oreep under oonstant torque. These

results are of greater interest than those on glass, in that

the residual deformation dies away relatively more slowly.

Silver Wire: Effect of Duration of Twist

The decay of residual twist (creep recovery) of

silver wire after tWist through constant angle for various

lengths of time 1s closely analogous to similar results for

glass (Fig. 5). As in the case of glass, the initial parts

of the curves are seen to be nearly linear on the logarithmic

plot; the same remarks apply as before.

Silver Wire: Effeot of Angle of Twist

Kohlrausch's data on the residual tWist against

time, i.e., creep recovery, of a silver wire, after being

twisted through various angles for one minute, is plotted

to a double logarithmic scale in Fig. 6. The curves are seen

to be of the same shape, but displaced vertically relative to

eaan other, indicating that the recovery curves differ only

in a soale faotor. The magnitUde of the residual deformation

is again found to be very closely proportional to the angle

of twist.



The Effect of Temperature on Primary Creep
In the course of this work Kohlrausch discovered a

very important property of the primary creep of materials,
namely, the temperature effect: the creep properties of a
material are markedlY affected by variations of temperature
of test, even at temperatures far removed from a change of
state of aggregation. This discovery arose as a result of
an attempt to reproduce some results, in which experiments
carried out at a low temperature Showed a very small residual
deflection.

Some of these results are shown 1n Fig. 7. This
gives the residual twist (to an arb! trary scale) plotted
against the logari thInof the recovery time for a silver wire,
twisted through 19Oo for 1 minute, and then released. It is
seen that the effect is nearly trebled on raising the tempera-
ture from 3.500. to 33.4°0. Two conclusions Were drawn by
KohlrausCh from this discovery: firstly, it was necessary
during a test to keep the temperature as constant as possible,
and secondly, that a series of tests carried out over a
moderate range of temperatures would be likelY to yield import-
ant information concerning the mechanism of creep. Both
these conclusions have been confirmed by subsequent research.
At a later stage it will be possible to give a quantitative
interpretation to the results of Fig. 7.
Kohl rausch, s Work on Rubber

19Kohlrausch's tests on rubber threads represent
the first systematic work on the group of materials we now
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call high polymers. This work falls into three sections. The
first section, dealing with the residual twist or extension
due to twist through constant angle or extension at constant
length respectively, is of little interest on account of the
large va.riation in stress during the test. The second section
of Kohlrausoh's work deals with longitudinal creep under con-
stant load, (with the specimen under load for a long period
of time) followed by measurement of the recovery after removal
of load. This experiment of course follows the pattern of
Weber's original experiment, with the important difference of
constancy of load during creep and recovery. The third sec-
tion of this work is qUalitative and consisted in a study of
the creep recovery following complex loading history -- a
famous investigation which revealed the physical existence of'
a n memory effect".

Longitudinal Creep of Rubber under Constant Load.
In this test a oonstant longitudinal load was applied

to a rubber thread and the extension due to application of load
measured over a period of 24 hours. The load was then removed,
and the contraction due to removal of load measured over a
further period of 24 hours. These tests were carried out with
loads of 1 gm., 2 gms., and 4gms. respectively. Due to the
large extension, in the case of the 4 gms. load, the stress
was by no means constant during the creep test. For the other
two cases where the variations 1n stress Were smaller the
extensions and contractions are plotted in Fig. g. The
results indicate that under constant load the deformation
tends to a finite limit in the course of a day or 80, as
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suggested by Weber. The results suggest also that following

long-duration creep in which the creep has essentially reached

completion, the contraction due to removal of load, as a

function of recovery time, is the same as the extension as a

function of creep time. The results indicate thirdly that the

creep or recovery curves are basically the same shape, the

magnitude of the deformation being proportional to the load.

This type of test, though time consuming, yields much informa-

tion; Wemust accordingly consider it as a basic type of test.

On this account we conclude that Short time creep tests are

of little value, and that to obtain the fundamental informa-

tion of the creep properties of a ma.terial the expend1ture of

much time is necessary.. This is one of the important lessons

to be learned from a study of this early work.

The Effect of Temperature on LongitUdinaJ. Creep

The basic nature of this type of experiment is

further demonstrated by the anaJ.ysls of the results of an

experiment on the effect of temperature on the longitudinal

creep of rubber. Kohlrausch measured the deforma.tion with

time of a rubber thread when loaded With a weight of 2 gms.,

at different temperatures. As usual, Kohlrauech presented

his results in tabular form. Let us first consider his

remarks concerning these results:- "There is here an enormous

temperature effect. At a higher temperature the increase in

length at a very Short time after application of load is

very muchgreater than that at a lower temperature; at later

instants, however, the difference decreases with increase of

creep time. It might be assumed that the difference finally
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disappears, and that the increase in length after a day would
amount to the same in each of the tests."

His data for vB.rioue temperatures is plotted in
Fig. 9- From this plot it is not unreasonable to suppose
that the creep curves are identical in shape but displaced
relative to each other along the axis of logarithmic time;
the effect of increase in temperature would then be to
contract the time scale. This in fact is the conclusion to
be drawn from recent researCh.

The Memory Effect and Primary Creep
At this stage it is necessary to digress from the

strictly historioal presentation in order to mention that
two years before the work of Kohlrausch under discussion was
publiShed, Boltzmann9 had published a paper giving a theoreti-
cal treatment of the problem of primary creep and creep
recovery. This paper, doubtless based on the very meager
amount of experimental material available up to that time,
presented a revolutionary concept. The deformation at any
instant WaB assumed to be due to the entire previous loading
history, and was in effect the simple summation of the
deformations due to each loading action taken separately.
This assumption lead to an integral equation for creep, where-
as previous theories had involved, differential equations
(Equations 3 and 6). Such a revolutionary concept of course
was bound to meet ,with opposition14,27. Kohlrausch, in spite
of the fact that his own formula (Equation 7) gave in all
cases a very good fit, preserved an open mind13. With a rare
scientific detachment, Kohlrausch suggested that his formula
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might after all be only empirical, and that his data would
then be of value in testing alternat~ve theorieslg•

With this attitude of mind, Kohlrausch reallsed
that it was possible to demonstrate qualitatively the exist-
ence of a superposition process in a very striking manner.
He remarked: 19 "In general, the elastic after-effect shows
the property, that the creep recovery deflection of a body
disappears at a slower rate, the longer the time elapsed
since the instant of load removal.

"Now if different after-effects are in some way
superposable, it seems possible from the above that a state
of affairs can be created in a body such that, without exter-
nal influence, it can change its direction of motion. For
example, suppose that a large deformation or one of long
duration is applied to a body, and then a smaller deforma-
tion of shorter duration applied in the opposite direction,
and the body then released. It would be expected that at
first the more recent recovery from the later deformation
would be dominant. Since the more recent effect would decline
more rapidly, then after some time, with a suitable choice of
the quantities involved, the earlier recovery can outweigh
the later one. Thus the direction of motion of the body
would change its sign.

"This supposition seemed to me to be worthwhile
testing. Apart from the remarkable behavior which might be
manifested by an elastic body in spontaneously moving tem-
porarily away from the position of equilibrium, I wanted in
this way to confirm in a convincing manner this outstanding



creep characteristic. Furthermore, the problem of the super-
position of different after-effects needed testing.

nAs can be seen from the following, the above anti-
cipation is in fact completely rea1ised; as a matter of fact
I .~haveproduced creep recovery with change of direction in
torsion, extension, and bending."

Fig. 10 gives Kohlrausch's graphical presentation
of the observations of recovery deflection against time fol-
lowing complex loading histories; the curves refer to the
creep recovery of a rubber thread in torsion and in tension
and of a hard rubber beam in bending. The details of these
tests are given 1n Kohlrausch'e paper. The most remarkable
is curve IV, redrawn with threefold abscissa as curve IVa.
In this test the creep recovery changed its direction of
motion twice. A rubber thread was tWisted to the left through
19OO for 19 minutes, released for 50 minutes, twisted to the
right through 550 for 3 minutes, and immediately afterwards
to the left through 19OO for 5 seconds. The direction of
motion of the recovery deflection is seen to have changed at
about 3/4 minute and age.in at about 6 minutes after the
release of the thread, thus indicating the existence of some
superposition mechanism. It is necessary, as Kohlrausch
pointed out, to Choose correctlY the relative magnitUdes of
the loads and their durations, otherwise merely points of
inflexion are obtained, as in curve V.

Kohlrausch states: nTo my knowledge there are only
a few processes as remarkable as this spontaneous change of
direction of motion of an inanimate object. While the problem
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of the elastic after-effect has already shown itself to be

most worthy of attention, it has as yet received no satis-

factory physical explanation. However, the slmultaneous

creation of several after-effects in one and the same body

requires alteration of the hypotheses on which the theory of

elasticity is currently based. By means of the spontaneous

reversal of the direction of change of form, it can be shown

directly that for one and the same external shape different

molecular arrangements are possible, and that there are

elastic forces whiCh can temporarily increase the deformation

of a body away from the equilibrium position."

With these remarks Kohlrausch indicated the insuffi-

ciency of the creep law he had himself propounded in 1863

(p. 15 ) I which required that the direction of creep recovery

be always towards the equilibrium position.

Concluding Remarks on the Early Work on Primary Creep

In reviewing the early work on creep, we see that

the earliest experiment B of F. Kohlrausch Were designed to

imitate actual service conditions, in order to obtain useful

data. Such experiments of short duration, however, lack any

fundamental basis and admit of no very simple interpretation.

Kohlrauschl s later work on rubber, on the other hand, is

capable of such a simple interpretation that the fW1damental

nature of such experiment s cannot be doubted. Kohlrausch' 8

proof of the existence of' a superposition or "memory"invali-

dated his own creep law (equation 6) I a fact that he himself

was quick to indicate. However, both the methods of Kohl-

rausch's early tests and the equation of Kohlrausch have



appeared very frequently in the literature of creep. Though

in manycases the results of such tests are amenable to

anaJ.ysis in the light of the Sll.,.oerpositionPrinciple of Boltz-

mann, they throw little additional light on the phenomenon

of primary creep.
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II. The Superposition Princinle of Boltzmann

The Superposition Principle was proposed by

Boltzmann9 in 1974 as a starting point by which the complex

manifestations of primary creep could be reduced to some

simple scheme. Apart from subsidiary, later papers defend-

ing his viewpoint, the enunciation of the Principle repre-

sents the only incursion of Boltzmann into the field of

creep. Boltzmann at that time* gave no proof based on

theoretical grounds for his rule; indeed, since there was

then practically no direct knowledge of the structure of

solids, we would not give muchweight to any such proof.

Boltzmann indeed suggested that his theory Was only a first

approximation to the creep behavior of solids, so that in

applying his general theory he made certain approximations

to obtain very simple relationships that could be compared

with experimental data. It must be rememberedthat the

Principle was enunciated two years before the publication by

Kohlrausch of his data on rubber, and the possibility of the

reversal of the direction of creep recovery after a suitable

loading history, a direct qualitative confirmation of the

superposition effect, Wasnot anticipated by Boltzmann.

The object of this section is to present the Prin-

ciple in its general form from various mathematical viewpoints.

* In 1978 Boltzmann24 indicated the mechanismof creep he had
conceived as giving rise to superposition.
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The theory will then be applied to the consideration of the

creep and relaxation behavior of materials following certain

simple loading histories. Next, data of fundamental import-

ance from the very recent literature of primary creep of high

polymers will be introduced. This part of the thesis will

then be concluded with a presentation of the laws of creep

that have been proposed, which represent approximations to

the creep curve for constant load over limited ranges of time.

These laws, the logarithmic law of Boltzmann and the power

law of Hopkinson, are worth considering since under certain

conditions they have a technical value in representing the

creep properties of materials.

BOltzmann's original presentation is somewhatcom-

plex, the viewpoint being that of the'relaxation of stress

of a body subj ected to a given strain history. Though this

maybe more fundamental from the theoretical point of view,

yet it represents a type of experiment which is less con-

venient to carry out. Boltzmann also assumes a separate

relaxation of distortional and dilatational stresses. In

this thesis two simplified methods of presentation from the

Viewpoint of strain creep under a given loading history are

given. BOltzmann's original presentation is included for

completeness.

Derivation of the Fundamental Equation (First Methodl.

The follOWing deal s only with deformations in the

absence of structural change. The basic assumption of the

Principle can be stated as follows. At any instant the



deformation of a specimen of material manifesting primary

creep can be divided into two parts. One part is the

instantaneous deformation, proportional to the stress aoting

a11;that instant. The other part is the delayed deformation

or primary oreep component, which depends upon the entire

previous loading history.

Let us asswne now that a constant load* P be applied

to a specimen at zero time. There will be an instantaneous

deformation given by ~ , where E is the appropriate modulus
E

of elasticity and F is a form factor. The deformation sub-

sequently increases by the delayed component, which eventually

reaches a limiting va1ue. The first assumption is that the

magnitUde of this delayed component at any given time after

the application of load is proportional to the load. The

delayed deformation at time t can then be written:

(E!:) ~1/F( t)
E

where ~ is the instantaneous elastic deformation and ~ is a
E

constant. The function ,p- (t) is thus a function of time

increasing from zero at ;"zero time to a finite value at infi-

nite time. This function is called the creep function, and

represents to some scale the delayed component of the deforma-

tion. The total deformation at time t due to a load P

applied at zero time is then

Yt = , [ 1 + fll/r(t>]

* or stress, when the cross-sectional area varies appreciably
With deformation.



The variation of this deformation with time is shown in

Fig. 11•. The deformation dy at a time t due to a load dP

applied at a previous time Q is then

dy :: ~ • dP [1 + fl t( t-Q)] (10)

Nowlet the loading history of the specimen be given by the

curve XXin Fig. -12. Wewish to find the deformation at a

given time t due to the entire prev10us loading history. If

at someprevious (current) time 9 the rate of increase of

load was g , then the increase of load in a short interval

of time dQ was of course (dP/ae)d9. The deformation at time

t due this increment of load at time Q is then from equation

(10) :

dy :: ~ [ i ·dQ + fl I .1/r(t - Q) • de] (11)

The second assumptio~ is that the deformation at time t is

the simple summationof the deformations due to the elementary

load increments dP. Hence the deformation at time t is obtained

by integrat1ng equation (11) from the present (Q = t) to

1nfinite past time (Q = _00). Then

F{ traP t raP ..,Jr
Yt:: E.....J'd9. de + ~'d9 .'!'(t-e) . de}

(12)

where Pt is the load at time t. In this integration, we may

consider t as fixed and the "elapsed time" w = t-Q as the

variable. Then
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Yt = ~ { Pt + /3~Ja::w 1fr (W). dw } (13)

This is one form of the general superposition equation.

Derivation of the Fundaments].Equation (Alternative Method)

In the above method the deformation at time twas

obtained by summingthe deformation due to the elementary

increment s in load. The al ternati ve method, due to Becker59,

considers the residual deformation e,t time t due to the pre-

vious loading history. Let us assume that a load Pe is

applied at a previous time Q, end removed at time (e + dQ).

Of course, the deformation due to this loading action will

not disappear immediately; there will be a residual deforma-

tion, which will gradually die away in time. In this method

of approach, we assume that the deformation at time t is

equal to the instantaneous elastic deformation due to a load

Pt applied at time t, together with the simple ~ of all the

residual deformations due to all the preVious transient load

applications Pe for lengths of time dQ.

Let the loading history be now as represented by XX

in Fig. 13. Wewish to find the residual deformation at time

t due to a load PQ applied at time e and removed at time

(9 + de). From equation (9) this is seen to be

dy = ~ Pg /3[ 1/r ( t-g) - 1Jr (t - g + d9~

= - ~ Pg /3 • d"tt-g) • d9 (14)

The residual deformation at time t due to the previous load-

ing history is then the integral of this expression from
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Q = - 00 to Q = t. Adding the instantaneous elastic deforma-
tion due to the load Pt applied at time t, we get for the
deformation at time t:-

Equation (15) is seen to be the same as equation (13) and can
be derived from the latter by integration by parts.

Since ~(w) represents to some scale the creep com-
ponent of the deformation due to constant load as a function
of the time elapsed from the instant of load application,
then d1/r(w)/dw represents to the same scaJ.ethe rate of creep.
We call the function

~(w) = dV(w)/dw

the recollection function since it represents the contribution
ot a previously applied load Pt- w to the present deformation
Yt. Equation (15) then becomes:-

ao

Yt .. ~{Pt + p ofpt-w~(W) dW} (16)

This is the form of the equation as derived by Becker. Though
the physical significance of equation (16) is not as obvious
as that of equation (13), yet the first-mentioned is in most
cases the more useful.



The Superposition Principle (Boltzmann's Presentation)

This presentation gives the stress due-to a given

strain history. Boltzmann9 assumes a rectangular isotropic

body whose edges are parallel to the axes of the co-ordinates.

To the body are applied in general normal strains exx' eyy,
ezz and Shear strains exy, eyz, ezx• Let us consider first

the relaxation of one of the shear stress components due to

previous strain history. If p. is the modulus of rigid1 ty,

the elastic componentof the shear stress corresponding to the

strain (exy}t at time t is

Weassume as before that the relaxation of this stress due to

a strain (exy}g applied at a previous time e for a length of

time dQ is

-(exy)Q • ~l (t-Q) • de

where ~l is the recollection function for Shear strain and

contains the constant of proportionality. Then assuming a

simple summationof the elementary relaxations the shear

stress at time t is
00

(Txy)t = jA(exy)t - j(exyh-w. ,slew) dw (17)
o

where w is as before the elapsed time reckoned backWards

from the instant of time t.

The case of relaxation of tensile stress is more

complex, in that a tensile stress produces both a distortion
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33.
and a dilatation. For the representation of the stress 1n
terms of strain, Boltzmann adopts Lame's notation* in which
l:i 1s the dilatation (= exx+ eyy+ ezz) and "X. is Lame's con-
stant. Then in the absence of oreep the stress 1n the x
direotion is given by

Boltzmann now assumes that the relaxation of dilatational
stresses and of shear stresses may behave differently; accord-
ingly, if we write ~2 for the recollection function for
dilatational strain, then the tensile stress at time t becomes

ao

(px)t= "A.!:it+2f-(exx)t- ff !:it_we ~2(W)dw+2(exx)t_w. 9fl(W)dW}(19)
o

Boltzmann indicated that by means of these equations it would
be possible to determine the relationShip between ~l and ~2.
Since the experiments he suggested involved only torsion,
the complication of two recollection functions did not arise.
He also suggested that it was probable that there Was no
elastic after-effect for purely dilatational strains. Though
this point has never been investigated, it has been generally
accepted, and is consistent with present-day knOWledge. This
assumption is implicit in the Becker presentation. On intro-
ducing a form-factor F, equation (19) reduces to the form

<X:>

F - fE Pt = Yt - f3' Yt- w. 9J' (w) dw
a

* See, for example, R. V. Southwell, "Theory of Elasticity",
p. 304.



where ~ is the reoollection function for relaxation. This

equation is seen to be analogous to equation (16) deduced by

Becker. VolterragO has pointed out that if a linear super-

position is true for relaxation, it is true also for creep,

and vice versa, hence equations (16) and (20) are oonsistent

With eaCh other.

Deductions from the General Superposition Prinoip1e

If no further assumptions are made regarding the

nature of the recollection functions for creep and relaxation,

apart from the fact that they decrease to zero as the time

increases to infinity, we oan deduce oertain oonclusions from

Whatwe might then call the general Superposition Prinoiple.

1. The Creep Curve under Constant Load

The assumptions of the theory led to equation (9).
Alternatively, this equation can be derived from equation (16)

by substituting the appropriate limits.

2. The Normalised Creep Function

Let the value of the constant ~ be so chosen that

the final value of the creep function, 1/1(00), is unity. The

creep function is then said to be norma1ized159• The follow-

ing relations are then true. The deformation at "infinite"

time due to a constant load P is

y = ~ (l+~)= Yo (l+~) (21)

where Yo is the initial elastic deformation. ~ thus represents

the ratio between the total delayed componentof the deforma-

tion and the instantaneous component. The creep function
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~(t) then represents the ratio of the delaYed component at
time t to the total delayed deformation. The creep behavior
of a material at a given temperature is thus completely
charact eri sed by the normaJ.ised creep function 1fr ( t) and the
constant ~.

We shall now see how the creep behavior of a material
under certain simple loading h1stories can be predicted by
the Superposition Principle.

3. Recoverl
If a load P be applied at time -tl and removed at

zero time, then the residual deformation during the recovery
at a sUbsequent time t, from equation 16, is given by:

t+tlfYt = FPB rJ (w) dw
E t

t+t tJ= ~ll 1J rJ (tv) dtv- rJ (w) dw
o 0

Then Yt = ~ll[-t (t+t1) - y(t)]

= Yof![V (t+t1) - V(t)J

(22)

where Yo is the instantaneous elastic deformation. It we
write equation (22) in the torm

we see that the creep recovery deformation may be obtained
by assuming that the deformation in the recovery period is
that due to the original load application, assumed to con-.
tinue indefinitely, together with that due to an equal
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negative load applied at the instant of load removal.

4. Recovery atter Long Duration Creep
If the load be removed after the creep has been pro-

ceeding for a long time, ~(t+tl) will be Changing very slowly
with time, and will be nearly equal to 1/r(tl)for values of
recovery time t which are not too large compared to tIe Hence
from equation (22) we get for recovery following long-duration
creep (of duration tl)

Yt c ~13[l/r(tl> - V(t>]

where Yt is the residual deformation reckoned from the original
zero and t is the recovery time. This is seen to be equal to

where the latter term represents the contraction or negative
deformation due to removal of loa.d, as a function of recovery
time. This latter term is seen to be equaJ.to the positive
deformation due to application of load as a function of creep
time. This result is in agreement with Kbhlt-ausch's experi-
mental data on rUbber; it will be used extensively 1n the
experimental work on textile fibers.

5. Recovery: When B Is Small
In the case of glass and metals where the creep 1s

small compared to the elastic deformation (~ at the most 1s
equal to .03) the error in the recovery deformation caused
by applying a constant deformation Yo instead of a constant
load P during the period under load introduces an error of
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the same order. With this approximation, the data of recovery

deformation following relaxation under constant strain (a

method widely used following KohlrausCh) can be analysed using

equation (23).

6. Relaxation under Constant Load

Whenthe creep is small compared to the elastic

deflection, then the relaxation of stress Pt under constant

strain Yo is found from equation (16) to be

Pt = ~ Yo [ 1- InJr(t~

In this case the recollection function is the same as that for

creep, and the relaxation curve should therefore be the mirror

image of the creep curve. Whenthe oreep is large compared

to the elastic deflection (as in all high polymers) this does

not hold, but in general we maywrite

where if is the appropriate function for relaxation and where

the relationship between f/i and 1jr is yet to be determined.

7. SupeIj?osition

Let us suppose that a load P is applied at zero

time, removed at time tl, reapplied at time t2, removed at

time t3, and so on. Such a loading schemewe will call in

general syperoosed loading. Then the deformation at any time

t from t = tl to t = t2 is from equation (22) or directly

from equation (9),



The deformation in the oreep period from t = t2 to t = t3
calculated from equation (9) or equation (16) is

and so on. Wesee that the deformation maybe obtained from

an extension of the rule given previously: the effect of any

load is to be considered as continuing indefinitely, augmenta-

tion (or reduction) of load at any instant being equivalent

to the addition of a positive (or negative) load, equal in

magnitude to that of the load alteration, applied at the

instant of load change. Furthermore, we see tha.t if the creep

curve up to time t for a constant load P is known, it is pos-

sible to computeby means of equations such as equation (29)

and equation (30) the anticipated deformations in a superposi-

tion test; we thus have a means of testing the Principle.

Alternatively, the creep curve can be computed from the super-

position test observations, and comparedWith the observed

creep curve. This method has been used in the experimental

work for testing the Validity of the Superposition Principle

for textile fibers.

A superposition experiment considered by Jordan49

and Becker59 is of interest. A load Pl 1s applied from t = °
until t = t1, augmented to P2 from t = tl to t = t2, and

reduced again to Pl at time t2• The creep deflection at any

subsequent time should be
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Yt = i[P1{ 1 + f31f!-(t)} + f3(P2-P1>{V (t-t1 > - r( t-t2>)] (31)

Hence the temporary load increment (P2-Pl) is responsible for

the superposition of a normal recovery curve

~ (P2-P1>{W-et-t1> -1f"(t-t2>} on the creep curve ~J. [l+f3y"(t>].

g. Creep RecoverY Follo\v1ng Constant Load of Very Short,

Duration

If a constant load be applied to a specimen for a

very short length of time, there will be a residual deforma-

tion which will gradually disappear in the course of time.

Wecan calculate this residual deformation from equation (14);

if the transient application of load P was for a length of

time dQ = .." then

Yt = E ~Pr dV (t-Q) = E ~p,.. r/J (t-Q)
E dQ E

If the load is applied at zero time (Q = 0), the residuaJ.

deformation is

In practice, the time under load ,.., would have to be appreoi-

able in order to get a measurable residual deformation. The

load has therefore to be applied at a (finite) time - "(/2

and removed at a time + ~/2. For small values of t which

are of the same order as Y, equation (32) does not therefore

hold.
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9. Creep Recovery Following Constant Deformation of Very

Short Durat ion
We may write equation (32) in the form:

where Y is as before the initial elastic deformation due to
o

the load P. Now We may make the same appronmation as before
(p. 36) when the creep is of a small order; then Equation (33)
represents the residual deformation (or creep recovery) due
to a constant deformation Yo of short duration ~. This
type of experiment occurs frequently in the literature, and
we now have an approximate method for its evaluation.
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III. The Creep Curve for Constant Load

The theoretical deformations to be expeoted from

the loading histories that have been studied above are obtained

by applying the Superposition Principle to the equation for

creep under constant load, equation (9). This equation was

based on the work of KohlrausCh. In this section somereoent

data o~ the creep ourve for constant load will be presented;

verifying the general nature of equation (9). Somesuitable

'analytical approximatrions for the creep ourve under constant

load will also be considered.

Soft Rubber

Fig. 14 gives the deformation of a tube of soft

rubber under constant torque as a function of the time under

load (to a logarithmic scale) for various temperatures143•

The deformation is plotted to a scale of reciprocal modulus

(cm.2/kg.). At any temperature the deformation consists of

two parts. One part requires a time corresponding to the

velocity of sound in the mediumto be created; this 1s the

"1nstantaneous" or "acoustic"* deformation, corresponding to

the "instantaneous" or "acoustic" modulus of' elasticity. The

second part, which 1s established gradually in the course of

time, and wh1ch reaches a def1nite"'end-point, is the primary

creep or "high elastic1ty"* deformation, corresponding to the

* This term 1s due to Kobeko143and his co-workers.



high elast1city modulus. The creep curve at any given tempera-

ture when plotted in this way is independent of the actual

shear stress, thus at constant temperature the deformation

under constant load 1s represented by equation (9). The

effect of change of temperature (in the absence of crystallisa-

tlon phenomena) 1s seen merely to displace the curve along the

axis of logarithmic time, i.e., to extend or contract the time

scale.*

~ard RubberL-Bakellte

The behavior of hard rubberl43 in torsion follows

the same pattern as for soft rubber (fig. 15). Fig. 16
refers to bakelite151,166 in bending.** Again the same

general behavior is observed. It 1s seen that in general

the shape of' the creep curve on the 10gar 1thmic time plot is

sigmoidal; the lower asymptote corresponds to the instant-

aneous or "acoustic" modulus of elasticity, which in all high

polymeric materials appears to be of the same order, namely,

about 500,000 psi. The high reversible deformability of

rubber-like materials corresponds almost entirely to the

delayed or primary creep component, and such materiaJ.s

exhibit rubber-like extensibility in a temperature range

where the highly-elastic deformation is rapid.

* It will be remembered that the data of Kohlrausch on the
longitudinal creep of rubber suggested this same interpre-
tation.

**The author is indebted to Mr. M. Hetenyi for kindly sup-
plying the data of this plot.



Approximate Analytical Expressions for Creep
In practice, for an unplasticised resin or hard

rubber at room temperature, only the "foot" of the sigmoidal
creep curve can be investigated. This portion of the curve
can sometimes be approximately represented by a straight
line on the logarithmic plot, corresponding to a logarithmic
creep law. Such a law was originaJ.ly suggested by Boltzmann9

as an approximation to the creep curve over a limited portion
of its range, and was used by him in the evaluation of this
data. His law has been widely used by others up to the pre-
sent day,22,25,~l,45,52,55,g5,139,154,l70 Without the limita-
tions of the law being clearly understood.* A slightly
better fit to the foot of the creep ourve may be obtained
by a power law**, in which the creep component of the defor-
mation varies as a power of the time, With the index slightly
greater than zero.

On the other hand, With rubber-like materials tests
at room temperature refer only to the upper part of the creep
curve. Under these circumstances a logarithmic law or better
still a power law with index slightly less than zero repre-
sents a good working approximation for teChnical purposes.
The different approximations are represented diagrammatically
in Fig. 17.

* This criticism applies to the author's own work on thecreep of oommerciaJ. bake11te plastics under room tempera-ture conditions.
**Suggested originally by Hopkinson.
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The Creep of Glass

In the case of glass three posS1b11ities37,70

exist. The deformation under constant load at room tempera-

ture may be represented by curves such as A, B, and 0 in

Fig. 18, which shows the complete sigmoidal oreep curves on

the logar1 thmic plot, and the range of time values it is

possible to use in practice. For curve B, it is Been that

the creep curve over the observable range of time is best

represented by a straight line, i.e., a logarithmic law;

curves A and C are best represented by power laws with

indices respectively less and greater than zero.



IV. The Superposit10n Principle: Experimental Aspects

In the previous two sections the general Superposi-

tion Principle has been presented, together With sometheoreti-

cal results for various speoial loading histories. In this

section the Principle will be applied to the anaJ.ysis of

experimental data available in the 11terature of primary

oreep. This will be done in two ways: the Principle will

first be applied in its general form, in whiChno assumptions

will be made as to nature of the creep curve under constant

loa,d. The Prinoiple will also be applied With the assumption

that the relevant portion of' the creep curve 'can be repre-

sented by either logarithmic or power formulae.

There exist in the literature no systematic data

on the creep of high polymers, presumably due to the super-

imposition on primary creep of other effects still very

11ttle understood. In order to test the va1id1ty of the

Principle Wetherefore have to resort to the large body of

data in the literature on the oreep of glass. This data is

due mostly to contemporaries of Boltzmann.

It will be realised that any given set of data 1s

amenable to analysis by several. different methods; severa1

of these methods are to be found in the literature. Alter-

nat1ve methods are suggested below, and are used to analyse

someof the early data. The general conclusion we arrive

at is that the Superpos1t10n Principle is true tor glass.
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The Logarithmic Law of Primary Creep
As we have mentioned before, the logarithmic law

was due to Boltzmann. He suggested that the nature of the
recollection function was such that it could be represented
by:

~ (t) = :fill
t

where f(t) was a constant for moderat e values for t, but
approached zero as t approached infinity. If we assume also
that f(t) approaches zero as t approaches zero, then the total
delayed deformation, which is proportional to the limiting
value of' the creep function

ooJ J~ (w) dw
o

is finite, although the creep for moderate values of time 1s
logarithmic. With these assumptions the general relationships
discussed above become simplified for the case of a logarithmic
creep law.

1. Creep under Constant Load
For constant load P applied at 'zero time, equation

( 9) becomes:

Yt = ~ (1 + ~ log t)
E

where the modulus E refers to the deformation at unit time.

2. Recoveu
The recovery at a time t after removing a constant

load of'magnitude P Which had been aoting for a time t1'



becomes from equation (22)

t+t
= Yo~log (---1)

t

Where Yo is equal to FP/E. In the case Where the creep 1s

small, equation (37) may be interpreted as the residual

deformation due to the appl1cation of a constant deformation

Yo (compare p. 36).

3. Recovery Following Long Durat ion Creep

If the delayed component of the deformation 1n the

creep period reckoned from unit time under load is given by

(FPA/E), then the residual deformation at a time t after

remove]. of load is:

Y't = ~ (A - ~ log t)
J!i

4. Superposition Test

Applying the logarithmic law to equations (29) and

(30), we see that the deformations in both these cases vary

as the logarithm of a function of t1me. This function of

t1me, Which depends on the past loading history, We may call

the eguivaJ.ent time.

5- Residual Deformation FollOWingLoad of Very Short

Duration

From equation (32) the res1dual deformation at time t

due to a load P applied at a time - "r/2 and removed at a time

+ "r/2 becomes



Y't = FPf3 (Y It)
E

(39)

Where the creep is small, the residual deformation due to a

constant deformation Yo may be written as before

(40)

This was the equation used by Boltzmann.

BOltzmann's Tests of the Superposition Principle

Boltzmann9 concluded his classical paper on creep

with a rough test of the Superposition Principle. He measured

the residual twist in a long glass filament wh1Chhad been

twisted through a constant angle for a very short time and

then released. In the case of glass this 1s nearly equivalent

to tWist under constant torque; we have also seen that the

res1duaJ. deformation, for va).ues of recovery t1me t which are

of a larger order than 'Y , gives to some scale the recollec-

tion function (equation 33). The recovery time t Bolt~ann

reckoned very properly from the mid-point of the period under

strain; the strain was thus applied at a time - ~/2 and

removed at a time 'Y/2. Assuming logari tbm1c creep, the

recovery curves for different values of ~ Should then be

rectangular hyperbolas, from equation (lto); the magn1tude of

the residual deformation at 8IlYgiven vlUue of t should be

proportional to the time under strain Y. Boltzmann carried

out tests With values of I of 1/4 minute, 1/2 minute, 1
minute, and 2 minutes respectively. He found in fact that

the residual deformation observations, when multiplied by
the recovery time t and divided by the time under load Y,



gave almost identical values for Yo~ in equation (40). Using

the mean value thus obtained from the four sets of data

(thus reducing the effect of individual experimental errors),

'Boltzmann computed the four recovery curves. These together

with the experimental observations, are plotted in Fig. 19-
Except for small values of time for the two uppermost curves,

the agreement seems to be remarkably good. The logarithmic

creep law thus appears in this case to be a very good working

assumption.

Kohlrausch's Analysis of Boltzmann's Data

Kohlrausch22 threw more light on the Superposition

Principle by analysing the data of Boltzmann by a different

method. The recovery data of Boltzmann may be interpreted

as the residual effect when the effect of a negative load,

applied at the time of load r~oval, is superimposed on that

of the original load, assumed to continue indefinitely

(equations 22 and 23). In general, the reoovery data for

different values of time under load should be related to each

other through the Superposition Principle. Kohlrausch showed

as follows how the residual deformation after applying a given

load for a time nt1 (Where n is an integer) can be calculated

from the data corresponding to a time tl for the same load.

If Yt is the residual deforma~ion at a time t after removing

the given load (or deformation) of duration tl, then Yt is

given by equation (23). If the same load (or deformation)

be now applied for a length of time ntl, the residual defor-

mation Yt at a time t after removal of' the load should be:
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(41)

With this identity Kohlrausch computed from Boltzmann's data

the recovery curves A, B, 0, D in Fig. 20. These curves

correspond to va1ues of time under load ntl of 1/2 minute,

1 minute, 2 minutes and 2 minutes respectively, and were

computed from the data corresponding to a time under load of

1/4 minute, 1/2 minute, 1 minute and 1/2 minute respeotively.

There 1s seen to be a fairly good agreement between the com-

puted data and the corresponding observations, suggesting

that the general Superposl tion Principle is obeyed.

From equation (41) it 1s seen that in computing Yt
experimental errors tend to be accumulated; this accounts for

the discrepancy between curve D on the one hand and curve C

and the experimental observations in Figure 20. This d1s-

.crepancy indicates to us, not that the Superposl tion Prin-

ciple is untrue, but that any method of analysis which tends

to accentuate experimental errors is to be regarded With

suspicion.

KohJ.rauschls Data on Glass and the Superposition Principle

It will be remembered that Boltzmann applied the

logarithmio law to the recovery following Short duration

loading. Kohlrausch next pointed out that the log~lthmic

law could be applied to his own early tests, in which the

time under load was not small. In these tests, a constant

tWist was applied for a given length of time, and then

removed; the residual torque was mea.sured folloWing removal
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of strain. Kohlrausch22 showedthat equations of the type

of equations (37) and (3g) applied to the residual torque

for respectively moderate and long times under strain; in

fact, the data of all the four curves of Figure 4 could be

fi tted approximately by equation (37) I using a single con-

stant. He pointed out that whereas his ownformula (equation

7) gave a better fit to the observations, to do this required

nine constants. Kohlrausoh deoided therefore that the Boltz-

manntheory gave a better representation of the phenomena.

AI?,plication of the Concept of Equivalent Time

Kohlrauschl s results maybe presented graphically

in the following way. Wesee from equation (36) that for

moderate values of time under load tl the residual deforma-

tion (or load) at a time t after removing the load (or defor-

mation) should be proportlonaJ. to the logarithm of the func-

tion of time given by:

Such a function of time We have already called equivalent

time. If therefore all residual deformations (or loads) be

plotted against the appropriate value of equivalent time to

a logarithmic scale, the points should all lie on a straight

line passing through the origin.* The manner and magnitude

of the deviations from a single straight line will indicate

* This method of analysis 1s due to Hopkinson25•



in what direction and to what extent the logarithmic creep
assumption is insufficient.

The case of recovery after large values of time
under load requires special consideration. The logari thm1c
law does not hold over long periods of time; we may however
use in this case equation (3g). We adopt the artifice of
inverting the scale of residual deformation (or load). The
residual deformation after long duration creep plotted in
this way against the logarithm of the recovery time should
then give a straight line; this line should be parallel to
that obtained by plotting the residual deformations after
moderate loading time against the logarithm of the equiva-
lent time.

This analysis has been applied to the residual
torque data5 of Kohlrausch (Figure 4). The observations
corresponding to 10 minutes, 20 minutes, and 40 minutes under
load have been plotted against the equivalent time to a
logar1 thmic scale (Figure 21). The observations correspond-
ing to 1380 minutes under load have been plotted With ordinate
scale inverted against the recovery time to the same logarith-
mic scale •. The former three sets of observations are seen
to 11e very close to a single straight line, the deviations
being due in part to variations of temperature during the
test. The last set of observations 11es near to a parallel
straight l1ne, as predicted by the theory. The logar1 thmic
law thus again represents a satisfactory approximation.
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Analysis of Boltzmann's Data by Methodof Equivalent Time

If the logeri thm1c law holds downto small values

of time, we are justified in using the method of equivalent

time for recovery following application of load for a very

short duration of time. This method is here applied to

Boltzmann's data (Figure 22) •. The residual deformations in

each of the four sets of tests have been plotted against the

appropriate value of equivalent time to a logarithmic scaJ.e.*

All the observations are seen to lie very close to a single

straight line passing through the origin, again confirming

the Superposition Principle and again showing that the creep

curve is logarithmic over the relevant portion of time.

There is seen to be however a slight deviation of the points

from the straight line. In this connection the remarks of

Hopkinsonare of interest.

Hopkinson's Tests of the Superposition Principle

1. Dielectric Creep

Wehave had occasion to mention previously one or

two concepts which were originally due to Hopkinson. This

worker, whoWas responsible for many valuable ideas in con-

nection With primary creep, becameinterested in the meChani-

cal creep of glass while studying in Leyden jars the dieleo-

tric creep properties of this mater1al~6,17,2l

It has already been mentioned (p.ll) that R. Kohl-

rausch had pointed out the analogy between dielectric and

* Someof the observations have been omitted from Fig. 22
for clearness.
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mechanical creep. This can be best illustrated by the follow-

ing example. A rubber thread loaded longitudinally with a

constant weight will of course creep under load. If after

sometime the load be removed, creep recovery will take place,

and if the specimen be nowheld at a fixed length, the

resisted creep recovery will create a tension in the fila-

ment. Whenplastic flow is absent, this residual tension

will rise to a limiting value; but if on the other hand

plastic flow is present, this tension will first increase

and then deoay to zero. In an analogous way if a condenser

with a solid dieleotric be aharged for sometime at a constant

potential, and then discharged, and finally insulated, a

residuaJ. charge will gradually appear, of the Bame sign as

the original charge. Whenthe ohmic resistance of the

dielectric is very high, this residual charge will rise to a

fixed value; Whenthe ohmic resistance is low, this oharge

will rise to a maximumand gradually leak away4.

It was suggested to Hopkinsonby Clerk Maxwell in

1876 that the problem of residual charge in dielectrios could

be treated by the Superposition Principle of Boltzmann21•

Hopkinsonnoted that by charging a condenser positivelY for

a long time, negatively for a short time, and then discharg-

ing and insulating the condenser, the residual charge would

be first negative and then becomepositive. It occurred to

Hopkinson, in an analogous way that it did to Kohlrausch,

that the reversal of the sign of residual charge could be

explained by the Superposltion Principle. He showedthis to

be true at first quaJ.ltatlvely, and later, semi-quantitatively.
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The rate of acquiring charge was computedby summingthe

recollection functions due to the previous loading effects.

2. Application of the General Superposition Principle

In 1977 Hopkinson25 extended his work on dieleotric

creep to mechanical creep of glass. A glass fiber Wastwisted

through a constant angle for respectiyely 1, 2, 5, 10, 20 and

121 minutes and then released. The residual t''list was measured

as a function of recovery time. Hopkinson first applied to

hi s data the general Superposition Prinoiple; he introduced

for the first time the concept of the creep function, and

showed, in an analogous manner to Kohlrausch* how the recovery

deformations should be conneoted with each other. He obtained

very poor agreement, presumablY due to the accentuation of

experimental errors in the calculation. Hopkinson next tried

the logarithmic law, and proposed the method of plotting

that we have already used (Figures 21 and 22). From slight

discrepancies in this he was led to suggest the power law of

creep. Applying the Superposition Principle he obtained good

agreement between theory and experiment.

Hopkinsondesignated the integral J IIf( t) dt by ;jr( t) •

He then stated that if a specimen be tWisted for a time T

thrOUghan angle X and then released, the residual tWist at

a time t after release according to the Superposition Prin-

ciple would be

x[ 1fr (T+t) - vet)]

This of course is equivalent to equation (23) and the

* Apparently independently of Kohlra.usch.
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assumption made on p. 36. Hopkinson next showed how the
residual deformations in any test could be obtained from the
data of tests of shorter duration by means of the following
identity:

x [l/r (t) - 1fr (T+t)1 = X{[l/r (t) - V( t+tl)] + ~(t+tl) - f( t+t1 +t2) ]
+ [V (t+t1+ t2) - V( t+t1+t2+t3)] • ..} ( 1J.3)

where

The right-hand side is seen to be the sum of the recovery
deformation t minutes after release of a tWist of duration tl
minutes, together with the deformation (t+tl) minutes after
release of a twist of duration t2 minutes and so on.* In this
way Hopkinson computed the recovery curves for each test from
tests corresponding to shorter times under load. He found in
fact a very poor agreement, for reasons previously noted;
this result however has led to statements in the litera.ture
that the Superposition Principle is untrue.

3. Application of the Logarithmic Law
Hopkinson next pointed out that for a logarithmic

creep law, the residual deformations should be proportional
to log E (equations 37 and 42) and plotted his observations
with log E as abscissa. Hopkinson found that for small values
of time under load tl the points lay on a straight line passing

* In the special case where tl = t2 = t3 •••••• = tn = tin,
equation (43) reduoes to Kohlrausch1s equation (41).
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through the origin. For large values of tl the points for

moderate values of t lay on straight lines which passed above

the origin. For large values of tl and t the points fell

below each line in a curve making for the origin. Fromthese

discrepancies Hopkinson was led to introduce the power law.

4-. Application of the Power Law of Creep

Hopkinson observed that Kohlrausch had found6 that

the recovery following a short twist could be expressed in

the form

where a was less than unity, equation (g), over a limited

range of values of t. This must therefore have been propor-

tional to the recollection function ~(t) by equation (33).
Hence Hopkinson obtained for the creep function

vet) = At1-et (44)

Whereex, was less than but near unity. This corresponds to a

creep curve which is slightly concave upwards on the logari th-

roic plot. Applying the Superposition Principle to the power

law of creep, equation (44), Hopkinson obtained for the

residual deformation xt at a time t after release of a

deformation X applied for a time t1:

Xt/X = A [( t+tl)l-a. - t1-a.] (45)

He found for the glass used that the values a = 0.95, A~ .037
gave the best fit. For the dielectric creep of another glass

he found a. = 0.65. It should be noticed that when the creep



curve 1s slightly concave downwards on the logarithmic plot,
a must be slightly greater than unity.

AnalYsis of the Data of Klemencic
To supplement the analyses considered above, it is

of interest to consider in the light of the Superposition
Principle the data of Klemencic26• We have here a very care-
fully collected set of observations on the creep recovery of
glass following deformation to a constant value for various
lengths of time. Both torsion and bending experiments were
carried out. Though the work was carried out under the
direction of Boltzmann, Klemencic was satisfied to express
his results by means of Kohlrausch's equation (equation g),
finding suitable values of the constants for each test. In
this form his results are of little value. However, from his
data it can be shown that:

1. The Superposition Principle is obeyed by glass in
bending and in torsion.

2. The logarithmic law 1s a fairly good approximation.
3. The creep curve for constant load is slightly con-

cave upwards on the logeri thmic time plot.

Test of the Superposition Principle
Fig. 23 Shows the residual deformations as a func-

tion of recovery time t after bending a glass filament through
a given deformation for lengths of time tl = 1, 2, 4, g, and
16 minutes. From the data for tl ::1, 2, 4, and g minutes
were computed by means of equation (41) the recovery curves
corresponding to tl = 2, 4, g and 16 minutes respectively.
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These computed curves also are shown in Fig. 23. The agree-
ment with the observations is seen to be very good, indicating
that the Superposition Principle is obeyed by glass in bending.
Klemencic's data for creep recovery in torsion shows an equally
good agreement with the curves computed therefrom.

Application of Logarithmic Creep Law (Equivalent Time)
The data of Fig. 23 has been plotted against the

equivalent time for recovery (to a logeri thmic scale) in

Fig. 24. Roughly speaking, the points lie nearly on a straight
line passing through the origin. More exactly, for moderate
values of t the points for each value of tl lie on straight
lines which are displaced. above the origin by amounts increas-
ing with tl- For large values of t the points fall below the
appropriate straight line. As we have seen, these results
correspond to a creep curve which 1s slightly concave upwards
on the logarithmic time plot_

Calculation of the Creep Function
We can write for the deformation Yt at a time t due

to the application of constant load at zero time:

( 46)

where Yo is the deformation at zero time. Then vet) repre-
sents the delayed component of the deformation divided by the
instantaneous component. The residual deformation Yt at a
time t following removal of a constant deformation Yo acting
for a time tl is, from equation (23), given by
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From Klemenclc's data for tl = 1 we have ~(2) - ~(1),
1/J( 3) - ¥"( 2), and so on. From his data for tl = 2 we have
1/f( 3) - 7fr( 1) , 7jr( 4) - V( 2), and so on. By combining the
information obtained 1n this way, we can obtain, Without
recourse to interpolated data, 7/J(:t) - st(l) up to t = 36

minutes. In many cases the same quantity can be obtained in
two different ways. All the quantities possible to obtain
1n this way are plotted in Fig. 25. The points are seen to
lie nearly on a curve which is slightly concave upwards on
the logarithmic plot. The non-linearity of this curve is of
course responsible for the nature of Fig. 24.

Creep of Glass: Bennewitz's Experiments
The work of Bennewitz52,55 represents a recent

contribution to the study of primary creep in glass. He
wished to show that the logarithmic creep law Was a satis-
factory hypothesis from the technical point of view for the
explanation of the creep properties of amorphous and isotropic
materials. Bennewitz measured the creep recovery of a glass
filament Which had been deformed 1n bending by a constant
load* for 60, 120, 240, and 2400 seconds respectively.
Bennewltz also measured the creep under load for a length of
time of 2400 seconds. If the latter deformations be plotted

* Previous experimenters had of course applied a constant
deformation, whiCh is less satisfactory from the theoretical
point of view.
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against the logarithm of the time under load, the creep curve
will be found to be linear up to t = 100 seconds, and there-
after slightly concave downwards. The recovery deformations
when plotted against the logarithms of the equivalent timea
will again' be found to lie on straight lines for each value
of time under load tl• In this case, increase of time under
load is found to depress these lines below the origin. It
will be remembered that in the previous cases considered
where the creep curve was concave upwards the oppoai te was
found to occur.

The Primary Creep of Glass: General Conclusions .
From the above study of the literature of the

primary creep of glass the following general conclusions
can be drawn.

1. The delayed or primary creep component of the
deformation obeys the Superposition Principle.

2. The creep curve for constant load for glass when
plotted against the logarithm of the time under
load for moderate values of time may give a straight
line, or a curve which may be either slightly con-
cave upwards or slightly concave downwards (Fig. IS).

3. Logari thm1c and power formulae for the creep under
constant load represent satisfactory approximations
over limited ranges of time.

4. Recovery deformations plotted against the logarl thIn
of the appropria.te values of equivalent time fall
nearly on a straight line passing through the
origin. Deviations from this straight line are
consistent With the deviations of the creep curve
from the logeri thmic law.
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v. The Creep of Textile Fibers and Plastic Materials

The main part of the theory and of the experimental

data that have just been considered has been in existence for

manyyears. It would be imagined that those working in the

field of high polymers would have based their work on the

results of the study of inorganic materials. Unfortunately

this was not the case, and the meager amount of work that has

been carried out on the creep of high polymers has therefore

in manycases been unsystematic and misleading. The diffi-

culty in the study of high polymers has probablY been due to

a lack of basic knowledge of structure, and to the superim-

position on primary creep of other effects little understood.

In reporting the work that has previously been

carried out in the field of high polymers, it is convenient

to consider separately work on plastic materials and work on

material in fiber or filament form.

Creep of Plastics

As an example of the empirical methods that are

frequently adopted, there is the often-quoted work on cel-

luloid by Filon and Jessop53. In this work the creep defor-

mation under constant load was measured; no recovery tests

and no attempt to distinguish between recoverable and

unrecoverable creep were made. The data were fitted to an

empirical creep equation of dubious significance due to

Andrade44, 4g • The torsion creep and creep recovery of



commercial forms of bakelite has been studied, using the
Superposition Principle and assuming the logarithmic law of
creepI54,l70. Whereas in the case of glass the logarithmio
law was always a fair approximation to the true creep curve,
this does not appear to be the case with high polymers.

The Creep of Textile Fibers
Textile fibers have oreep properties which are in

general similar to those of plastics, but 1n addition to
being sensitive to temperature they are also very muCh affected
by changes 1n relative humidity. On aocount of the fineness
of these fibers, creep testing involves very delicate methods,
and reproducibility of results is difficult to attain.

The fundamental concepts of creep as far as textiles
are concerned were pointed out clearly by Shorter57,5S,67
and Pelrce5~,63166 many years ago. The former emphasised
that textile fibers were not so much plastic bodies as bodies
possessing a delayed extensibility; he illustrated his argu-
ment with concepts which are embodied 1n Part III. Peirce
clearly differentiated between three tyPes of deformation.
On removaJ. of the load causing a deformation one part of the
load was recovered immediately; this was the instantaneous
elastic deformation. Another part, the primary creep com-
ponent, was recovered in the course of time; the remainder
of the deformation was not recoverable at all. Peirce54

measured the torque relaxation in cotton hairs and yarns under
(nearly) constant angle of twist and found that Kohlrausch's
formula (equation 7) gave a very satisfactory fit. The creep
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of wool under constant load and under constant stress64,65,68
has been investigated, and also relaxation at constant
extension69, but again without any distinction between pri-
mary and secondary creep effects.

The creep under constant load, creep recovery fol-
loWing removal of load, and relaxation under constant strain
of synthetic filaments and silk have been studied more
systematically by de W. Smith and Eisenschitzg4,g5. Thess
investigators studied the properties of the filaments under
different conditions of temperature and relative humidity,
and found that the Superposition Principle with the logarith-
mic law approximation gave a fair representation of their
results. The problem of the initial state of the filament
was left unsolved. An important result obtained by Smith and
Eisenschitz was that though the initial elastic deformation
was proportional to load, the creep component of the deforma-
tion due to constant load (which gave a curve concave upwards
on the logarithmic time plot) increased at a faster rate than
the load. This latter phenomenon, which is at variance With
one of the assumptions of the Superposition Principle, has
been confirmed in the experimental work of the author. The
work of Smi th and Eisenschi tz indicates therefore the general
problems to be faoed in making a study of the primary creep
of filamentous materiaJ.s. The general theory and data we
have previously considered show us how these problems are to
be attacked.



Cyclic Loading
Let us suppose that a specimen of glass or of a high

polymer is loaded from zero load up to a given value, either
at a uniform rate with time or by equal intervals of load in
equal time intervals. Let us suppose that the specimen be
unloaded in the same manner. This scheme represents a very
common type of mechanical test of high polymers. We see that
even in the absence of structural changes, due to the memory
action of primary creep a stress-strain loop will be formed,
the strain on the descending branch for any given value of
stress being greater than for the same value of stress on the
ascending branch •. On reaching zero load, there will thus be
a small "remanent set" due to creep, which will d1 sappear
after some time. Such stress-strain loops have often been
recorded in the literature; 1n many cases the authors have
omi tted to mention whether the If remanent set" eventually
disappeared entirely. It is probable that such loops are due
entirely to primary creep; as examples are shown a stress-
strain loop in bakelitel22 (Fig. 26) and stress-strain loops
1n silkl05 at different relative humid1 ties (Fig. 27).

Though the derivation of such load-extension and
stress-strain loops may be of technical value in particular
cases, we see that in general cyclic loading tests are less
fundamental than creep test s under constant load. Before
suCh cyclic loading tests can be fully interpreted it is
necessary first to study the creep properties of a material
under constant load.
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Summary

It has been shownthat the reversible deformation

due to the application of a constant load (in the absence of

structural change) can be separated into an instantaneous

componentand a delaYed component. The delayed component

can be represented by a sigmoidal curve on the logari thm1c

time plot. The delayed componentis in general a function

of the previous loading history and in the case of glass 1s

given by the Superposit1on Principle.



Part III.

MECHANICAL MODELS

AND THE WIECHERT THEORY

I. Mechanical Models

It has been sho\vn in the preceding part of this
thesis how complex creep and relaxation effects in materials
can be reduced to a simple system by means of the Superposi-
tion Principle. The next problem which arises in the studY
of creep phenomena is the investigation of the mechanism to
which these effects are due. Both Boltzmann24 and Maxwel123

gave this problem their attention and advanced purely quali-
tative theories based on atomic structure concepts. Boltzmann
indicated how the atomic arrangement inside a body might
depend on its previous history, and Maxwell proposed what we
would now call a 11 two-phase" theory. Since at that time know-
ledge of the structure of solids was extremely vague, further
development along these lines was not possible. The next
important contribution was therefore of a mathematical charac-
ter. The theory of Wiechert3? may be considered as a mathe-
matical formulation of Maxwell's ideas. Based on the concept
of time of relaxation, this theory accounts for the general
nature of the creep curve under constant load, and includes
in its results the Superposition Principle of Boltzmann.
Experimental verification of the Superposition Principle may
accordingly be taken as verification also of the theory of
Wiechert.



The implications of this mathematical theory are
by no means obvious; they can however be best illustrated by
considering the behavior of an equivalent mechanical model.
The first such mechanical model, proposed by Poynting and
Thomson38 in 1902, illustrated in a crude way some of the
fundamental creep and relaxation properties of glass. Since
that time many such models have been proposed57, 5g, 60, 6~,
70, 94, 123, 125, 142; these models have become more and more
complex in an attempt to n explainl1 more and more phenomena.
On these grounds such mechanical models have been objected
to66, and rightly so. In the present case, however, a logi-
cal system of models has been studied; these models explain
in many cases qualitatively and in some cases quantitatively
how the observed behavior of materials under load may be
interpreted.

Following the discussion of mechanical models, the
effect of temperature on primary creep and the effect of
creep on mechanical behavior under dynamic loading are con-
sidered. Though these aspects of the theory have no immediate
connection with the experimental results presented later,
theY are included here for completeness and on account of
their theoretical and technical importance.

The Maxwell Relaxation Time
Maxwel17 suggested in lS67 a differential equation

to represent the meChanical properties of materials such as
pitch. He observed that for the application of a load of
very short duration, these materials could be considered as
perfectly-elastic bodies. Even the smallest load, when



applied however for an extended length of time, would cause
flow to take place, the materials then behaving like viscous
liquids. Let us consider for example a cylinder of such a
material in torsion. For very short application of load we
could measure a shear modulus G, which would be the ratio of
shear stress to shear strain. From the flow resulting from
a prolonged application of load we could measure a viscosity
ft defined in the usual way as the ratio of the shear stress
to the rate of shear strain. If now we assume that this
cylinder is twisted suddenly through a given angle and held
at that angle, then due to the existence of the flow property
the torque necessary to hold the cylinder twisted, and hence
the Shear stress in the material, will decrease With time.
If no effects other than those above are present, the stress
will then decrease exponentially according to the law:

P _ P -( t-Q) loy
t - Q e (48)

where P 9 is the stress at time Q, P t is the stress at a later
time t, and 'Y 1s a constant of the dimensions of time. This
constant, which turns out in this case to be merely the ratio
of the viscosity to the shear modulus, "lt/G, 1s called the
Maxwell relaxation time. Hence if the specimen be held at
constant strain for a length of time equal to its Maxwell
relaxation time, then at the end of this period of time the
stress will have fallen to lIe or to 0.368 of its initial
value. A perfectly elastic material has an infinite relaxa-
tion time; that of a mobile fluid such as water is nearly
zero.
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Mechanical Models
With this new concept of the Maxwell relaxation

time we are now in a position to consider meChanical models.
These will be thought of as constructed from elastic elements
and viscous elements. Each elastic element obeys Hooke's Law
and is characterised by a spring; the resistance of such an
element is thus proportional to its extension. Then if P 1s
the load in the spring and x is its extension, we may write:

p == x/p. ( 49)

where 1/p- represents the stiffness of the spring. The vis-
cous element is characterised by a dashpot and obeYs Newton's
Law; its resistance to deformation is proportional to the
rate of strain of the element. Then for the dashpot we may
wri te:

p = (1/ A ) ( dx/ dt)

Where l/A represents the ttviscosityU of the dashpot.

The Maxwell Unij;.
Let us imagine an elastic element coupled in series

With a viscous element. We will call this combination,
illustrated in Fig. 2g, a Maxwell unit. We will investigate
the behavior of this uni t under constant deformation and
under constant load. First, if this unit be SUddenly pulled
out to a given extension, the force exerted on the system as
a result of the yielding of the dashpot will decrease
exponentially with time. The mechanical behavior of the
system can thus be characterised by a Maxwell relaxation time
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given by

If on the other hand, we apply to this sYstem a constant load,
there will be an innnediate extension (due to the spring)
followed by flow at a uniform rate with time (due to the
dashpot) • On removal of load, there will be merely an
instantaneous contraction due to the spring, as Shown in
Fig. 29. It is clear therefore that the single Maxwell
element does not represent the creep and recovery properties
of high polymers. The mechanical properties of.high polymers
cannot therefore be represented by a single Maxwell relaxa-
tion time.

Two Maxwell Units in Parallel
Let us now consider the sYstem consisting of two

Maxwell uni ts in parallel, as shown diagrammatically in Fig.
30. We will assume that the sYstems have different relaxa-
tion times given by 'Y1 = )All Al, ~ = }A-21 A.2 • Let us
now consider the behavior of this sYstem on applying instant-
aneously a constant load. On applying the load there is
first an immediate elastic extension of the system due to
(equal) extensions in the springs; the load is thus Shared
between the Maxwell units in the ratio of the stiffnesses of
the springs. After the lapse of a long time the system
settles down to a uniform flow; the load is now shared between
the units in the ratio of the "viscosities" of the dashpots.
Since the relaxation times of the two component units are
different, it is seen that before the system settles dovm to
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uniform flow there must exist a transition period while there
takes place a transference of load from one unit to the other.
During this process the extension of one of the springs
increases, and that of the other decreases. Let us now assume
that the load is instantaneously removed. There will be an
inB~:antaneoUB contraction of the system due to the instant-
aneous contractions of the springs by equal amounts equal to
the original instantaneous extensions. One spring will there-
fore possess a residual compression and the other a residual
extension. These forces can only be dissipated by the gradual
yielding of the dashpots; this will be accompanied by a
gradual further contraction of the Whole system, i.e., by a
11 creep recoveryl1 •

The behavior of this system under constant load
applied at zero time can be ane.lysed by setting up the differ-
ential equation for the system. The deformation xt at a
time t after application of a constant load P will then be
found to be:

where a = fAl}A-2 / (}Al +)1'-2)

~ = - (l-'Y/'Yl)(1-'Y/1-"2)

~= Y/(1iY2)

The instantaneous elastic deformation is given by Po.; this
multiplied by ~t gives the uniform flow component
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proportional to time; the term ~(l_e-t/'Y) represents the
deformation due to redistribution of load as a result of the
existence of two different relaxation times_

Now let us investigate the deformation x after
removal of load; the load P will be assumed to be applied at
zero time and removed at a time tl- The deformation at a
sUbsequent time t will then be found to be given by:

:lC.t == Po([11'\ + ~{(1 - e-t/'Y) - (1 - e-(t-t1)/'Yl}) (53)

The residual deformation thus consists of a permanent set
given by the Pa~tl term corresponding to the steady viscous
flow of the system, and in addition a transient residual
deformation which disappears with time. The ~ term of the
deformation has therefore the nature of a primary creep and
creep recovery; furthermore, this primary creep is seen to
obey the Superposition Principle. The deformation under con-
stant load and following removal of load, as given by
equations (52) and (53), is represented in Fig. 31. We can
say therefore that on applying to the model consisting of
two Maxwell units in parallel a constant load, there is first
an immediate elastic deformation proportional to the load,
and subsequently an irreversible viscous now, again propor-
tional to the load. Due to the existence of two different
Maxwell relaxation times, there is in addition a primary creep
obeying the Superposition Principle. The normalized creep
function in this case is given by
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It is seen that this model represents, in a quali-
tative way at least, the creep behavior of suCh materials as
lead40 and pi tch39, 42, and also glassl5g and thermoplastic
resins such as pOlylSobutYlene124•

Maxwell's Theory of Stratified Dielectrics
The basic concept involved in the above model has

been borrowed from work by Maxwell g on dielectric creep.
We can consider a dielectric of a condenser as possessing a
relaxation time. This 1s the time for the potential due to
a given Charge on the condenser to fall to lie of its initial
value, as a result of the leaking away of the charge through
the dielectric. If the dielectric can be represented by a
single relaxation time, the charge and discharge characteris-
tics on applying a given potential and then grounding the
condenser correspond to the deformation characteristics of
the single Maxwell unit on applying and removing constant
load. If the dielectric can be considered as stratified,
i.e., as divided into layers with at least two different
electrical relaxation times, then residual effects will
manifest themselves.

Maxwell Unit in Parallel With Elastic Element
This model, a special case of the one studied

above, is illustrated in Fig. 32. It 1s derived from the
previous model by giVing one of the units an infinite relaxa-
tion time. In this model we will investigate the relaxation
due to a given strain, and the creep due to constant load,
as well as the reslduB~ effect due to removal of strain (or
load).
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1. Relaxation at Constant Length
If the system is suddenly pulled out to a constant

extension xo' the load Pt applied to the system will decrease
with time due to yielding of the dashpot in the Maxwell
element. The load is then given by:

Pt = Xo (J-l1+}-L2) r 1 - )).1 (1 - e-t/"r'2)] (54-)
}A I f.J.2 l ,ul + fA2

where

If at any time the model is released, it will gradually return
to its original length, hence the relaxation is purely a
primary creep effect. If after relaxation at constant exten-
sion the model be restored to its original length, there will
be a residual load on the model which will die away gradually
in accordance with the Superposition Principle. If we write
equation (54) in the form

then by analogy with equation (2g), a corresponds to the
instantaneous modulus of elastic1 ty • The normali sed func tion
for relaxation vr(t) is given by

The constant ~ is then given by
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2. Creep under Constant Load
Immediately on application of a constant load P at

zero time there occurs an instantaneous deformation Pa. due
to the (equal) extension of the two springs. Due to the
"flown of the dashpot in the Maxwell un! t, the load carr~ed
by this unit will be gradually transferred to the elastic
element, resulting in a grad~al increase in extension, or
creep. This deformation reaches a limit When the single spring
carries all the load. Hence the delayed deformation is due
to the transference of load from the Maxwell unit to the
elastic element.

If at any time the load be removed, there will be
first an instantaneous contraction of the model equal to the
previous instantaneous extension Pa.. This instantaneous con-
traction is due to (equal) contractions of the springs in the
model; the single elastic element is thus left with a residual
tension and the spring of the Maxwell unit with a residual
compression. This 11 internaJ. stress" in the system dissipates
itself slowly as a result of the yielding in the dashpot; we
thus get as before a creep recovery, corresponding to the
previous creep and obeying the Superposition Principle. The
behavior of this model is illustrated in Fig. 33.

The following are the mathematical results for creep
and recovery of this mOdel. For constant load P applied at
zero time, we get for the extension Xt at time t

xt = P ()A.l)A.2 ) r 1 + ::2 (I - e-tj'Y )] (59)
P-l + )J.2 l ~

( 60)
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Writing this equation in the form:

( 61)

in an analogous way to equa.tion (9), we get for the normalised
creep function

~(t) = 1- e-t/~

and for the constant ~:

(62)

( 64)

If the load P be removed at time tl, the residual deformation
at a subsequent time t is then given by

_ ~ )A12 ( 1 -t/'Y) ( -( t-t1 > /?1J
:let - "ul + IJ.2 - e - 1 - e >J

This mOdel thus manifests under load an instantaneous and
also a delayed (or primary creep) deformation, the latter
obeying the Superposition Principle; Yet it fails in one
material particular to give a true representation of the
behavior of materials manifesting primary creep. A normalised
creep function as given by equation (62) is almost never
found; in spite of this, this comparatively simple model can
be of great use in indicating relationships between creep
and relaxation for different types of material.

Relation between Creep and Relaxation
Since 1n the experimental study of the properties

under discussion both creep and relaxation tests are used, it
is important to know the relation between these two types of
tests when only primary creep phenomena are present. Let us
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again assume that a constant extension Xo is applied at zero
time to the model of Fig. 32. Then the ratio of the load in
the system at time t to the initial load is given by:

On the other hand, if a constant load Po be applied
at zero time, then the ratio of the deformation at time t to
the instantaneous deformation is given by:

( 66)

If we now assume that in our model the total delayed deforma-
tion is small compared to the instantaneous deformation, as
in glass, then f\ is small compared to#2 in equations (5g)

and (60). Hence for creep, equation (59) becomes:
Xt/xo = 1 + (f\/fL2) (l - e-t/'Y2) (67)

and for relaxation equation (56) becomes:
pt/po = 1 - VUl/~)(l - e-t/~2) (6g)

Hence if we plot Xt/Xo and Pt/po against the time t, We obtain
two curves which are the mirror-images of each other in the
line of ordinate unity as shown in Fig. 3~.

Bol tzmann9 and Becker59 considered the case of a
creep function of a general nature and investigat ed the
relationship between creep and relaxation assuming the Super-
position Principle to be true. They obtained the same result
as above; in their proofs however, there is the implicit assump-
tion that the delayed component' of the deformation is small
compared With the instantaneous component.

Now let us consider the cases where the delayed
component is of the same order as, or of a larger order than,
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the instantaneous component of the deformation. The former
case is represented, as we have seen, by hard rubber and
unplasticised resins, and the latter case by soft rubber
and highly plastiolsed materials. Under these oircumstances
j.A lis no longer small compared to ~ 2 ; the above result 1 s
not true, and there is in this case no simple connection
between creep and relaxation. The following relation however
holds:

l/f) = 1 + l/~

It is reasonable to assume that the above remark holds also
for a creep function of any shape; we then come to the con-
clusion that creep and relaxation e;periments cannot be
simply compared with each other when dealing with high
:Qolymersg4,S5.

Model with Distributed Relaxation Times
In the model that has just been studied the norm-

alised creep function is seen to be of the type:

-t/y
1 - e

where ~ is a constant of the dimension of time, and t is
the time under load. If this function be plotted against
the logari thIn of the time, a sigmoidal curve, with the lines
of ordinate zero and unity as asymptotes, is obtained. If
now the above function be compared with the experimentally
observed functions to be found in the literature, a striking
discrepancy will be noticed. The experimental normalised
creep functions are in general flatter and extend over a much
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greater range of values of logarithmic time •. It will be

observed that alteration of the value of Y in the above

normalised creep function merely displaces the curve along

the axis.of logarithmic time, Without otherwise changing its

shape. If however the previous mechanical model is gener-

alised by adding to the elastic element a number of Maxwell

units in parallel of different relaxation tlme~, the normal1sed

creep function becomes extended along the 'logarithmic time

scale. Such a mOdelwith distributed relaxation times gives

a closer representation of the primary creep behavior of real

materials. This model is shownin Fig. 35.

1. Relaxation under Constant Deformation

Let us first consider the relaxation of load With

time due to a constant deformation instantaneously applied at

zero time. Let the constants of the springs in Fig. 35 be

denoted by PI' )A2' )A3. ••• )An; in general by ;'<-i; let

the constants of the corresponding dashpots be denoted by

~2' 1\.3' ••• - A n; in general by Ai- The initial load in

the system due to the instantaneously applied deformation Xo
1s

The initial load 1n any individual unit 1s

The load in this unit after time t 1s

( 72)



where

Hence the total load in the system at time t 1s

Putting this equation in the form of equation (56)
we get

where

This norma11sed flUlct10n ip-is more extended on a logarith-
mic time plot than a function containing a single exponential
term.

2. Creep under Constant. Load
The creep of the model with distributed relaxation

times (Fig. 35) is indeed complex. In the case of the pre-
vious model (Fig. 32) it will be remembered that during creep
under constant load there 1s a continuous transference of load
from the Maxwell unit to the elastic element. In the case of
the present model, the relaxation behavior under constant
deformation can be analysed qui te easily since each Maxwell



uni t relaxes independently of the others. When We come to
consider creep of this model under constant load however, it
appears that a very complex redistribution of load occurs
among the Maxwell units, rendering the mathematical treatment
very difficult.

However, by considering the results obtained so
far, it is possible to state in general terms the form of
the solution and also the mechanism of creep of this model.
First, the form of the solution is given in general by
equation (61)Where ~ is connected with ~ of equation (7~)
by means of the relation in equation (69). The normalised
creep function IT(t) consists of the sum of a number of
weighted exponential terms equal to the number of Maxwell
units in the model.

The meChanism of creep under constant load is some-
what as follows. Immediately after application of load, the
Maxwell units with very short relaxation times begin to give
up their load. Since the units with very long relaxation
times give up their load very slowly, they are called upon to
carry some of the load given up by these other units. Hence
for units with longer relaxation times the load first increases
and only later decreases; for units with Short relaxation
times the load decreases continuously, and for the single
elastic element (which has an infinite relaxation time) the
load increases continuously.

The Superposition Principl~
It is easy to show that the load in the Maxwell

units of the models of Figs. 28, 30, 32, and 35 obeys the



Superposition Principle for a given deformation history.
Since in the models of Figs. 32 and 35 only primary creep is
present, it follows that the load in these models as a func-
tion of the deformation history follows the Superposition
Principle (equation 20).

It has not been possible at the present time however
to show that the model of Fig. 35 obeys the inverse law
(equation 16), i.e., that the deformation as a function of the
loading history obeys the Superposition Principle. This
proof, together with the derivation of the creep under con-
stant load for this mOdel, are the mathematicaJ. aspects of
the study of mechanical models that remain to be investigated.

It is clear that if, by suitable choice of the
relaxation times of the various Maxwell units we can imitate
in our model the behavior of a real material under any given
history, we can refer the behavior of the real material under
any other history to the behavior of the model. Shorter57

has interpreted the behavior of textile fibers under load in
terms of the above model, without of course claiming that the
model represented the actual molecular processes inside the
fiber. His remarks5g are worth quoting in extenso:- liThe
elastic properties of fibers and yarns have been studied by a
number of investigators ~ ••• who all attribute the peculiari-
ties in the elastic behavior of fibers to plasticity, and
speak of 'permanent strains' in fibers. T ••• I dispute this
conclusion and put forward the view that textile fibers are
much more perfectly elastic than the results of these
investigators would seem to indicate and that the apparent



elastic imperfection is largely due (in the case of wool
almost entirely due) to the fact that the elastic extension
or contraction is impeded by a resistance of a viscous
nature. Such viscous or plastic material as exists in a
fiber is, so to speak, in parallel with the elastic material
and does not interrupt its continuity." Shorter then des-
cribed a mo del analogous to that of Fig. 32.

Shorter proceeded: n If a given force be applied
rapidly and maintained for a lengthy period of time, we get
a rapid extension followed by a slow one. In the case of
the model, the process of approach to equilibrium would be
very simple -- the rate of approach would be proportional to
the distance from the equilibrium. With animal hairs (wool,
human hair, etc.) no such simple law is obeyed. The process
of extension proceeds-for a very lengthy period -- days or
even weeks. The explanation of this is, not as might be
supposed, that the elastic elements are showing a plastic
yield, but that the fiber contains elastic elements with very
different degrees of damping, so that on the first applica-
tion of an external force the more lightly damped elements
extend and, as time goes on, the extension of the more highly
damped elements begins to show itself. We get a similer
effect on removing the external force, and it is undoubtedly
the extreme slowness of the recovery of the more highly
damped elements that has given rise to the erroneous ideas
of 'plasticity' and 'permanent strains'.

"Similar considerations apply to the case where a
fiber is held stretched to a definite length. We get an



apparent elastic relaxation which however is very different
from the effect contemplated in Maxvlell's theory of viscosity.
It is not the disappearance of a state of strain owing to
molecular readjustment, it is merely the transference of a
state of strain from lightly damped to highly damped elements."

3. Reversal of Creep Recovery
It will be remembered that Kohlrauschlg had demon-

strated that for a suitably chosen loading history, reversal
of the direction of creep recovery can take place in rubber
and hard rubber; Hopkinson16,17 had similarly demonstrated
this effect in connection with the residual charge on a
dielectric. Though the model of Fig. 32 obeys the Superposi-
tion Principle, it does not show the phenomenon of reversal
of creep recovery. J. J. Thomson3~ pointed out in effect
that in order for n rev'ersals to take place, at least (n+l)
IvIaxwel1units are required. This requirement seems to have
been appreciated previously by HopkinsonI6,17.

Series of Maxwell Units in Parallel
The previous model can be generalised one step

further; we then get a series of Maxwell units in parallel,
as in Fig. 36. This model has the primary creep properties
of the model of Fig. 35, and also the property of viscous
flow under load possessed by the model of Fig. 30. This
model probably represents very closely the properties of a
material such as glass. At room temperatures the greater
relaxation times are so large that the corresponding Maxwell
'units behave simply as springs; we then get merely primary



creep and creep recovery. At high temperatures all the
relaxation times are finite and there is consequently an
irreversible viscous flow proportional to load superimposed
on the primary creep.

This model cannot be interpreted however as repre-
senting the flow under large loads of materials such as
thermoplastic resins. Except at higher temperatures, the
flow of these materials does not follow Newton' B law of
Viscosity124, but appears if anything to follow Bingham's
Law. Furthermore, the secondary creep is in these materials
not truly irreversible, but can be recovered in part or in
whole under certain circumstances. To represent completely
the properties of thermoplastic resins would require suCh
complex models that the whole purpose of such models would
be defeated.*

Other Mechanical Models
The model of Fig. 37 is often discussed in the

literature53,94,123,142. This corresponds to the model of
Fig. 32 with the exception that the former Shows no instant-
aneous elastic deformation. The model of Fig. 3g corresponds
in behavlor3g,57,5g,60,94 to that of Fig. 32, and the
model123 of Fig. 39 corresponds to that of Fig. 30.

Electrical Models
The closely analogy between the phenomena of

..~ It seems reasonable to assume, that at temperatures which
are high enough for the flow to become Newtonian in
character, primary creep and "thermo recoveryll disappear.



meChanical and dielectric creep has been emphasised, together
with the parallel development of the study of these pheno-
mena. In an analogous way to the mechanical models considered
above, ideal electrical circuits or electrical models79,123,125

have been proposed for the study of the anomalous properties
of dielectrics. These models consist of pure resistances
(corresponding to the viscous elements in the mechanical
case) and pure capacitances (corresponding to the elastic
elements). Potential corresponds to applied load, and charge
(strictly speaking, "electric displacementU) to.deformation.
Corresponding to a Maxwell unit a condenser and resistance
are in parallel 1n the electrical model; parallel units in
the mechanical model must be placed in series in the
electrical analogue. Thus the electrical model of Fig. 40

corresponds to the mechanical model of Fig. 36.



II. Theories of Primary Creep

We will now consider in more detail the theories of
Maxwell and Boltzmann mentioned previously. The Wiechert
Theory will then be discussed in the light of the concepts
developed in connection with the investigation of mechanical
models. The early theories of the mechanism of creep were
of a thermodynamical kind; theY considered the vibrations and
translations of molecules as a result of their heat motion.
The treatment of Maxwell is most complete, and explains how
primary creep and creep recovery can take place, as well as
permanent deformation. Following Maxwell's paper Boltzmann
pUbli~led a Short note explaining the ideas underlying his
presentation of the Superposition Principle several years
previously.

Maxwell's Theory of Creep
Maxwell's theory of creep23 is to be found in an

article written in 1977 for the Encyclopaedia Britannica.
In this article the physical behavior of solids and fluids is
first discussed. Maxwell remarked: "Solids, however, which
are not viscous in the sense of being capable of an unlimited
amount of change of form are yet subject to alterations depend-
ing on the time during which stress has acted on them. In
other words, the stress at any given instant depends, not
only on the strain at that instant, but on the previous
history of the body. Thus the stress is somewhat greater



when the strain is increasing than when it is diminiShing,
and if the strain is continued for a long time, the body, when
left to itself, does not at once return to its original Shape,
but appears to have taken a set, which, however, is not a
permanent set, for the body slowly creeps back towards its
original shape with a motion whiCh may be observed to go on
for hours and even weeks after the body is left to itself.n

Maxwell then discussed the reversal of creep recovery and the
superposition equation of Boltzmann.

Maxwell proceeded:- "(Boltzmann's equation) however,
is not in any sense a physical theory of the phenomena; it
is merely a mathematical formula which, though it represents
some of the observed phenomena, fails to express the pheno-
menon of permanent deformation •••••••

"We know that the molecules of all bodies are in
motion. In gases and liqUids the motion is such that there
is nothing to prevent any molecule from passing from any
part of the mass to any other part; but in solids We must
suppose that some, at least, of the molecules merely oscil-
late about a certain mean position, so that, if we consider
a certain group of molecules, its configuration is never very
different from a certain stable configuration, about which
it oscillates.

n This will be the case even when the solid is in a
state of strain, provided the amplitUde of the oscillations
does not exceed a certain limit, but if it exceeds this limit
the group does not tend to return to its former configuration,
but begins to oscillate about a new configuration of stability,
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the strain in whiCh 1s either zero, or at least less than in
the original configuration.

It The condi tion of this breaking up of a configura-
tion must depend partly on the amplitude of the oscillations,
end partly on the amount of strain in the original configura-
tion; and we may suppose that the different groups of mole-
cules, even in a homogeneous solid, are not in similar circum-
stances in this respect.

II Thus we may suppose that in a certain number of
groups the ordinary agitation of the molecules is liable to
accumulate so much that every now and then the configuration
of one of the groupg breaks up, and this whether it is in a
state of strain or not. We may in this case assume that in
every second a certain proportion of these groups break up,
and assume configurations corresponding to a strain uniform
in all directions.

"If all the groups were of this kind, the medium
would be a viscous fluid.

"But if We suppose that there are other groups,
the configuration of which is so stable that theY will not
break up under the ordinary agitation of the molecules unless
the average strain exceeds a certain limit, and this limit
may be different for different systems of these groups.

"Now if such groups of greater stability are dis-
seminated through the substance in such abundance as to build
up a solid framework, the substance will be a solid, which
will not be permanently deformed except by a stress greater
than a certain given stress.
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"But if the solid also co~tains groups of smaller
stabi11 ty and also groups of the first kind which break up
of themselves, then when a strain is applied, the resistance
to it will gradually diminish as the groups of the first
kind break up, and this will go on until the stress is reduced
to that due to the more permanent groups. If the body is
now left to itself, it will not at once return to its original
form, but will only do so when the groups of the first kind
have broken up so often as to get back to their original state
of strain. II

We therefore assume, according to Maxwell, that in
a body Showing the phenomenon of primary creep there is first
a continuous structure of material bound by primary (chemical
valence) bonds. Under ordinary conditions of temperature the
molecules forming this framework can merely vibrate about their
positions of equilibrium. In the pores of this framework is
however material bound by secondary forces; this material is
therefore of the nature of a liqUid, the molecules continuously
changing their positions of equilibrium. Creep and creep
recovery are due to the viscosity of the" liquid" phase
hindering the deformation of the "solid" phase; permanent set
is due to a breaking up of the solid phase.

This two-phase theory has been adopted by chemists
to explain the structure of gels. Unfortunately, it has not
been po~sible to demonstrate the existence in materials mani-
festing primary creep the coexistence of material in Widely
differing states of aggregation. In fact recent research has
shown that there exist in the structure of high polymers not
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two distinct phases but a~ least two distinct types of bonds.
Maxwell's theory requires however but slight modification to
adapt it to modern concepts of structUl'e.

Boltzmann's Theory of Creep
Boltzmann's theory of the mechanism of creep24 was

published with the viewpoint of silencing those critics who
claimed that the Superposition Principle was contrary to the
contemporary concepts of atomic theory27. Boltzmann pointed
out that he made no assumption that the forces between atoms
possessed some sort of a memory. He assumed rather that the
grouping of the atoms Was dependent not merely on the
instantaneous state but also on the previous states of the
body. This dependence could arise as a result of the thermal
motion of the atoms. In this connection the remarks of
Warburg2g and also of Neesen19 are of interest.

Wiechert's Theory of Creen
In studying experimentally the phenomenon of primary

creep, we usually measure the changes in strain due to a
given stress history. In the theoretical study, however, the
inverse viewpoint, namely, the change in stress due to a
given strain history, is to be preferred. We have seen this
to be true in the study of the model possessing several Maxwell
units (Fig. 35). This latter viewpoint was the one adopted
by Boltzmann and also by Wlechert37•

Wiechert first considered the behavior of a body,
manifesting only what we have called primary creep phenomena,
when suddenly deformed by a constant amoWlt. The stress set
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up as a result of this deformation will relax from an initial
value down to a final value. When relaxation is complete,
the body is then in a state of rest or katastasis. The
stress corresponding to this katastatic state Wiechert called
the katastatic stress. The stress at any previous time could
be thought of as consisting of the final or katastatic stress
upon whiCh is superimposed a transient or epibolic* stress;
the epibolic stress thus decreases gradually from its initial
value to zero. Wiechert first assumed that the epibolic stress
decays according to Maxwell' 8 law of relaxation, as given by
equation (4g). This assumption leads to a relaxation behavior
identical with that of the model of Fig. 32 (equation 54).
For reasons that we have already indicated, Wiechert found
that the observed relaxation behavior of materials did not
follow this rule. He therefore proposed that the epibolic
stress represent many relaxation effects taking place simul-
taneously but with different relaxation times. Referring now
to equation (73), we see that the right-hand side consists
of two terms. The first term is constant With time and
represents the katastatic stress of the mOdel of Fig. 35.
The second term decays from an initial value at zero time to
zero at infinite time, and thus represents the epibolic stress
in the system. This epibolic stress is seen to be made up of
(n-I) components of different "weights" 1/ fl-i and of different

* The tem "epibolic1 tyllhas been used by Peirce63,66 and
others 1n referring to what we have called primary creep
effects.



relaxation times ~i. The model of Fig. 35 is thus a mechani-
cal representation of the second proposal of Wiechert.
Wiechert then Showed that this system obeYed the Superposition
Principle as far as the load due to a given deformation is
concerned; this result we have already seen to be true. He
showed the same to hold for the deformation due to certain
simple loading histories; but here it seems that he assumed
as did Boltzmann9 that the delayed deformation was small com-
pared to the instantaneous deformation.

The Distribution of Relaxation Times and the Relaxation
Function.

The general equation for relaxation under constant
deformation is given by equation (28) or equation (56). The
function v( t) We may call the relaxation function by analogy
with the creep function ~(t) of equation (9). If we write
for the stiffness of the springs in the model of Fig. 35,
ai = l/JAi' then the normalised relaxation fWlction -qr( t) is
given by: n

L aie-t/7i
1 - vet) = .::.2 _

n
2: ai
2

Equation (75) then indicates how the epibolic stress decays
with time. Wiechert computed the change of 1 - vet) with
time for various simple distributions of relaxation time, and
plotted these against time to a logarithmic scale. Four of
the cases investigated by Wiechert are shown in Figs. 4l(a)
to 41(d). In all cases the heavy vertical lines represent
in position the relative relaxation times 1"'i and in length
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the relative "we1ghtt1 aJ( r ai) of the relaxation time.
Thus in Fig. 4l(a) the decay of the epibolic stress when
only a single relaxation time is present is seen to be
~ather rapid though smooth. When two relaxation times are
present as in Fig. 4l(b) the decay of stress is seen to be
more gradual but to possess a point of inflection. In Fig.
41(c), five relaxation times have been Chosen, distributed
symmetrically on a logarithmic time scale. Here again a
smooth curve 1s obtained but somewhat more extended than in
Fig. 4l(a). Finally, in Fig. 4l(d), where the previous set
of relaxation times is spread more widely over the logarithmic
time Bcale, the relaxation curve is further extended but this
time 1s seen to possess four points of inflection.

Continuous Distribution of Relaxation Times
In practice, of course, suCh points of inflection

are never observed in the curves of relaxation under constant
deformation. We therefore come to the conclusion that the
behavior of a real material can be best represented by
abandoning finally the model of Fig. 35 and by assuming a
continuous distribution of relaxation times. Let us assume
in fact that the proportion of relaxation times lying between
Y and Y+ dY is given by F(Y) dl"'. The function F('"Y)

thus represents the distribution function of the relaxation
times. The area under the distribution function curve is of
course unity, hence

00f F( ~) d'Y = 1
a
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Then the normalised relaxation function is given from equa-
tions (75) and (76) by

00

1 - i]i( t) = JF (Y) e-t/'Y d 'Y
o

or
00

,p( t) = f F( Y ) (1 - e-t /'Y) d 'Y
o

This is the general equation of the relaxation
function in terms of any arbitrary distribution of relaxation
times.

Wiechert's Special Distribution
It appears that the calculation of the distribution

function of relaxation times from any experimentally observed
relaxation curve is a very difficult, if not impossible,
mathematical process. However, the reverse process is easily
effected by means of equation (7S).

The special distribution function assumed by
WieChert Was obtained by taking to the limit the discontinuous
distributions of Fig. 41. He then obtained for his distribu-
tion function a normal error curve on the logarithmic time
plot. Then if ~ = In(t/r) where r is the relaxation time
corresponding to the mode,

(79 )

There is thus a singly infinite set of relaxation functions
-q;( t) given by this distribution, according to the value
chosen for the "coefficient of concentration" b. An infinite
coefficient of concentration corresponds to a single relaxa-
tlon term. Fig. 42 is reproduced from Wiechert I s paper. The
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sigmoidal curves may be interpreted as the values of the
function I - ~t), representing the decay of the epibolic
stress, plotted to a logarithmic time scale. The bell-shaped
curves are the corresponding distribution curves of relaxa-
tion times. It will be observed that in all cases the
epibolic stress relaxes to half its value in a time slightly
less than that of the mode of the distribution function.

The Importance of WieChert's Work
Wiechert's Theory shows us first that the primary

creep and relaxation properties of real materials may be
represented by a series of Maxwell relaxation times, and that
in fact the best characterisation is given by a continuous
distribution of relaxation times. His theory shows how the
distribution of relaxation times is connected with the
relaxation under constant deformation. For materials in which
the delayed deformation is small and in which the primary
creep obeys the Superposition Principle (such as glass) the
theory is directly applicable; it is probable that the
distribution function of relaxation times could be computed
directly from the observed creep curve under constant load.
For materials in which the primary creep obeys the Superposi-
tion Principle but in which the delayed deformation is not
small compared to the instantaneous deformation (in general,
high polymers), the theory is not immediately applicable to
creep tests under constant load. As has been pointed out
above, it is first necessary to investigate mathematically
the relation between creep and relaxation.



It will be shown in the experimental section' that
the textile filaments studied do not obey the Superposition
Principle in the form used above. This deviation appears to
be peculiar to highly oriented high polymeric materials. The
behavior of these materiels therefore cannot be thought of in
terms of a distribution of relaxation times, and Wiechert's
theory is of a qUalitative value only. On account of the
limited application of Wiechert's theory to the experimental
work which follows, only the fundamentals of the mathematical
theory have been presented, and it has not been considered
worth while at this stage to fill in the gaps in the theory.
The further development of Wiechert's theory has been carried
out by electrical engineers, to whom the theory has been of
great value as a method of representing some of the proper-
ties of dielectrics.

Becker's Theory of Creen
It will be remembered that in the simplest model

possessing primary creep properties, that of Fig. 32, the
creep behavior under constant load and the relaxation behavior
under constant deformation were compared. It Was shown, in
the special case where the creep is relatively small, that
the norma1ised creep function and the normalised relaxation
function are the same (equations 67 and 6g). On the other
hand when the delayed deformation is large compared to the
instantaneous deformation, this is not true (equations 57 and
62). We are justified in accepting these results for the
general case also of a distribution of relaxation times. Now
BeCker's theory59 Was developed using the concept of a
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continuous distribution of relaxation times, from the point
of view of deformation due to a given loading history. He
obtained however a result for the normalised creep function
lV(t) identical with that obtained above for the normallsed
relaxation function If(t), equation (73). It must be
assumed therefore that implicit in the derivation of this
result is the assumption that the creep is small.

There are several other theories, of lesser
importance. These can be found in a review of the mathematical
aspects of creep by Fromm70 and also in an earlier review by
Auerbach43•

The Creep Curve for Constant Load
The importance of the creep curve under constant

load has already been noted; it was mentioned previously that
in general the effect of change of temperature is to Shift
the deformation curve (plotted to the logarithm of the time
under load) along the axis of logarithmic time, without sig-
nificantly changing the shape of the curve. This has been
shown to be true for soft rubber (Fig. 14), for hard rUbberl43

(Fig. 15) and for bakellte (Fig. 16). It has also been shown
to be true for the dielectric creep of phenolphthalein153;
furthermore the normalised creep functions for the magnetic
and mechanical creep of soft iron are very similar and have
a very similar dependence on temperature159•

It is of interest to collect together the normallsed
creep curves on one graph. Fig. 43 shows the normalised creep
functions for rubber, and for bakelite and hard rubber. The
curves are adjusted so that unit time corresponds to the
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attainment of half the total delayed deformation, the curves
thus all intersecting at one point. For comparison the curve
corresponding to the single Maxwell unit with spring (Fig. 32)

is given; this of course corre~onds to Wiechert's b = 00

curve. In addition, Wiechert's normalised relaxation curves
for b = 0.2 and b = 0.075 are included for comparison. In
Fig. 44 are drawn the normalised creep curves again for a
single relaxation time and also for soft iron and hard rubber.
It is seen that the effect of continued vulcanisation is not
only to reduce the magnitude of the delaYed deformation but
also to reduce the spread of the relaxation times.

The Time Ratio
A convenient means of representing the spread of

the normalised creep or relaxation function eJ.ong the logari th-
mic time scale is by means of what we may call the time ratio.
We may specify a time ratio for example by the ratio of that
time required for 75% of the delayed deformation to be
attained, to the time required for 25% of the delayed defor-
mation to appear. The following are the time ratios for the
above curves obtained in this way.



Material Source of Date. Time Ratio
(approx.)

Iron Rlchter159 6.0
(magnet1 c and
mech. creep)

Hard Rubber Kobeko143

Bakelite Hetenyi15l 7.g

Soft Rubber Kobeko143 1000

Theoretical Wiechert?7 b = DC.) 4.7
b = 0.2 210
b = 0.075 4g,000

101.
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III. Effect of Temperature on Primary Creep

We have seen how Kohlrausch6 discovered by accident
the necessity for keeping temperatures rigidly constant dur-
ing a creep test; slight variations of the temperature of
test are always found to have a marked effect on the obser-
vations. We have also seen from the work of Kobeko143 and
the results of HetenYil5l (Figs. 14, 15, 16) that the effect
of change of tempera.ture on primary creep is to displace the
creep curve under constant load in the direction of the axis
of logarithmic time, i.e., to expand or contract the time
scale. This same result is to be deduced from the early
data of Kohlrausch (Fig. 9), and is confirmed by the data on
the temperature effect in the dielectric creep of phenol-
phthalelnl53, and in the magnetic and mechanical creep of
soft ironl59• Undoubtedly We have here a very significant
phenomenon, from the analysis of which can be drawn important
conclusions concerning the mechanism of creep.

Effect of Temperature on Viscosity
It will be remembered that Maxwell's model for the

structure of a body manifesting primary creep consists of a
sponge formed of material linked by primary bonds. In the
pores of this sponge is material linked by secondary bonds;
these bonds break up from time to time as a result of the
heat motion of the molecules, and in fact this material can
be considered as being a liquid. Though there is no
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chemical evidence for the existence of two distinct phases in
82such materials I it is necessary to modify Maxwell's mOdel

only slightly to obtain one which is more consistent with
modern ideas87• We can say that in suCh bodies there coexist
primary bonds which remain unbroken over the temperature
range, as well as secondary bonds which break up as a result
of the heat motion of the molecules, and which are strongly
affected by temperature. Since these latter bonds behave like
the bonds which exist between the molecules in a simple
liquid, it is of interest first to consider the mechanism of
viscosity of liqUids and the temperature effect on viscosity.

It is to be observed that the viscosities of
liquids decrease with temperature, while the viscosities of
gases increase with temperature; the mechanism of viscosity
in liquids must therefore be different from that in gases.
Furthermore, the density of a material in the liquid state
is usually much greater than in the gaseous state, hence
strong cohesive forces must exist between the molecules of a
liquid. We can imagine therefore that under the action of
these forces a given molecule vibrates due to its heat motion
about a position of equilibrium. Now all the molecules do
not possess the same thermal kinetic energy; these energies
are distributed statistically over a wide range among the
molecules of the liquid. There exists thus at any given
temperature a certain probability that a particular molecule
will possess a kinetic energy in excess of the potential
energy of the bonds holding it in place. Hence in a given
interval of time a definite proportion of the molecules given
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by this probability will leave their places and find new
places of equilibrium. Ordinarily, this occasional migra-
tion of molecules from one position of equilibrium to another
is random and undirected. Under an applied shear stress
however flow takes place and the rate of shear strain is pro-
portional to this probability. If T is the absolute tempera-
ture, and if k 1s Boltzmann's'constant and q the height of
the potential barrier that a molecule has to surmount, this
probability is given by

Multiplying q and k by Avogadro's number, we get:

pO<: e-Q/RT

where Q, now represents the height of the potential barrier
expressed in calories per gram-molecule and R is the gas
constant in calories. Q is usually called the energy of
activation. A high energy of activation corresponds to strong
bonds. The viscosity of a liquid should therefore very with
temperature according to a relation of the form:

where B = Q/R

It appears for simple liquids that this law satis-
factorily represents the change of viscosity with temperature18~
The above law, first proposed46 in 1913, has since been
deduced 1ndependently61 by different methods_
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Creep and Temperature

Nowlet us consider the processes taking place when

a load is applied to a body manifesting primary creep. On

B.pplying the load to the body, the load is shared between the

primary and secondary bonds. The strong primary bonds are

unaffected by the heat motion of the molecules; on the other

hand, as a result of this heat motion there is a statistical

breaking up of the weaker secondary bonds. If the load is

maintained constant, there is a gradual transference of load

from the secondary to the primary bonds. Thus the primary

bonds behave like springs, while the secondary bonds behave

like Maxwell units. A distribution of relaxation times arises

as a resul.t of a difference in the rate of breaking up of

different seconds.ry bonds. Thus this system of primary and

secondary bonds would be expected to behave in the sameway

as the model of Fig. 35.
With increase of temperature these relaxation times

would be expected to decrease, since the probability of break-

up as given by equation (gl) increases. The relaxation times

of the secondary bonds Should therefore all vary with absolute

temperature as eQ/RT• Consequently, change of temperature

should not alter the distribution of relaxation times; the

shape of the creep curve for constant load (on the logarithmic

plot) should therefore be unaltered for moderate changes of

temperature. This expectation is borne out by experiment.

Furthermore, the effect of changing all the relaxation times

in a given ratio would be merely to alter the time scale of

creep, as is obvious for example by inspection of equation (74).
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The effect of change of temperature should be therefore

merely to displace the creep curve on the logarithmic time
"

plot along the axis of logarithmic time; this expectation is

again borne out by experiment.

Let us now investigate the nature and magnitude of

this displacement. Following Kobekol4-3, we will call the

time required at any given temperature for the delayed defor-

t oc eQ/RT
c

or log to = Q,/(2.3026 RT.)+ a constant

Thus if we plot the commonlogarithm of the time constant

against the corresponding reciprocal absolute temperature,

we should obtain a straight line the slope of which is equal

to Q,/4.58, where Q is the energy of activation for creep

expressed in calories per gram-molecule. Comparison with

values of Q obtained by purely chemical methods should lead

to the determin'ation of the mechanism of creep in a given

material.

Energy of Activation for Creep

There are three methods for determining the energy

of activation for creep. The first method is that outlined

above, in which the creep curve Wlder constant load (or

recovery following long duration creep under constant load)

is obtained over a range of temperatures. The logarithm of

the time constant plotted against the reciprocal absolute
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temperature gives a straight line from whiCh Q may be computed.
This method, first used by Richter159, gave for mechanical
creep of soft iron a value of Q and a normalised creep curve
almost identical With those obtained for the magnetic creep
of the same material. VB~ues of Q have been computed in this
way from the data on soft rubber (Fig. 11.1-), hard rubber (Fig.
15), and bakelite (Fig. 16). From data on dynamic tests
described in the next section171.1- Q has been calculated for
chloroprene and for plasticised and unplasticised methyl
methacrylate. In the third method outlined below, Q has been
calculated from the recovery folloWing constant deformation
of short duration.

Calculation of EnergY of Activation from Recovery Experiments
It will be remembered that F. Kohlrausch6 had pub-

liShed very early in his investigations some data on the effect
of temperature on the creep of silver (Fig. 7). The decay of
residual twist of a silver Wire was measured after it had
been twisted thrOUgh 1800 for one minute and then released,
the experiment being repeated at different temperatures.

We know that we can interpret approximately the
data of such an experiment as the residual twist due to a
constant twist Yo of very short duration Y; we have, as in
equation (33),

where the residual tWist is Yt and th'e time t is reckoned
from the middle of the time under strain. Now let us suppose



that the same experiment be performed at a higher temperature.
The effect of increase of temperatU11e is to change the time
scale; let us assume that the effect of the increase is to
contract the time scale by a factor a. Let the residual
deformation at a time t at the higher temperature be now
denoted by Y t I • Then from the above equation

= a. ya.t

In other words, the residual deformation at time t at the
higher temperature is equal to a. times the residual deforma-
tion at a time a.t at the lower temperature. Now let us plot
the logarithm of the residual deformation against the logarithm
of the recovery time for eaCh of the~two tests, using equal
scales for ordinate and abscissa. It can then be seen from
the diagram of Fig. 14.5 that the effect of change of tempera-
ture is to shift the curve on this plot in the 450 direction
as shovrn. If We draw a line at an angle of 45°, the intersec-
tions of this line wi th the curves should correspond to times
the logari thme of which should vary with the reciprocal
absolute temperature as in equation (8,).

Analysis of the data of Kohlrausch on silver and of
Rehkuh33 on glass and silver by this method gives however only
a poor agreement With theory; the values given in the table
below represent therefore only the order of magnitUde of Q for
these materials.
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Calculation of Energy of Activation from Dynamic Tests
It will be shown later that if a force varying

sinusoidally with time of a given amplitude be impressed on
a body manifesting primary creep, then at a given temperature
the energy loss of the specimen due to primary creep will
vary wi th frequency. At a certain frequency the energy 10ss
reaohes a maximum. If the logarithm of this frequency (or
of its reciprocal) be plotted against the reciprocal absolute
temperature, a straight line will be obtained, from the slope
of which the energy of activation can be computed. Fig. 46
shows some resUlts which have been obtained on high polymeric
materiaJ.s174•

Tabulation of Energies of Activation
The following t1a.blegives values of Q found in the

literature or computed from pUblished data. The first six
.figures are to be taken as indicating the order of magnitude

only.
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Q
Material Source of Data Method cals/mole

Silver Kohlrausch Recovery 9,600
Silver Rehk:uh do. 11,000
Glass Rehkuh do. 5,gOo
Bakelite Hetenyi Creep gO,OOO
Rubber Kobeko do. 39,000
Hard Rubber Kobeko do. 97,000
Iron Richter Mechanical Creep 19,500
Iron Richter Magnetio Creep 20,300
Phenolphthalein Kuvshinski Dielectric Creep 126,000
Rubber
(with 37~S) 37,600
Chloroprene" 39,000
Methyl
Methacrylat e 72,000

Alexandrov Dynamio
do. + 10% 57,800Plast1c1ser
do. + 20% 52,000Pls.sticiser
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IV. Dynamic Loading

A very important property which is possessed by high
polymers is the ability to dissipate mechanical energy as
heat, when under alternating stress. This property in natural
and synthetic rubbers and also in laminated phenolics m~tes
these materials of value in engineering applications. This
property, known as damning capacity or internal friction, has
been very little understood, and its variation with stress,
frequency, and temperature not properly appreciated.

It was in the first paper ever pUblished on the
phenomenon we now call primary creepl that the connection
between damping capacity and primary creep was suggested;
Weber indicated that the decay of torsional oscillations of
a torsion pendulum or of sound vibrations in a solid could
be attributed to the action of primary creep. Some recent
work171+ that has been carried out on the effect of variation
of frequency and temperature on the dynamic behavior of high
polymers appears to confirm completely the suggestion of
Weber.

The variations of capacity and dielectric loss of
condensers with frequency and temperature are very complex
and of great technical importance. Here again it might be
expected that these phenomena could be attributed to the
action of dielectric creep. On account of the importance of
the problem, much attention has been devoted to it~7,130,lg6.

Accordingly, the study of the manifestation of dielectric
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creep under alternating conditions has been in advance of the
corresponding study of the dynamic effects of mechanical creep.

Mechanical Properties under Dynamic Loading
In connection with the properties of materials under

static load it was found useful to consider the behavior of
certain simple mechanical models. In discussing dynamic
behavior, these models are again of great assistance. The
simplest model which manifests only the property of primary
creep is that of Fig. 32, in which a spring is connected in
parallel With a Maxwell unit; this model was found to possess
qUalitatively the same creep properties as real materials.
Quantitative correspondence could be obtained by generalising
the model, so that a continuous distribution of relaxation
times given by some distribution function Was obtained.

Model With Single Maxwell Unit
Since this model 'obeys the Superposition Principle,

we may use this Principle to find the behavior of the model
under sinusoidal load. The deformation xt~of the model at
time t, due to the application of a constant load P at zero
time, is, from equation (59), of the form

~ ,. Fa. [ 1 + ~(l - e-tl'YJ (85)

Where the normalised creep function is as given by equation
(62) • If now We have a sinusoidal applied load given by

P = P sin wto

the deformation Xt may be obtained from equation (85) and



from equation (16) or equation (13);

Xt:= POa[(l + ~ 2) sinwt -
, l+w1'"

it is:

( II;;) COB wtl
1+ to J

113-

( 86)

This deformation can be represented by the imaginary part of:

p00.[ 1 + 11/(1 + lW'Y)] e1wt

Alexandrov and Lazurkin174 have given a graphical construction
for this deformation as a function of frequency. The deforma-
tion is seen to be sinusoidal and to consist of two parts, one
of which is in phase with the applied force, and the other in
quadrature.

Let us first consider the behavior of the model of
Fig. 32 under an alternating force of extremely high frequency.
Since the dashpot of the Maxwell unit will be effectively
It frozen", the system behaves like two ,springs in parallel.
The deformation is thus in phase with the applied force, the
angle of lag is zero, and further, the amplitude of the defor-
mation corresponds to the instantaneous elastic deformation.
For very high frequency therefore equation (gG) reduces to:

Xt = P oel sin wt

Now let us consider the case where an alternating
force is appll ed extremely slowly. In this case the Maxwell
unit is always completelY relaxed; the load is carried only
by the single spring. The deformation is again in phase wi th
the applied force, but this time the amplitude corresponds to
the sum of the instantaneous and delaYed deformations as
given by:
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It therefore followB that as the frequency increases from
zero to infinity, the apparent stiffness of the system
increases continuously, while the angle of lag rises to a
maximum and then decreases again. This angle of lag is of
course a measure of the damping capacity of the mat erial,
and is a maximum at a frequency given by:

Thus for. a materi'al characterised by a single relaxation time,
both the apparent modulus and energy loss can vary over a
wide range as the~equency varies. Similarly, if the dielectric
of a condenser can be considered as possessing a single
relaxation time, the change of loss angle and capacity with
frequency at constant temperature is given by the above
equations47,130,lg6.

Effect of Temperature Variation
We can now investigate the'effect of a moderate

variation in temperature on the dynamic behavior of the model
of Fig. 32• We know that if Q is as before the energy of
activation for primary creep, the time scale of phenomena
associated with primary creep varies with absolute tempera-
ture as eQ/RT, and hence the frequency scale will vary as
e-Q/RT• Generally speaking, therefore, we can say that
variation of the reciprocal of the absolute temperature at a
given frequency corresponds to variation of the logarithm of
the frequency at a given temperature. At a very low temperatur~
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therefore, the dashpot of the model of Fig. 32 is "frozen in"
due to increase of the time of relaxation of the Maxwell unit
to infinity; at a very high temperature, this time of relaxa-
tion becomes zero, and the single spring acts alone. Further-
more, We can say that the frequency at which the loss angle
is a maximum varies with temperature as eQ/RT• Hence the
logarithm of this frequency plotted against the reciprocal
absolute temperature should give a straight line from the
slope of which Q could be obtained174.

System wit~ Distributed Relaxation Times
We have seen that the model of Fig. 32 failed to

express quantitativelY the primary creep properties of
materials under constant load. Similarly , it has been
demonstrated that the properties of a dielectric under
alternating voltage cannot be represented quantitatively by
the above scheme, since in practice the loss maXima are less
pronounced130,lSI as are also. the variations with temperature.
Wagner47 therefore applied Wiechert's distribution of relaxa-
tion times (equation 79) to the dynamic problem and computed
the behavior of condensers according to this distribution for
several values of the "coefficient of concentration" b. These
calculations were completed by Yager130, who showed a good
agreement to exist between experiment and theory. At least
in the case of the dielectrics tested, therefore, the behavior
of dielectrics can be described by the Superposition Principle,
assuming a distribution of relaxation times according to
Wiechert.
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The mechanical behavior of high polymeric materials

appears to follow the same general rules. The effects of

variations of temperature and frequency on the mechanicaJ.

properties of plastics have been discussed by A1exandrov and

Lazurkinl74•
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Part IV.

THE STRUCTURE OF HIGH POLYMERS

I. Early Work on Structure

The object of this part of the thesis is to give
an account of the development of the contemporary concepts
of the ultimate structure of high polymeric materials. These
concepts are then used to consider the mechanism of creep in
particular, and of mechanical deformation in general, of these
materials. As a starting-point for research, many theories,
necessarily of an ad hoc nature, were propounded. Subsequent
investigation disproved most of these. Successive modifica-
tion of the remaining concepts has resulted in a picture of
the structure of materials which 1s generally accepted today.

In the main, four experimental methods have been
used in the study of the structure of high polymers, the most
important being the X-ray diffraction and chemical methods.
Study of physical and optical properties (by means of the
polarising microscope) has also been made. More recently
the problem of structure has been attacked by using combina-
tions of these methods; for example, the changes in X-ray
diffraction behavior as a result of specific mechanical treat-
ment have been studied.

This work has resulted in four basic theories of
structure. As a result of early X-ray work, which ind1cat ed
the quasi-crystalline nature of certain high polymers, the
micelle or crystallite theory Was developed. On the other
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hand, chemical evidence supported a continuous structure
theory. More recently, as a result of further experimental
evidence, a new theory has been developed, which combines
the essential features of both the above theories. This new
theory may be called the fringe theor~ or the network theory
of the structure of quasi-crystalline high polymers. Very
recently a further theory, the kinetic theor~ of high elasti-
city, has been proposed to account for the high reversible
extensibility of rubber-like materials@ This may be regarded
as complementary to the network theory@ Naturally, the work
on high polymers has covered a wide field, and it has been
impossible in the brief time.available to consult and report
in detail on the extensive literature. In this part of the
thesis, therefore only the main points in the development
of modern concepts are discussed.

Earll Views of Structure
With the exception of one or two materials, all

high molecular weight materials are of an organic nature •.
Rubber is a pure hydrocarbon; cellulose end its derivatives
contain oxygen; proteins such as wool, silk, gelatin and
collagen contain nitrogen also and sometimes sulphur in
addition. Synthetic materials such as the various commercial
plastics, the elastomers ("synthetic rubbers"), and the purely
synthetic fibers may contain these elements and possibly
halogens as well.

One is struck by the wide variation in physical
properties of these materials. Rubber for example when
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lightly vulcanised is highly extensible, yet it can recover
almost immediately its original form. Wool under certain
conditions has similar properties. On the other hand,
natural fibers such as flax and ramie possess small elastic
ex tensibilities, Yet they are very strong. As a result of
suCh Wide variation in phYsical properties, many ad hoc
structures Were proposed to account for the room temperature
properties of the various materials. For example, there were
many theories to explain the high reversible extensibility
in rubber. In one, long molecular chains were assumed to be
coiled in helices in the contracted state; these helices
opened up on extending the material. The mutual attraction
of the double bonds Was supposed to keep the helices closed.

Another theory postulated a two-phase structure for
rubber identical With that proposed by Maxwell: a skeleton
of material linked by primary bonds was filled by material
linked by secondary bonds; this latter material could there-
fore be considered as being in a low degree of polymerisation,
while the former Was highly polymerised. It was sho\vn however,
that many other materials'under suitable temperature condi-
tions also manifested rubber-like properties87,96,IOI.
Several of these materials, known on chemical grounds to con-
sist of long-chain molecules, could be separated into a
series of fractions of differing average molecular weightS2,lOq
Siml1e~ly, theories of the structure of wool involving fold-
ing polypeptide chains86,I03 and of the structure of thermo-
setting resins involving two distinct phasesl14,13l,142 have
not been found to be consistent With all the experimental
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evidence.
The contemporary viewpoint is not that the differ-

ent materials possess distinctly different structures, but
that their structures are all variations of one basic scheme.
It is generally agreed that high polymeric materials contain
long molecular chains consisting of the same unit or of simi-
lar repeating units. The differences in the properties of
high polymers are due to the differences in the properties
of these chains and in the manner by which they are connected
together.

Application of X-Rays to the Study of structure
Very soon after the discovery of X-rays, and of

their penetrability of matter, theY were put to use to study
the crystalline structure of many inorganic materials. It
is in the last twenty years or so that the more complicated
problem of the structure of high polymers has been studied.
Before considering the early X-ray work on these materiels,
a brief review of the mechanism of X-ray diffraction would
not be out of place. When a monochromatic beam of X-rays
falls upon a body, the atoms of the body become secondary
sources of radiation, and are said to "scatter" the X-rays.
Part of the scattered radiation involves a change of wave-
length. Part however, is scattered without a change of
Wavelength, and if the atoms of the scattering body possess
some degree of regular arrangement then the "unmodified"
secondary X-rays from the different atoms reinforce each other
in certain directions e~d destructively interfere in others.
If the body W1der investigation be pla.ced in a fine pencil
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of monochromatic X-radiation, then on a photographic film
behind the body an interference pattern will be produced.
The teclmique of making and interpreting' such patterns con-
stitutes the field of X-ray diffraction.

There are three main types of pattern to be obtained
with monochromatic radiation, namely, powder pattern, fiber
(rotation) pattern, and amorphous halol13• Let us assume
that in the X-ray beam is placed a sample comprising a small
piece of polycrystalline metal. This metal consists of
crystals in each of which the atoms are regularly arranged in
the crystal lattice; the crystals are however usually randomly
oriented in the specimen. If a flat film be placed normal to
the X-ray beam beyond the specimen, the pattern produced on
the film will consist of a series of circles of different
diameters and intensities, about the axis of the beam as
center. This is the p~der nattern. Such a pattern is also
produced when a single crystal is grotUld into a fine pOWder
and this pOWder used as the specimen.

When a single crystal is placed in the X-ray beam
wi th one of its crystallographic axes perpendicular to the
beam, and rotated about this axis, a rotation or fiber pattern
is produced. When a flat film is used, the pattern consists
of a series of points which lie on rectangular hyperbolae.
If the photographic film is in the form of a cylinder, the
axis of the film being the axis of rotation, the points will
lie on straight lines perpendicular to the axis of rotation.
These points lie at the intersections of these II layer lines"
and of the circles in the corresponding pOWder pattern.
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Finally, if a specimen be used which has no crYstalline order
but in which the building units are a certain average distance
from each other, there will be obtained an amorphous "halo" ,
the diameter of which corresponds to this average distancel13,132•
In general, glasses and liquids give amorphous halos. It is
useful to remember that large circles in the powder diagram
correspond to small distances between reflecting planes, and
vice versa.

The Crystallinity of Textile Fibers
Just over twenty years ago the first significant

X-ray work Was carried out on textile fibers. It was found
that when certain fibers were placed with their axes normal
to the X-ray beam, the X-ray pattern obtained was similar to
the "rotation" pattern described above. The explanation of
this result was as follows. These fibers were crystalline in
nature, or at least partly so. The crystals, Which necessarily
had to be SUbmicroscopic in size, were ce~led crystal1ites or
micelles. In order to produce a rotation pattern, it was
necessary for the crystals to be oriented in the fiber in a
certain way, namely, for one of the crystallographic axes of
all the crystallites to be parallel to the axis of the fiber;
the crysta11ites were otherwise randomly arranged around the
fiber axis. \i.henthe orientation of the crystallites was not
perfect, the points would spread out into arcs of circles, the
center of Which was the center of the pattern. All cellulosic
fibers investigated were found to give the same basic pattern;
ramie corresponded to almost perfect orientation. Silk, wool,
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and hair also gave crystalline patterns. Rayon was shown at
first to give a powder pattern (indicating practically no
orientation of the crystalline units) but later tests on
improved material gave fiber patterns. On the other hand,
gelatin Was thought to be a mixture of two amorphous sUbstances,
while collagen gave a fiber pattern. Rubber again gave an
amorphous pattern.

The Micelle Theory
The micelle theory offered an explanation of the

structure of materials deduced from their X-ray diffraction
data: it was developed chiefly with reference to cellulosic
fibers. I~ was shown from the X-ray patterns that the unit
cell of cellulose is quite small, and can accomodate only
four glucose residues. Now We know that in ionic and homo-
polar crystals the lattice points of the unit cell are occupied
by ions and. atoms respectively. In molecular crystals the
lattice points are occupied by molecules. In the latter case,
the crystals are very weak, the molecules being bound together.
only by weak residual forces. If the glucose residues in
cellulose were similarly connected, the material should be
very week, and should have the properties of low molecular
weight substances. It was concluded therefore that the mole-
cules of cellulose consist of long chains, connected by primary
bonds, and that these molecule..rchains are much longer than
the length of the unit cell.

The first pict~~e to be arrived at for the structu~e
of cellulose Was therefore as follows. We imagine long
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regularly arranged. parallel chains, bound. along their length
by primary bonds, and laterally by secondary bonds. Two such
chains run through each unit cell, which then contains two
cellobiose residues. We imagine a bundle of these Chains
some 50 A.U. in thickness and. at least 500 A.U. long to form
the micelle. In ramie these micelles have been pictured as
lying in a parallel arrangement, as bricks in a wall,
Fig. 47(a). The micelles are presumed to be bound together
by weak tertiary forces, by some intercryst8~line cementing
substance, or by flexible hinges of interconnecting chains.
In less well oriented cellulosic materials, the micelles are
assumed. to have a rather more random arrangementlOS• In
order to account for the high molecular weight of cellulose
in solution, it is necessary to assume that the micelles go
into solution without disintegration.

The above picture Was consistent with the X-ray
evidence. However, it became clear that many of the physical
and chemical properties of textile fibers (and. of other high
polymers giving diffraction patterns) depended on the amor-
phous rather than on the crystalline portion of the materiallS4,187
The nature of the intercrystalline amorphous material could
only be speculated upon; for example, it Was proposed that
near the surface of the micelle the orientation might be poor,
and this region would therefore behave like amorphous material.
It was also proposed that the Chains run continuously through
several micelles, the roentgenographically indicated limits
of the micelle corresponding to faults in the continuous
structure.
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The Continuous Structu~~ Theorz
An alternative theory, called the continuous

structure theory, was developed by StaudingerlOO and sup-
ported by the work of Carothers83• Developed largely on
chemical evidence, this theory is more in accordance 'With the
chemical and physical properties of high polymers; it
accounts for the structure of high polymers such as poly-
styrene which do not give definite X-ray interference patternsl32•
According to Staudinger, the structure of natural high poly-
mers can be best deduced by synthesising artificial polymers
from low up to the highest possible molecular weights.
Carothers' viewpoint Was that natural high polymers consist
of long molecular chains, and that if polymers could be
synthesised of SUfficiently high molecular weight, a material
having properties comparable with those of natural high
polymers could be obtained.

Staudinger studied the polymerisation of polyoxy-
methylene from formaldehyde and of polystyrene from styrene.
The former polymer Staudinger took as a "model" for cellulose,
end the latter as a "model" for rubberlOO• Carothers argued
that the mechanism in such addition-polymerisations was
unknownl04• In condensation-polymerisations, however, if the
repeating unit Was SUfficiently long the possibility of ring
closure was small, and hence long molecular chains of known
composition were necessarily formed. Carothers83 indicated
methods by which condensation-polymerisation could be carried
out, for example, formation of polyesters by self-esterificaticn
of hydroxy acids and also from dibasic acids and glycols;
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polyamides from amino carboxylic acids, as well as from
diamines and dicarboxylic acids; and polyanhydrides from
dibasic acids.

Staudinger showed how a repeat pattern could arise
in a long-chain polymer containing chains of different
length. He pointed out that whereas low polymers could be
separated from each other completely, this became less pos-
sible as the degree of polymerisation increased. He studied
the X-ray diffraction behavior of polyoxymethylene diacetate
in a low degree of polymerisation and found interferences
corresponding to the length of the -CH20- repeat unit, as
well as longer period (i.e., smaller angle) interferences
corresponding to the leng~h of the molecule. The length of
the molecule thus determined Was found to increase by the
length of the -CH20- group for each unit increase in the
degree of polymerisationlOO• In the words of Katz132:

"While in the case of lower polymers (for instance
with 10-20 CH20 groups) the length of the molecule could be
studied, this method failed in the case of the higher polymers.
Here it Was not possible to separate the polymers into frac-
tions each having one single chain length. Such complex
mixtures now showed a very interesting phenomenon. The small
interference rings related with the length of the molecule
were now failing. This experience is especially interesting,
as they have never been found in natural high polymeric sub-
stances (like cellulose, rubber) and many synthetic polymers.
So we are led to the assumption that in all such cases where
these interference rings fail there are mixed crystals built
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up by molecules of such a different length that these inter-
ferences cannot be formed. Staudinger at once applied these
resluts to cellulose, asserting that it had in principle the
same structure."

The two cases can be represented by Figs. 4g and 49*.
In the former case, representing the low polymer, the influence
of the chain ends allows fractionation into pure polymers, in
which a repeat distance II a" corresponds to the length of the
Chain. In the latter case, the influence of the end groups
becomes lostin the high polymer, and crystallisation tekes
place in the form of a continuous structure, the Chain ends
causing merely local structural distortions. With the high
polymer therefore only the interferences corresponding to the
repeat distance" b" appear. Such high polymers swell before
going into solution owing to the difficulty of penetration.
of the continuous structure by solvents. Solution takes place
by removing individual chains, and the high viscosity Blld
molecular weight in solution can then be attributed to the
presence of long chains in the solution. There are many high
polymers, such as polystyrene and polyvinyl bromide, which do
not give fiber or poWder patterns, but merely amorphous halos.
Staudinger suggested that this was probably due to the forma-
tion of irregular chains; it seems more probable in the light
of recent work that the lack of crystallisation 1s due to the
existence of massive side groups (as in polystyrene) prevent-
ing the close approach of chains, or the lack of strong

'* See also Fig. 47(b).



attractive forces between the chains. Such non-crystalline
structures can thus be considered as formed of a tangled mass
of chains, the diameter of the halo corresponding to the
average separation of the chains.

Staudinger's continuous structure thus explains
many of the chemical and physical properties of both crystal-
line and non-crystalline high polymers in terms of long
molecular chains. We shall see that some experimental data
considered below cannot be properly' expla.ined either by the
continuous structure theory or by the micelle theory, and that
it is necessary to evolve a new theory combining the essential
aspects of both these theories.

Superpolymers
The first direct connection between average Chain

length and strength of the polymer was obtained by Carothers.
He showed that by a special teChnique88 controlled polymerisa-
tion up to very high molecular weights could be obtained. He
found for a particular polymer the relation between average
molecular weight and chain length, on the one hand, and fiber-
forming properties on the otherl°~. Some of his results are
given in the table below.

Av. Molecular Wt. Chain Length,A Fiber-forming property

5670 440 Short, very weak fibers

9330 730 Long, very weak fibers
which cold-draw.

16,900-20,700 1320-1610 Strong fibers
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Mechanical Treatment and Structural Changes
We have seen that the X-ray study of materials in

their normal state led to two theories of structure either of
which seemed equally plausible. Further progress thus demanded
the application of the X-ray method to the study of the changes
taking pla.ce in high polymers as a result of mechanical and
chemical treatmentl13. A series of investigations on rubber
and also on changes in structure of collagen and gelatin led
to a theory of structure which Was consistent With previous
evidence and also with the X-ray study of the swelling of high
polymers. It is of interest first to discuss this work on
collagen and gelatin.

Collagen and Gelatin
Though collagen and gelatin gave distinctly different

X-ray diagrams, their chemical properties were found in many
respects to be the same76• A study of the changes of the X-ray
diagram of gelatin due to swelling revealed that two components
are present, an amorphous phase and a crystalline phase76, 77.

If now gelatin is swollen, highly stretched and dried under
stretCh, the-resulting material is highly oriented, and gives
the X-ray diagram of collagen, though it is nothing more than
gelat1n62,99. On the other hand, if collagen in the form of
sinew be heated, the collagen contracts and gives an X-~ay
pattern corresponding to gelatin62,96• By reheating, stretch-
ing and recooling in the stretched condition, the collagen can
be restored to its original form.

From these expe riments it Was concluded that collagen
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can be regarded as a highly oriented form of gelatin; presu-
mably in the former case there are stronger croBs-bonds and
longer chains. A study of the collagen and gelatin X-ray
diagrams led Herrmann and Gerngross to the observation that
the crystalline rings in the gelatin diagram become reduced
to equatorial and meridianal flecks in the collagen diagram;
and the amorphous halo in the gelatin diagram becomes con-
centrated on the equator in the latter case76• These deduc-
tions may be verified by referring to Fig. 50, which Shows
the X-ray diagram for gelatin, and to Fig. 51, which shows
the diagram for collagen. The X-ray diagram of stretched
gelatin, Fig. 52, is seen to be indistinguishable from that
of collagen. It follows therefore that on stretching gelatin
or contracted collagen, both the amorphous and the crystalline
phases become oriented; on contraction of collagen both phases
become simultaneously disoriented.

Herrmann and Gerngross came to the conclusion that
collagen and gelatin should not be thought of as having two
distinct phases76, a crystalline phase and an amorphous phase;
they postulated instead a "fringed micellel1• This concept 75,

76,77 whiCh they slightly modified later93, is generally
accepted today as agreeable With most of the expe rimental
data.

The Crystallinity of Rubber
The remarkable property of rubber and of some

elastomers in crystallising under certain circumstances cannot
be satisfactorily explained either by the micelle theory or by
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the continuous structure theory. Rubber normally gives merely
an amorphous diagram, although sometimes in unvulcani sed
rubber crystalline interferences are found.96• On the other
hand, with stretched rubber, superimposed on the amorphous
halo a good rotation pattern is obtained, increase of stretch
resulting in an increase in intensity of the rotation pattern
and .decrease in that of the halo. If rubber is strongly
cooled, a crystalline pattern is again obtained, but this
time it is of course a pOWder pattern of unoriented crystalline
material. Partial stretching combined with pe.rtial cooling
produces intermediate degrees of orientation96• The crystal-
line patterns obtained from stretched or frozen rubber disappear
although not immediately on release of strain or on reheating
to room temperature.

In a slight improvement on their original theory,
Her~mann and Gerngross found an explanation for these and
other properties of rubber in terms of the "fringed micelle"
mode192,93. Here again but slight further modification is
required to mrore this theory confirm with present day ideas.

The X-ray Stucl.yof Swelling
An extension of X-ray methods to include the

structural changes resulting from specific chemical treatment
of high polymers gave further information cOncerning the
structure of these materials. As a result of a study of the
effect of swelling on the X-ray diagram, Katzl06,115 divided
swelling into three types. Intermicellar sVielling takes place
between the micelles. There is thus no chenge in the crystal



pattern. An example of such SWelling is the swelling of ramie
in water. Intrarnicellar swelling takes place when the 8\ve11-
ing agent enters inside the micelles. An example of such
swelling is the swelling of gelatin in water; increase in the
amount of swelling results in increase of the distance between
the parallel Chains in the micelles. The interferences cor-
responding to the chain spacing are consequently altered on
swelling; those corresponding to the repeat of the structural
unit aJ.ong the chain are unaltered76• Finally, in permutold
swelling a change in the crystal structure takes place. An

example is the swelling of cellulose in caustic soda. Here
again all these facts can be suitably explained by the fringe
theory.
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II. The Fringe and Kinetic Theories of structure

On the basis of the early work on high polymers two
equally plausible yet contradictory theories were produced.
The continuous structure theory accounted in part for the
crystalline order arising from long molecular chains of vary-
ing length, yet it failed to account for the complex poly-
crystalline nature of crystalline high polymers. The micelle
theory on the other hand failed to explain the nature of the
bonding material between the crystalline regions. Both
theories failed to explain the peculiar contractile properties
of high polymers to be discussed later under the heading of
thermo- and swelling recovery. All these phenomena can how-
ever be explained 1n terms of the fringe theory. Under
certain circumstances, flexible chains are encountered the
heat motion of which has to be t~ten into account. The fTinge
theory has then to be modified by what has been caJ.led the
kinetic theory of high elasticity.

The Fringed Micelle Theory: Collagen and Gelatin
The fringe theory in its original form75,76,77

postulated first that the long polypeptide chains in collagen
and gelatin formed themselves into bundles, in which the
chains were held together by secondary forces. These bundles
Were arranged in parallel fashion over their middle portion,
but by virtue of the varying Chain lengths, the ends were
splayed out into a ragged" fringe" 163• The fringes of the
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different micelles were originally assumed to be connected
together by secondary forces, forming a continuous structure.
Thus the parallel arranged portion of the bundle could be
regarded as the crystalline region, and the fringe portions
as the amorphous intercrystalline material. Fig. 53 shows
the diagrammatic representation by Herrmann and Gerngross of
the structure of unoriented gelatin or of contracted collagen.
Neither the crystalline regions nor the amorphous regions
possess preferred orientation. On loosening the entangled
fringe areas by heat or swelling, it becomes possible to give
the material a la~ge extension. Thus stretched gelatin or
collagen according to Herrmann and Gerngross is represented
by Fig. 51+. As a result of stretching, both the crystalline
and amorphous regions become oriented. On the other hand,
when the oriented form of collagen is heated, then presumably
due to the instability of the oriented form the material
becomes disoriented resulting in a marked contraction.
Because of the continuity of structure it would be expected
that this process would be reversible, and suCh seems to be
the case. This theory is thus seen to be entirely in accord-
ance with the X-ray data.

The Fringed Micelle Theory: Rubber
Herrmann and Gerngross suggested that there exists

in rubber one basic unit, namely, long hydrocarbon chains.
Over part of their length these chains form parallel bundles,
which give rise to the X-ray interference and thus constitute
the micelles92,93,11+2. Each chain is assumed to pass through
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several bundles, the portions of the chain between the parallel
regions thus passing through regions occupied by disorganised
chains; these latter regions or fringe areas then constitute
the amorphous component of the material, as shown in Fig. 55.
This picture, it will be observed, 1s an improvement on that
of Figs. 53 and 54 in that the chains are now assumed to run
unbroken through several micelles. Herrmann and Gerngross
assumed that in unstretched rubber some very small crystals
are already present, so that on stretching the material the
chains are brought closer together, resulting in a growth of
the crystals along their length but not in the transverse
direction. Decrease in the proportion of "fringe" material
results in a decrease in the intensity of the amorphous halo.
They attributed the reversible extensibility of rubber to the
flexible chains in the fringe areas, and the strength at high
elongations to the crystalline regions formed; long-chain
polymers whiCh do not crystallise markedly on stretching
therefore flow at high loads and are weaklgg• This picture
of the structure of rubber is very satisfactory, in that it
explains reasonably well most of the observed phenomean.

The process of solution and regeneration from solu-
tion can be easily conceived in terms of the fringe theOry16g,lg4
The molecules of intermicellar swelling agents penetrate only
the more open fringe areas and act as a lubricant. between the
chains, satisfying the weak forces between them. Intramicellar
swelling agents penetrate between the chains in the crystalline
areas also, "floating-off" individual chains if an excess sol-
vent is present. Similarly, on evaporation of the solvent



individual chains come together, forming first "swarms" and
then the complete fringe structure.

The Fringe Theory and Filamentous Materials
The filamentous materials considered in Part V of

this thesis, namely silk, viscose rayon, acetate rayon, and
nylon, are all microscopically homogeneous and give crystalline
X-ray interferences. Amorphous rings or some backgroWld
scattering are also found in the X-ray diagram. These can be
attributed to a large proportion of amorphous componentlg4,lg7.
Here again the fringe theory of structure seems applicable,
and the diagram of Fig. 55 or better still of Fig. 47(c) then
represents the structure of these materials. The fringe
theory is entirely in accordance With the mechanical and
chemical properties of these materials. Some of these pro-
perties will be discussed later.

The Kinetic Theory of High Elasticity
By high elasticity is usually meant the large

reversible extensibility found for example in lightly vulcan-
ieed rubber, in muscle, and to a certain extent in plasticised
or heated thermoplastic resins. High elasticity in long-Chain
polymers can be conceived of as due to the presence of very
flexible chains which are norma1ly in highly kinked forms; on
the application of load these chains straighten out, but con-
tract again on remove]. of the load.

There are two mechanisms of deformation to which
high elasticity may be due. First, since the atoms in a long
molecular chain are connected by homopolar bonds, the
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application of a load to such a chain should produce a
straightening of the chain due to elastic extension and
bending of the primary valence bonds. Release of load should
cause the chain to tend to spring back to its original shape.
Such a mechanism of deformation should apply to chains which
are relatively stiff, such as the chain of cellobiose resi-
dues in cellulose.

On the other hand, we can conceive of a different
picture when we are dealing with the very flexible rubber
and nylon chains; these contain a large proportion of single
carbon bonds, around which free rotation can take place. It
will be remembered that in Part III Maxwell's views on the
It Consti tution of BOdies" in terms of kinetic concepts Were
given; these views were based on the premise that due to their
heat energy the atoms of all bodies are in motion. We can
thus consider the long molecular chains to be similarly in
motion. Due to this heat motion, the chains will be in
various degrees of contraction, depending on the temperature
and the flexibility of the chains. The application of load
to such a chain will cause a straightening of the chain which
had been statistically rolled up as a result of its heat motion.
In stiff chains we would expect the elastic effect to be pre-
dominant, and in flexible chains this kinetic effect. The
analysis of this effect is the domain of the kinetic theo~
of higg elasticity.

We can apply these new concepts to the fringed
micelle model. The extensibility of a material must thus l1e
chiefly in the fringe areas. In rubber, the extensibility 1s



high because of the initially large amount of fringe material
present and because of the flexibility of the chains. The
fairly high reversible extensibility of nylon must be due
again to very flexible chains and a moderate amount of fringe..
material. Silk and rayon have lower reversible extensibilities,
presumably due to stiffer chains. Finally, that of ramie is
very small due to the very small amount of non-crystalline
material present.

The Thermoelastic Effect
It has been known for many years that when stretched

rubber held at constant elongation be heated, the force
required to hold the rubber stretched increases with tempera-
ture. On the other hand, for single crystals and polycrystal-
line metals the reverse is the case. This Change of stress
with temperature under constant strain is called the thermo-
elastic effect. We can see that a study of the thermoelastic
effect in high polymers is of great importance in connection
with the investigation of the mechanism of deformation in
these materials. If the deformation is due mainly to exten-
sion and bending of primary valencies, we would expect the
temperature coefficient of the thermoelastic effect to be
negative. If on the other hand the deformation is mainly due
to the straightening of chains which were statistically coiled
up as a result of their heat motion, the temperature coefficient
of the thermoelastic effect would be expected to be positive.
Marklgg has pointed out the analogy between the effect of
temperature on such a material under constant extension and
on a gas held at constant volume. It is clear therefore that
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a study of the thermo elastic effect in high polymers, and
especially in textile fibers, is of the utmost importance.

The Thermoelastic Effect in Rubber
The first of a series of investigations by K. H.

Meyer on the thermoelastic effect was concerned with rubber126•
For moderate elongations, the stress at constant elongation
was found to increase linearly (and reversibly) with tempera-
ture. At higher elongations also the temperature coefficient

'of the effect was still positive, but the results were more
complex. At very small elongations rubber has been stated
to have a negative temperature coefficient. If this is so,
then it seems that for very small elongations the elasticity
of rubber is primarily of the crystalline type, but that at
higher elongations kinetic elasticity is predominant.

We can now augment the fringe theory for rubber by
introducing these concepts, and eliminating the not very
plausible assumption of Herrmann and Gerngross that some
crystalline material is always present in unstretched vulcan-
ised rubber. The flexible chains in unstretched rubber are
ordinarily in thermal agitation. There is thus only a very
small probability that two chains will coalesce and crystallise.
On reduction of temperature or on stretching the disaggregat-
ing tendency is reduced and crystallisation can occur. Fur-
ther stretching or cooling produces crystal growth in the
direction of the length of the crystal. Release of tension
or reheating would be expected to result in a return, though
not necessarily immediately, to the original state.
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The Thermoelastic Effect in Muscle and Textile Fibers
The temperature coefficient of the thermoelastic

effect in muscle145 is negative at low elongations, zero at
an intermediate elongation, and positive at high elongations;
thus in the first case the mechanism of deformation is primariQ
of the crystal. elasticity type and in the last case primarily
of the kinetic elasticity type. Meyer and Lotmar133 have
studied this effect in ramie and hemp, in stretch-spun viscose
and acetate filaments, and in cellophane films. Ramie was
tested in air and the other materials in water. The micellar
regions in these materials would contribute to a negative
temperature coefficient, and the fringe regions to a negative
or positive coefficient, depending on the stiffness of the
chains. Stretch-spun viscose filaments gave a negative
temperature coefficient, and cellophane zero coefficient. In
the case of acetate the temperature coefficient was positive.
It is obvious that much more work on the thermoelastic and
other properties of textile fibers is required before we can
comment adequately on these results and determine the meChanism
of deformation of these materials.
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III. Mechanical Behavior and Structure

We are now in a position to interpret mechanical

behavior in terms of the structure of high polymers discussed

in the foregoing pages. It will be remembered that previousl~

in Part III, the mechanical behavior of materials Was discussed

in terms of certain mechanical models. It seems very reason-

able that these models represent the behavior of inorganic

glasses, as well as monomeric organic glasses. High polymeric

materials however possess flow and other properties different

from those of glass. Iti.; is incorrect, therefore, to apply*'

the mathematical concepts behind these models to anticipate

quantitatively the behavior of high polymers.

First, we will sununarise the present-daY views on

the structure of high polymers. These materials are built up

of long chains of the same or of similar repeating units. The

properties of a high polymer then depend on chain length,

chain flexi bili ty I and nature and magnitude of the cro ss-

bondingl56• In purely amorphous thermoplastic m~teria.ls these

chains form a tangled mass which can be oriented to some

extent but which cannot be crystallised. This is the case

for example when bulky side groups are attached to the chain,

When the Chains are separated by molecules of plasticlser, or

* As has been done by Kuhn169.



when attractive forces between the chains are absent. SuCh
materials are therefore basically weak and thermoplastic,
though theY can manifest rubber-like elasticity under certain
conditions of temperature.

In the thermosetting materials such as the phenol-
formaldehyde and glyPtal resins, and possibly hard rubber,
cross links in the form of primary valence bonds may be assumed
to link the main chaina*. Such materiels are normally W1ori-
ented, except of course when the cross-bonding takes place
W1der conditions of extreme orientation of the chainsg7•

As far as we are concerned, the quasi-crystalline
group of materials is the most important. In these materials
attractive forces between the chains result in a partial
crystaJ.lisation, the crystals or "micelles" conslstmg of
parallel bundles of chains. There are however not two distinct
phases; each chain traverses several of these bundles or
micelles, the portion of the chain between the micelles pass-
ing ~~rough regions randomly occupied by similar chains.
These" fringe" regions we can think of as constituting the
non-crystalline portion of the material. The forces between
the chains may be hydrogen bonds (as in cellulose) or second-
ary valence forces. In the latter case, though each bond is
weak, the cumulative effect is strongl73• In the fringe
regions weak forces may be assumed to exist between the
chains. The chains in the fringe regions maY be assumed to

* See, for example, the view of Ueyer131•



be in a state of thermal agitation, the magnitude of which
depends on the temperature and on the flexibility of the
chains. Except in the case of natural cellulose, these
materials are thermoplastic.

Thermo- and Swelling Recovery
If a high polymer suCh as raw rubber or a thermo-

plastic resin be given an apparently permanent deformation,
this deformation can be removed in part or in whole by slight
heating and then cooling back to the original temperatUl'e87,192•
The removal of part of an apparent permanent set by gentle
heat treatment may be called thermorecoveryl14,142. Similarly,
WeltzienSI has shown that if a rayon yarn be stretched in air,
and subsequently immersed in water and dried out again, a
large part of the permanent set will be removed. This pheno-
menon we may call by analogy swelling recovery. These effects
are of course of very great importance both technically end

scientifically, and have been known for a long time; they were
mentioned by Maxwel123 in his famous paper on the "Constitution
of Bodies". Maxwell pointed out that gutta percha and rubber
after being permanently stretched when cold, could be restored
to their original form on being heated, and that similarly
gelatin dried in a state of strain could recover its form by
absorbing water.

Following Maxwell, we can picture the mechanism of
such recovery phenomena to be somewhat as follows. RetUM1ing
for simplicity to the two-phase It sponge" concept discussed
in Part III, we assume that under heavy loads a partial
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brea~-up of the primary system takes place, partially destroy-
ing its continuity. After release of load the system does
not recover its original form. Under the action of heat or
of svrellinghowever the residual stresses in the primary system
are freed, allowing partial recovery of the appe...rentpermanent
set.

The Mechanism of Creep in Filamentous Materials
In the next part of the thesis it will be shown

under certain conditions the application of a constant longi-
tudinal load to a filament results in an instantaneous
extension, followed by a delaYed extension or primary creep.
On removal of load there takes place an instantaneous contrac-
tion followed by a delayed contraction or creep recovery.
The mechanism of deformation in terms of the fringe theory
can then be pictured somewhat as follows. Immediately on
application of a tensile load, there is an instantaneous
deformation due partly to the deformation of primp...rybonds
and partly to the deformation of secondary bonds. The former
deformation consists of two parts: one is the extension of
the straight chains in the micelle regions, and the other the
straightening and stretching of the kinked chains in the
fringe regions. \Vhere the chains are relatively stiff, the
straightening is of the nature of an elastic bending of
primary bonds. When the chains are flexible, the straightening
is opposed by the statistical rolling up due to heat motion
of the chains. The modulus of elasticity of crystalline
cellulose has been calculated133 to be of the order of



15 x 106 psi. The experimentally observed values for cellu-
lose derivatives are very muCh lower than this Value95,102,142,
hence we conclude that a large proportion of non-crystalline
(i.e., "fringe" material) is present. This conclusion is con-
firmed by X-ray datalS7•

The secondary bonds whiCh may be asswned to ex!at
between the fringes correspond to the Maxwell units of the
models in Part III. As a result of the breaking down of these
bonds due to thermal agitation of the chains a transference
of load to the primary system is to be expected, resulting in
a delayed deformation or creep. Similarly, on removal of load
the resistance to breaking up of the secondary bonds results
in a creep recovery. Thus we can consider the micelles as
"junction points" connected by flexible chains. The deforma-
tion under load is due mainly to the straightening of these
Chains; primary creep is due to the existence of secondary
forces between the chains in the fringe regions.

PermOO1ent Deformation and Swelling Recovery in Filamentous
Uateri8~S

We can consider permanent deformation first in the
sense of deformation remaining after removal of load and after
all creep recovery has ceased. Crystal slip as in metals
certainly does not take place in high polymers. PeroMent
deformation is presumably due either to crystlll growth in the
direction of the length of the crystallites,to fissuring of
the crystallites at their endslg7, or to both. The first
effect is probably favored in textile fibers by stretching in
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the wet state, and the latter effect by stretching dry.

Swelling recovery may then be due to partial restoration of

the micelles to their original state. It is clear that much

further research 1s needed before the mechanisms of permanent

deformation and of swelling recovery are made clear.

Conclusion

Wehave seen that a model representing the pheno-

mean of primary creep could be constructed of springs in

parallel with elements having finite relaxation times. We

saw also that on general oonsiderations the structural require-

ments for the manifestation of primary creep were the presence

of primary valence bonds which were merely elastically

deformed under load, together with secondary bonds whiCh

yielded under loadg7• In the light of the fringe theory, the

primary bonds can be considered as residing in the main

chains, and the secondary bonds as those bonds connecting

chains in the fringe regions.



Part V.

THE CREEP AND CREEP RECOVERY OF FILAMENTOUS MATERIALS

I. The Experimental Method

General Considerations
This part o.fthe thesis deals With the experimental

work on the creep of filamentous materials. We have seen
that with high polymeric materials, due to the existence of
"liquidll as well as t1 solid" bonds, the mechanical properties
cannot be described even in the absence of permanent structural
change by a stress-strain curve, but time must also be taken
into account. By studying these time effects we will be able
to acquire more information concerning the meChanism of defor-
mation of these materials, and thereby develop testing methods
of technological importance. In the case of filamentous
materials we are in practice restricted to the study of creep
under longitudinal load. In the light of the discussion in
Part II, the objects of an investigation of the creep pro-
perties of such materials are then specifically as follow:

1. To study the long-duration creep under constant load and
recovery follOWing removal of load.

2. To determine the treatment necessary for the elimination
of non-recoverable deformation, i.e., for the recovery to
be complete. This treatment we have called mechanical
conditioning.



3. To investigate the validity of the Superposition Principle.
Since the creep is not small compared to the instantaneous
deformation, this cannot be done by comparing creep under
constant load with relaxation at constant extension, but
must be investigated by the method of superposed loading.

In the following pages ere described first the
creep apparatus and the experimental technique. Then are
discussed the results of the preliminary experiments, from
which the above objects have been formulated. Finally, the
results are discussed in detail from the phenomenological
point of view and from the point of view of the structure
and mechanism of deformation of filamentous materials.

Possible E~rlment~ Arrangements
From general considerations*, the experimental

arrangement must possess the folloWing qualifications.

1. It must be possible to apply a given load rapidly Yet
smoothly to a single filament, and it must be possible to
measure continuously and rapidly the changes in length
of the filament.

2. The load must not vary as a result of changes in length
of the filament. Since the longitudinal strains in the
reversible range are expected to be about 1%, the stress

* Partly based on a study of the previg~sgPapers in this
field by de W. Smith and Elsenschitz ,?



is essentially constant if the load is constant. It is
therefore unimportant at this stage as to whether constant
stress or constant strain is the criterion.

3- It must be possible to remove the load smoothly and rapidly
at any given instant, and to measure the contractions due
to removal of load.

4. The filament must be in an atmosphere, the temperature and
relative humidity of whiCh are rigidly controlled.

5. The filament and moving parts of the apparatus must be
protected from draughtsp and the whole apparatus form a
rigid system as free as possible from building and room
disturbances.

6. In studying filamentous materials any reasonable gauge
length may be selected.

7. The sensitivity of the apparatus must be such that a
change ~n length of ten parts per million can be
detected.

There are three possible experimental arrangements.

1. Direct Loading. Weights can be applied by means of a
platform which lowers a hooked weight on to the lower end
of a freely hanging filament provided with a hook at its
lower extremity. The vertical movement of the lower end
of the filament can then be observed with a cathetometer
or filar micrometer. If a gauge length of ten inches is
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chosen, a microscope of magnification of the order of 100
1s required to follow this movement. The depth and breadth
of field at this magnification are then very small. With
this direct type of loading, as a result of possible
eccentric application and removal of the loading weight,
draughts, room vibration, and so on, oscillation of the
filament will be set up, rendering observations almost
impossible. On this account this simple method is out of
question.

2~ Chainomatic Loading. If the load be directly applied to
the lower end of a freely hanging filament, by means of a
hanging chain, extension of the filament causes a decrease
in load, and vice versa. Other arrangements in which the
load is applied by attaching the chain to a balance arm
have no advantages over the method described below.

3. Balance Arm Method. In this arrangement the lower end of
the filament is fixed and the upper end attached to one
end of a balance arm. The load is applied to or removed
from the other end of the balance-arm. This arrangement
can satisfy all the requirements previously specified; in
fact, it has been successfully used by previous experi-
menters. This method has therefore been selected. The
arrangement finally adopted combines what has been con-
sidered the best features of the apparatus of SmithS4,g5
and the apparatus of Speakman65, 6S, together With some
other refinements which have been shown to be necessary
in the course of the preliminary work.
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Following Speakman6S, an unequal arm balance has been

adopted. In order to keep small the angular motion of

the balance-arm, it is necessary to have the length of

the arm to whiCh the filament is attached fairly long.

The arm to which the load is applied need not be as long,

and in fact is preferably ,short, since more massive weights

can then be used. The loads are applied by means of hooked

weights engaging With a hook on the balance arm. The

weights are applied or removed by means of a platform65•

Detailed Description of Creep Balance

The Creep Balance constructed according to the above

specifications is Shownin front view in Fig. 56, and in rear

view with case removed in Fig. 57. The Wholeapparatus in

use is Shownin Fig. 5g.
The base plate (1) is supported by three levelling

screws. To the top of the pillar (2) is attached an agate

pearing carrying an aluminumalloy balance arm* (3). This

e.rmis of course the most important componentof the appare.tus.

It has been designed for lightness and rigidity; apart from

the detachable balance-weights and carriers it weigh's . but

59 grams. The three steel knife-edges lie in one plane; four

balance weights are provided, as follow. A suspended balance

weight (4) is attached to the short arm. In the plane of the

three knife-edges are provided a coarse balance weight con-

sisting of a heavy brass cylinder (5) together with a fine

* Constructed to the author's specifications by Christian
Becker and Son.
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adjustment (6) for adjustment of the lateral position of the
center of gravity of the balance arm. There is also a fine
adjustment (7) for the vertical position of the center of
gravi ty, placed over the central knife edge. There are two
carriers With agate bearings. That on the short arm has a
hook which carries the suspended balance weight (4). This
balance weight is in turn provided with a hook to carry the
loading weight (S). The loading platform(9) is mounted on
the top of two columns (10) attached to the base. The load
is applied to or removed from the filament by turning the
milled knob which lowers or raises the loading platform.

The filament (11) is attached at its lower end to
a brass tab and at its upper end to a hook; this hook goes on
the carrier on the balance-arm. The tab is clamped into a
vise (12) which can be raised or lowered on guides by means
of a screW (13) from underneath the base. Two springs keep
the vise steadily pressed against the screw.

The changes in length of the filament are measured
by observing the vertical motion of the carrier on the balance-
arm over the filament. This is done as follows. To the
carrier is cemented a fragment of stage micrometer, with the
scale markings horizontal. The scale of the stage micrometer
is viewed through the microscope of the cathetometer (14),
which 1s adjusted so that a horizontal crosshair in the
microscope corresponds With one of the scale markings of the
stage micrometer. In this way the vertical movement of the
cathetometer corresponds to the vertical movement of the
carrier on the baJ.ance-arm.
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The microscope of the cathetometer is provided with
a one inch focal length ocular and a 16 rom. objective, giving
a magnification of approximately 100. The cathetometer, made
to the author's specifications by William Gaertner and Son,
is provided with a screw two inches long of 0.02 inch pitch.
The screw has a drum with 200 divisions, thus it is possible
to read the cathetometer directly to 0.0001 inch. The cathe-
tomet'er is rigidly attached to the base of the instrument by
means of an aluminum alloy column and block. (15).

The instrument is protected by a wooden case pro-
vided with doors for access to the loading platform and to
the vertical and horizontal fine adjustments on the balance-
arm. There is a detachable front window of acetate sheet,
through a slot in which projects the microscope. A small
concealed bulb illuminates the loading platform.

The illumination for the stage micrometer is Shown
in Fig. 58. The projector at the right contains a 6-volt
l5-ampere projection bulb; light from this projector is
reflected by the small mirror on the balance case on to the
fragment of stage micrometer.

Description of Aural Timer
In long duration creep and recovery tests it is

necessary to commence the timing clock at the instant of
application or removal of load, and to make the length
observations at given instants thereafter. In a superposition
test it is necessary that, load removals and applications
(apart from the first) take place at given instants. There



is however great difficulty in observing simultaneously the
movement of the balance arm through the cathetometer and the
motion of the seconds' hand of a timing clock. This is
especially true immediately after the application or removal
of load, when the length of a filament changes rapiclly. The
problem is solved by having the timing clock sound a buzzer
at the appropriate intervals.

The Aural Timer constructed for this purpose is
shown in Fig. 59. The clock is essentially a standard self-
starting electric clock with seconds' hand. A SWitch pro-
vided in the lead enables the clock, previously set at zero
time, to commence operation at the instant of load applica-
tion or removal. The electrical circuit associated with the
clock is arranged to perform the following operations.

1. To sound a buzzer at quarter minute intervals.

2. To sound a buzzer at one minute intervals.

3. Buzzer disconnected.

The operations are controlled by two SWitches on the buzz~r
box; one switch controls the minute signal, and the other
switch controls the signals at 15, 30 and 45 seconds. The
buzzer is operated through a sensitive relay actuated by
means of contacts made by the seconds' hand of the clock.
The following is a detailed description.

The clocle is provided with a split brass ring,
attached to but insulated from the frame of the clock. Through
this brass ring are screwed four small screWs in the 15, 30,
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45, and 60 seconds positions. The brass ring is split in
such a manner ~hat the screw in the 60 seconds position is
not connected electrically to the other three. To the points
of these screws are soldered fine (.OOln diameter) stainless
steel wires. As the seconds' hand moves around, it bruShes
sucessively against the four fine Wires, and thus makes
electrical contact between the frame of the clock and the
appropriate section of the brass ring. It should be noted
that a very fine wire is necessary for the contacts in order
that the effort of the seconds' hand in bending the contact
wire should not slow down the clock appreciably. The steel
wire used has a high elastic limit, and hence the contact
wires spring back after the seconds' hand has passed by.
This wire has also a high endurance limit, and hence is not
likely to fail in fatigue; finally it is of stainless steel
and hence there is no contact corrosion trouble. The cUl~rent
suCh a contact can carry is too small directly to actuate a
buzzer, and in any case the contact resistance is too high*.
This contact is therefore made to actuate a sensitive relay,
which in turn closes the buzzer circuit. The relay has a
2000 ohm coil, and closes rapidly With a current of 3 ma.
The heating of the contact wire is therefore negligible.
The two sections of the brass ring are prOVided With sepe~ate
on-off switches so that the desired operations noted above
may be performed. The wooden box shown on the right in

* It was found to vary between 0 and 60 ohms.
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Fig. 59 contains these control sWitches, relay, buzzer, and
batteries for relay and buzzer.

Air Conditioning System
All tests with the exception of some preliminary

experiments were carried out in the Air-Conditioned Room of
the Textile Laboratory at M. I. T., where conditions were
maintained as near as possible to 700 F., and 65% relative
humidity. With the air-conditioning system operating as
originally designed, there were large short period fluctua-
tions in relative humidity, as well as a gradual systematic
drift. During the course of the investigation a modified
method of operation was developed, as a result of which the
short period fluctuation Was absent and any slight drift in
conditions could be easily corrected.

The manner of operation of the system is briefly
as follow. Air from the room is drawn up a tower down which
flows water at the dew point temperature. The air then mixes
wi th some air drawn directly from the room through a trap-
door, and is injected into the room by a fan. The heat
extracted from the air by the water in the tower just com-
pensates for the heat le~cing into the room from outside. If
air le~cs in from outside at a different absolute humidity
than that prevailing in the room, the air is humidified or
dehumidified to the right degree on being drawn through the
tower. If the heat leaking into the room through the walls
increases, it is merely necessary to close the trap-door
slightly, so that more air is drawn through the tower. The
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temperature of the tower is controlled by a thermostat; this
thermostat enables cold water to be drawn from a storage tank
when the temperature of the tower rises. The storage tank
in turn is cooled by a refrigerator. Thus there are two
controls, the dew-point thermostat on the tower and the
"short-circuiting" trap-door. In practice, only minor adjust-
ments of the latter are necessary.

While it is possible to maintain conditions constant
during the day, a slight drift amounting at the most to 10 F.
in temperature and 5% in relative humidity may take place
during the night. This drift has been the cause of an
appreciable discrepancy in the resul te. In considering the
earlier results it must be appreciated that in these tests
large variations in relative humidity sometimes occurred.

Balance Arm Data

Weights of Components:
Balance arm alone, together with

brass cylinder for coarse horizontal
O.G. adjustment

C. G. Vertical adjustment screw
C. G. Horizontal fine adjustment screw
Weight carrier (short arm)
Weight carrier (long arm)
Suspended balance weight

~.

59.0

0.420

2.66
3.45
3.60

25.38



Significant Dimensions:
Length of short arm 3 ins.
Length of long arm 10.125 ins.
Ratio 3.375
Pitch of hor.izontal fine

adjustment screw .014<:>ins.
One turn of this screw is equivalent

to tension in filament of .00367 gros.

Weights Used in This Research

Weight, gme.

0.543
1.168
1.775
2.890
3.555
4.995
8.566

11.537

Corresponding Load
on Filament, gms.

0.161
0.346
0.526
0.856
1.053
1.480
2.538
3.418

Theory of the Balance Arm
The balance arm is provIded with three knife-

edges in the same plane. With its axis in this plane is the
horizontal fine adjustment of the center of gravity. There
is also a vertical fine adjustment over the central knife-
edge; the purpose of this arrangement is to be able to set
the center of gravity of the balance arm exactly on the
central-knife-edge, i.e., to be able to put the arm into
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neutral equilibrium.
Ordinarily, the center of grav! ty of a balance arm

lies below the central knife-edge. This is not permissible
in the case of the creep balance, since deflection of the arm
would then cause a change in load in the filament, as shown
by the following analysis. First, consider the arm with
carriers and suspended balance weight in the horizontaJ. posi-
tion. Let the lengths of the arms be 11' 12, and the weights
of the carriers and suspended balance weight be Rl, ~, and B.

The arm itself with fixed components has a weight W and its
center of gravity is as shown in Fig. 60. Then

Let a load P be suspended from the short arm. The tension T
due to this load in a filament attached to the long arm is
then given by

Let the arm be now inclined through an angle Q, as in Fig. 61.

Then, neglecting the angularity of the filament, if the tension
in the filament is now Tl, we have,

= (B + ~ + P)12 cos Q

Therefore
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The decrease in tension is thus

T - Tl = Wy gill (approx.)

This is zero when the center of gravity of the arm with
carriers and suspended balance weight lies exactly on the
central pivot, i.e., when the beam is in neutral equilibrium.
Since the balance arm near neutral equilibrium is very sensi-
tive to external'd1stu~bances, it is not possible to adjust
it exactly to the condition of neutral equilibrium. It can
be adjusted however so that the period for small oscillations
is about 80 seconds. Taking 3 inches as a reasonable value
of the radius of gyration, y is then of the order of 1.45 x
10-4 inChes. Under these conditions the change in stress in
a filament due to the center of gravity effect is very much
smaller than that due to change in cross-sectional area.
Hence the balance arm adjustment can be considered satis-
factory.

Technique of Filament Mounting
After the center of gravity of the balance-arm has

been adjusted, the next step is the insertion of a filament
in the apparatus. This involves separating a filament from
the yarn, attaching end connections, and inserting the fila-
ment thus prepared into the apparatus. After the final
adjustments, the filament is ready for test. At no stage in
this procedure must the filament be subjected to strain.
The following teChnique has been devised to eliminate this
possibility.
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The first stage is the preparation and storage of
the yarns. A length of yarn of each synthetic material about
16 inChes long is carefully untwisted in a twist tester. The
untwisted yarn is attached at its ends to a long narrow strip
of hard rubber by means of scotch tape, and stored in a
stoppered glass tube until required. The second stage is the
extraction of a single filament and attachment of the end
connections. This is effected with the apparatus shown in
Fig. 62. The apparatus consists essentially of a small table
provided with a n Lumiline" lamp, the hard rubber stI'ipcon-
taining the yarn, and another hard rubber strip, on which are
two transverse scratches 11 inches apart. To this latter
strip are attached by scotch tape a brass tab fashioned as
shown in Fig. 63, and the fiber-attachment hook from the
balance arm. These are so arranged that the point A of the
hook and the point B of the tab lie on the scribed lines
mentioned above. A filament is then separated from the yarn
and transferred to the board on Which are the tab and hook.
One end is threaded through the tab and the other wrapped
several times around the hook as shown in Fig. 63. The fila-
ment is then cemented to the end-connections. At first seal-
ing wax Was used as a cement. Later the suggestion of
Steinberger134, namely, flske shellac heated with a small
soldering iron, Was adopted. More recently collodion has been
found to be perfectly satisfactory, except in the case of
acetate filaments when a solution of butyl methacrylate
polymer in benzene Was used.
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Insertion of Filament
The loading platform is raised so that the end of

the balance arm from which the filament hangs is pushed down.
The vise is raised as high as possible, and of course the
front of the balance-case removed. The hook is then hooked
on to the carrier on the balance-arm and the brass tab
clamped into the vise. This is then lowered into the required
position. The protecting cover of the case is put back into
position. It is now necessary to carry out the overbalance
adjustment.

Overbalance Adjustment
If the balance arm with hook had previously been

in neutral equilibrium, the center of gravity of the system
is noVi displaced in the plane of the knife edges on insert-
ing the filament, due to the weight of cement on the hook.
The beam can be restored to neutral equilibrium merely by
screwing out the fine horizontal C. G. adjustment. Under
these circumstances, however, it would not be possible to
conduct recovery experiments, since the filament would go
slack upon removal of load. It is necessary therefore to
have in the filament at all times a small constant load, in
addition to that corresponding to the loading weight. This
is effected by screwing out the horizontal center of gravity
adjustment beyond the position of neutral eqUilibrium by one
and a half turns. This corresponds to a constent overbalance
of about 6 mg. Due to the varying weight of cement on the
fiber attachment hook from specimen to specimen, this hori-
zontal adjustment has to be reset each time a new filament



is inserted; it is of course not necessary to touch the
vertical C. G. adjustment. It is then merely necessary to
wait overnight to allow the filament to adjust itself to the
slight tension of 6 mg.; the filament is then ready for test.
Before commencing tests, the length of the filament is mea-
sured to 0.1 rom. by means of a distant cathetometer with
telescope.

TeChnique of Performing Tests
The tests fall into two categories: long-duration

tests and superposition tests. In the long duration tests
a given load is applied and the scale readings corresponding
to the length of the filament observed as function of time
under load over a period of about twenty-four hours. The
load is then removed and the contraction observed as a func-
tion of recovery time for about another twenty-four hours.
Superposition tests as a rule last forty minutes. A given
load is applied at zero time, removed ten minutes later,
reapplied after a further ten minutes, and finally removed
thirty minutes after the first application. ~1e changes in
length over a period of forty minutes ere observed. Some
superposition tests were composed of six ten-minute periods
and four fifteen-minute periods respectively. The details
of the teChnique are given below.

Long-Duration CreeD Tests
The aural timer is set with the hour, minute, and

seconds hands at zero. The zero reading of the position of
filament is obtained by bringing the cross hair in the
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cathetometer microscope into correspondence with a given
scale marking of the stage micrometer over the fiber-carrying
hook. Due to backlash in the screw (which amounts to about
.0008 inCh) all observations have to be made in the direction
of increasing scale reading. n1e cathetometer is then raised
to the position where the first observation is expected to be
found. The loading platform is rapidly lowered, so that a
weight resting on the platform is picked up by the hook under
the suspended balance weight; the load is thus applied to the
filament. At the same time the clock is started by closing
the switCh in the lead. The application of load requires
about two or three seconds. The cathetometer is then con-
tinuously adjusted to follow the extension of the filament,
the adjustment being interrupted on aural signals from the
clock to note the corresponding observations. Observations
are made at the folloWing times reckoned from the instant of
application of load: 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, 1 minute; 2, 3, 5, 7,
10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 60, 90 minutes and at convenient times
thereafter. After about 24 hours a recovery test is com-
menced, and carried out in exactly the same way, the times
being computed from the instant of removal of load.

Superposition Tests.
Observations are recorded for the times 1/4, 1/2,

3/4, 1 minute; 2, 3, 5, 7, 9 minutes in each ten minute creep
or recovery peniod. After the 9 minute observation the cathe-
tometer is Shifted preparatory to the first observation follow-
ing the loading change at the 10 minute instant. Otherwise
the details are identical With those of the long-duration tests.



II. Experimental Results

The results that have been obtained can be con-
sidered as falling into two groups, the preliminary investi-
gation and the systematic study.

The preliminary investigation Was based, for
reasons given below, on an assumption that the creep behavior
of the material used (viscose) could be expressed as a
viscous or quasi-viscous flowll4,l42 sup~~imposed on a
logarithmic primary creep154,170. The preliminary investi-
gation did not confirm this hypothesis, but indicated that
under certain circumstances non-recoverable creep was absent,
and that the primary creep Was distinctly non-logarithmic
in character. The objects of the systematic investigation,
whiCh have been formulated earlier, were based on the results
of this preliminary investigation.

Preliminary Investigation
The first problem that arises in the study of

primary creep 1s this: is it possible to investigate the
primary creep of a material in the absence of non-recoverable
creep? We know that this is possible in the case of glass
at room temperature, because the viscous flow of glass is
then very small. With glass at elevated temperatures how-
ever39,158, or with materials such as lead and pitch39,40,
there is always a secondary creep superimposed on the primary
creep while the specimen is under load. The creep recovery
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of such materials is of course only a primary creep effect.
The question is therefore whether the creep of filamentous
materials under load is more skin to the creep of glass at
room temperature or to the creep of glass at elevated tempera-
tures. The impression to be gained from a study of the
literature on the mechanical properties of suCh materials120

is that the latter 1s the case. The literature suggests that
such filaments are plastic rather than elastic bodies, and
that they flow under load. Since it has previously been
demonstratedg5 that creep recovery takes place in such fila-
ments, one is given the impression that the mechanical
behavior of these filaments is represented qualitatively by
the model of Fig. 36. It would therefore be expected that
the creep of these materials consists of a primary creep
fallowing the Superposition Principle, superimposed on which
is a non-recoverable flow whiCh takes place while the speci-
men is under load. It would be expected also that the primary
creep component could be represented satisfactorily by the
logarithmic creep law approximation.

The preliminary experiments, designed to test this
hypothesis, consisted of superposition tests of forty minutes'
duration as described on p. 164 above. The results for vis-
cose were found not to be consistent With the hypothesis of
a plastic flow superimposed upon a logarithmic primary creep.
Under certain condition~~ it Was found that, given a sufficient
time after the last load removal in the superposition test,

* Namely, that the load be less than about 0.6 gm./denier.
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the filament regained its original length, and hence primary
creep only was present. The obvious conclusion Was that the
primary creep under constant load did not follow the logarith-
mic lavl. This Was confirmed by carrying out simple creep
tests under constant load, and recovery tests following long-
duration creep. These were found to be distinctly non-linear
on the logarithmic time plot. The data of the superposition
tests were found to be consistent with the above creep and
recovery data and the Superposition Principle. The objects
of the systematic tests were thus formulated, and these
systematic tests were then carried out on a variety of fila-
mentous materials. The remainder of this part of the thesis
deals with these tests.

Systematic Tests on Filamentous Materials
Systematic tests were carried outon the following

filaments, numbered in order of investigation and listed
below in order of consideration.

Specimens Tested
Specimen Material Nominal Remarks

No. Filament
Denier

7 Silk Degummed single
filament

6 Viscose I 3
5 Viscose I 3 Same material as

Specimen 6
(earlier tests)

~
Nylon II 3 Recent Sample
Nylon I Very early sample

(about 3 years old)
10 Acetate 3g Viscose II 6.5 Stretched wet about

(before 40%; dried under
stretching) load.
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The sY.stematic tests on each material consisted of long-
duration creep and recovery tests, together with superposition
tests. The following table gives the lengths in centimeters
and the measured cross-sectional areas in square microns of
the filaments. The corresponding denier equivalents are also
given.

Specimen Length Measured Cross-
No. M,aterial cms. sectional -area~

~2 Denier
(approx. )

7 Silk 2S.l0 102 1.27
6 Viscose I 2g.99
5 Viscose I 27.67
9 Nylon II 2S.66 2S3 2.90
4 Nylon I -27.34 276 2.S3

10 Acetate 2S.96 267 3.09
g Viscose II 29.54 356 5.02

Objects of the Long-Duration Cr~ and Recovery Tests
The objects of the long-duration creep and recovery

tests are as follow:

1. To Show that, after mechanical conditioning, the total
deformation due to the application of load as a function
of creep time is the same as that due to removal of load,
as a function of recovery time.

2. To show that the results for any given load are repro-
ducible.



3. To Show that the instantaneous elastic extension or con-
traction is proportional to load.

4. To show that the delayed component of the deformation
varies with load only by a scale factor.

5. To find the relation between load and this scale factor.

Mechanical Conditioning
Let us assume that a new filament has been inserted

in the creep apparatus, and subjected to a long duration creep
test for 24 hours under a load which must be certainly less
than that corresponding to the yield point as conventionally
defined175• Let us assume that a recovery test of 24 hours
duration is then carried out. It will then be found at the
end of this period that the progress of the creep recovery
will be very slow, and that recovery will have almost ceased;
however, recovery will be far from complete. This will be
true even if the smallest practicable load is used in tl1e
creep experiment, and applies also to filaments pretreated
according to the method suggested by SmithS5, in which the
filp~ent is moistened with water and allowed to dry under no
load or very light load.

Let us now assume that the creep and recovery experi-
ment be repeated. It will usually be found, at the end of the
24 hours recovery period that the specimen has contracted
very nearly to its length at the beginning of the second test.
It is to be presumed that if several days were allowed for
recovery, the specimen would regain completely its length at
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the beginning of the second test. Tests at this load or at
smaller loads subsequent to the first test thus produce no
further non-recoverable deformation. The first test thus
constitutes the mechanical conditioning process, and the
filament subsequent to the first test can be considered to be
in a mechanically conditioned state. In the case where the
load at which the specimen is to be conditioned is relatively
large, it may be necessary to carry out the conditioning pro-
cess twice in order to secure subsequent-absence of secondary
creep. These results on mechanical conditioning are antici-
pated to a certain extent by those of Weberl•

The course of mechanical conditioning can be
studied by plotting on the same sheet to the logaritlnn of
the creep or recovery time the actual scale observations for
the mechanical conditioning test and for the sUbsequent test
at the same load, carried out as above. If we adopt the
artifice of inverting the scale for the recovery observations,
the result will be as shown diagrammatically in Fig. 64. The
curve marked Ia represents the first creep test, and that
marked Ib the first recovery test. The second creep test
marked IIa proceeds along a parallel curve somewhat 8.S shown,
and the second recovery IIb is again parallel and displaced
slightly from the first recovery test. Since for the analysis
of the data such a plot is of lesser interest, only two such
plot s (Figs. 69 and 79) have been included in the graphs pre-
sented.

The case of nylon 1s exceptional, in that only a
small permanent set resulted from the mechanical conditioning
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treatment. Also of interest is the case of the viscose fila-
ment which was stretched 40% in the wet state, and dried under
a load greater than the conditioning load; again only a small
increase of length resulted from the conditioning process.

Swelling Recovery
It is seen that in order to eliminate secondary

creep over a given range of load, it is necessary to "condition
mechanically" the filament at the highest load to be used. It
may be argued that strictly speaking the examination of
primary creep is carried out on a filament which is not in
the same internal state as the original specimen. Now we
know that gross deformations of high-polymeric materiels can
sometimes be recovered in part by swelling or thermo-recovery
treatment. The problem then arises, to what extent does the
comparatively small deformation due to mechanical conditioning
at a relatively low load correspond to a truly permanent
structural change? To answer this question a swelling recovery
investigation was made on some of the filaments, as follows.
After the mechanical conditioning had been carried out, and
the subsequent information collected, the filament was wetted
under no load with a spray of water, and then allowed to dry
under no load. In some cases this treatment was repeated with
a jet of steam. The results in the table below 'give for each
filament the cathetometer reading (in inches) before mechanical
conditioning, the reading before swelling recovery treatment,
and the reading following'treatment with water and steam. In
the case of the viscose filament the mechanical conditioning
followed a previous swelling recovery treatment.
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Mg. !iQg. Rdg.Snec. Material before before after RemarksMech.9No. Swelling SVlellingCond •. Rec. Rec •

6 Viscose .0725 •2564 .Og07
(test 12a)

7 Silk .1120 •2432 .lg50 water
.1092 steam

g stretched* .1507 .14g4 off scale Very large
Viscose contraction

10 Acetate .1593 .6117 .5270 water
.3370 steam

It appears in the case of filaments Nos. 6 and 7 that the
mechanical conditioning involved no permanent structural
change. It is possible therefore that the reversible change
associated with mechanical conditioning consists of a crystal
growth by means of weak'bonds along the length of the crystals.
Sone of these bonds are loosened by water and the others by
steam. It will be observed that the acetate filament, which
had been conditioned at a somewhat higher stress than the
viscose filament No.6, showed some permanent deformation.
It is probable that the effect of conditioning at higher loads
is to increase the proportion of the deformation not removed
by the swelling recove~y treatment.

The partial or complete removal of the deformation
associated with mechanical conditioning results in the fila-
ment being no longer conditioned. To investigate this point

.n Stretched wet and dried under load.
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further, the silk filament after the swelling recovery treat-
ment was reconditioned at the same load as in the initial
mechanical conditioning treatment. Examination of the data
reveals that following the reconditioning treatment the
filament was virtually in the same state as before the swell-
ing recovery treatment. In F1~ ~ are shovm plotted against
scale observations the various recovery tests for the condi-
tioning load both before and after the above treatment; the
similarity in shape of the curves is evident.

The Long Duration Tests
Following mechanical conditioning, the long duration

tests proper were carried out. As has been already remarked,
.these consisted of creep tests of 24 hours duration followed
by recovery tests of the same duration. The tests were not
carried out in any systematic order. In the later tests,
most of the tests were checked when the results appeared
uncertain, either by repeating the test immediately or on a
later occasion. The observations for the long-duration tests
for the specimens preViously listed are presented almost com-
pletely below.

Total Deformation
The analysis of the data begins with the computa-

tion and plotting of the total deformation curves. The total
deformation at any instant in a creep or recovery test is
merely the difference between the cathetometer observation
at that instant and the initial observation immediately before
application or removal of load. According to the Superposition
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Principle, the following two statements should be true. First,
the whole course of the total deformation curve on the logar-
ithmic time plot should be sigmoidal in shape with horizontal
lower and upper asymptotes, the former corresponding to the
instantaneous and the latter to the final deformation.
Secondly, the total deformation in a recovery test as a func-
tion of the recovery time should be the same as the deforma-
tion in an immediately preceding long duration creep test as
a function of creep time (Equation 26) except when the magni-
tude of the recovery time approaches that of the creep time
(Equation 24). StudY of the total deformation curves reveals
the following results.

1. For any glven load, the total deformation CUl"ves are
fairly reproducible. Except for large values of creep
or recovery time, the creep and recovery total deforma-
tions are nearly the same, as predicted by the Superposi-
tion Principle. Silk is an exception in that the creep
curves are displaced above the recovery curves.

2. In the case of viscose, acetate, and silk, only the foot
of the theoretical sigmoidal curve can be obtained in
24 hours creep under the conditions of test. According
to the Wiechert theory, this indicates a large value for
the average relaxation time under the conditions of test.

3. In the case of nylon, only the upper part of the theoreti-
cal curve is obtainable under ordinro'y conditions.
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Factors Affecting_Beproducibility of Total Deformation Curves

1. Error in Initial Observation. Any slight disturbance of
the apparatus, as for example that occasioned by insert-
ing a new loading weight, will cause a temporary exten-
sion of the filament. Since very short d1sturbances
require a relatively much longer time for their effects
to be dissipated, sever8~ minutes must elapse before the
filament again acquires its equilibrium length. If this
effect is not taken into account, an appreciable error
may be caused in the initial observation.

2. Sudden Application or Removal of Load. The effect of a
sudden application or removal of load is presumably to
impart a shock to the filament. This would affect the
readings in the first few minutes of a creep or recovery
test.

3- Variations in Relative Humidity. Slight variations in
the temperature of the room cause appreciable changes in
relative humidity. Increase of relative humidity causes
firstly a reversible longitudinal swelling, and secondly,
acceleration of the creep or recovery. The effect of
increase of relative humidity is thus to contract the time
scale; this effect is of course serious and non-reversible.

Typical Tests
On account of the above factors, only fair agreement

between the total deformation curves for any load is to be
expected. AccordinglY, from each set of total deformation
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curves at any given load a typical test was selected which
was considered best to represent the behavior of the specimen
at that load. Further analysis of the data was made from
such typical tests.

Instantaneous Elastic Deformation
The instantaneous or initial elastic deformation

may be obtained by extrapolating the total deformation curve
on a linear time plot to zero time, or on a logarithmic time
plot to zero slope. These methods are feasible only when the
first few creep observations correspond to the foot of the
creep curve; in any case the accuracy of such extrapolation
is low. In analys1ng the data the second method has been
used; the instantaneous deformation 1s then the deformation
corresponding to this extrapolated value. This deformation
Was estimated for the typical tests; in the case of silk this
was done for all the tests. For each material (except nylon)
this deformation (in inches) has been plotted against filament
load (in grams). Except for the instantaneous elastic con-
traction for silk, the instantaneous deformation was found in
all cases to be proportional to load.

The instantaneous elastic contraction for silk
falls below the extension for corresponding loads, the dis-
creps.ncy increasing at increasing loads (Fig. 74). A possible
interpretation is that appreciable crystallisation or orien-
tation t~ces place during the creep, the reverse effect t~£ing
place during recovery.
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Instantaneous Modulus of Elasticit~
Since the instantaneous elastic extensions and con-

tractions are in most cases proportional to the load, it is
possible to define an instantaneous modulus of elasticity as
the ratio of the instantaneous elastic strain to the stress
causing the deformation. This modulus thus depends only on
the state of the filament and is independent of time.

In order to calculate the instantaneous modulus,
it is necessary to know the slope of the instantaneous defor-
mation/load plot, the length of the filament, and its cross-
sectional area. The latter was determined in many cases by
removing the filament carefully from the apparatus at the con-
clusion of the tests on the specimen, and winding it on a
small frame. The filament Was thus embedded in a suitable
embedding medium. For the early specimens, methyl methacry-
late monomer with accelerator was used; later on, at the
suggestion of Mr. H. N. Lee of the M. I. T. Textile Labora-
tory* a solution of butyl methacrylate polymer and also
plasticised collodion were successfully used. The filament
thus embedded Was cross-sectioned and mounted on a micro-
scope slide in the usual way. The cross-sectional ro~eawas
then measured in a projection microscope. It was thus pos-
sible to measure the cross-sectional area of the filament at
several places along its length. In the case of some of the

* The author Wishes to express his great indebtedness in this
connection to Mr. H. N. Lee, who developed the mounting
techniques "and who cut the cross-sections for the author.



filaments tested the cross-sectional area was not measured,
but was computed from the nominal denier of the filament95•
The following is a list of the instantaneous moduli of
elasticity.

SpecimenNo.

7

6

5
g

10

Material Instantaneous Modulus
.kg.mm.-2 ~

Silk 1312 1.g6xlO6

Viscose I 10911- 1.56
Viscose I 1050 1.50
Viscose II 1420 2.06(stret ched)
Acetate 576 0.g2

In the above table, the cellulosic filaments are
seen to have instantaneous moduli very much lower than that
corresponding to crYstalline cellulose133, indicating
(together With the large primary creep) a relatively large
amount of amorphous or n fringe" mat erial presentlg7. The
two filaments of Viscose I material were conditioned at the
same load; the vB"lues of modulus are seen to agree very
closely. The higher value for Viscose II might be due to the
crystallisation in this material as a result of being stretched
in the wet cond1tionlg7• The acetate filament gave a very
low value of instantaneous modulus, presumably due to the
large amount of amorphous material present as a result of the
acetate side chains. Until the effect on instantaneous modulus
of conditioning at successively higher loads is known, the
above conclusions must remain someWhat speculative.
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DelaYed Deformation and Load
The delayed or primary creep deformation is of

course that part of the deformation which takes place sub-
sequent to the application or removal of load, and is obtained
by subtracting from the total deformation at any instant the
instantaneous deformation.

In order to investigate the effect of load on creep,
we could take the typical tests at each load mentioned pre-
viously, and then compute for these tests the delayed defor-
mations as above. Owing to the extrapolation error involved
in determining the instantaneous deformation, the delayed
deformations are however likely to be seriously in error for
low loads, and for small values of time when the load is
large. Hence the instantaneous deformation oannot be used
for further computation.

Delayed Deformation Relative to One Minute
The error involved in using the extrapolated value

of instantaneous deformation can be avoided by the following
artifice. If we subtract from any total deformation the cor-
responding total deformation at a time of one minute, We
obtain what we m~ght call the delayed deformation relative
to one minute* _ In this way extrapolation errors, as well as
errors due to initial shock on the filament, are avoided;
furthermore, it becomes possible to investigate the data on

* In the following, the phrase n delayed deformation" whenenclosed in quotation marks is to be taken as referring for
breVity to the above quantity.
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The "delaYed deformation" has been thus calculated

for all the tests in the case of silk and for the typical

tests with the other specimens. The" delaYed deformations"

have then been plotted against creep or recovery time to a

double logarithmic scale. For a given specimen, the curves

for eaCh load have been found to be very nearly of the same

shape, the effect of increase in load being to displace the

curves along the axis of logarithm of deformation. The inter-

pretation of this result is therefore that for each specimen

the delayed deformation curves for the different loads differ

only by a scale factor. Inspection shows that in general

this soale faotor is not a simple proportionali ty; the delayed

deformation is therefore not proportional to load. Oneof

the fWldamental hypotheses of the Superposition Principle

(equation 9) does not therefore hold for these materials.

Smith and EisenschitzS5 have apparently cometo the samecon-

clusion. The filamentous materials tested in the present

investigation thus differ in behavior from rubber and hard

rUbberl43. The non-proportionality of creep and load must be

attributed to the existence of a highlY oriented structure195•
This departure from one of the hypotheses of the Superposi-

tion Principle is certainly unexpected, especially since the

total deformations in the long-duration creep and reoovery

experiments agree closely, as predicted by the Principle.

There nowremains to investigate in more detail

the relation between load and magnitUdeof delayed deformation.

In order to do this, curves have been fitted to the plots of



"dela.Yed deformations" against time to a double logarithmio

scale. These ourves have been adjusted to be as nearly as

possible of the same shape and to be merely translations of

each other along the log. deformation axis. The intersec-

tions of these faired curves with the ordinate corresponding

to a time of 90 minutes thus gives a faired value of the

delayed deformation at 90 minutes relative to one minute,

for each typical test. Wemay denote this value by ~O '

which we may call the scale factor for creep.

For each material values of ~O (in inches) thus

obtained have been plotted together with the instantaneous

elastic deformation against the filament load in grams. The

curves of' ~O against load are in general concave upwards.

As previouslY suggested by the authorl94, these ourves can

be represented in manycases by a linear relationship over

a range of loads, and this linear relationship has been indi-

cated on many of the plots.
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thus obtained were then plotted against the logarithm of time

in the usual way. In general for any given material the

reduced deformations obtained trom the typical tests agreed

very closely. Thus Viecan conclude that the total deforma-

tion in a long-duration creep or reoovery test for constant

load consists of an instantaneous part proportional to the

load -and a delayed part the magnitude of which increases at a

faster rate than the load.

The Mechanical Behavior of Nylon

In the course of the investigation it Wasdiscovered

that nylon at large loads has a creep behavior radically

different from the normal behavior of filamentous materials

or for that matter from the behavior as recorded in the

literature of other high polymers. An examination of the

stress-strain behavior of nylon yarn in say an inclined-plane

tester reveals that this material possesses a high extension

at break. If just before the bre~ting load is reached the

load be removedand the specimen be alloWed sUfficient time

to recover, it 1s found that the specimenwill return aJ.most

completely to its original length. Nylon thus possesses a

reversible extensibility whiChis of the order of 10%of its

original length, and which is muchgreater than that found

in comparable filamentous materials.

Nylon, like rubber, has both good strength and good

extensibility characteristics. Chemically these materials

are somewhats1milar, and this similarity extends also to

the general nature of the stress-strain (so-called "hysteresis" )



loops of these materials. Let us suppose that a nylon yarn

be tested in an inclined-plane testerl75. This machine

applies the load to a specimen and removes the load at a

uniform rate. The load-deformation loop which is then

obtained is showndiagrammatically in Fig. 65, and this is

seen to be similar to that of rubberl42• In thi s diagram

OCA represents the load-deformation behavior for increasing

load and ABO for decreasing load and creep recovery. For

very small load ranges a loop such as OCDis obtained; this

1s similar to the stress-strain loop such as 1s given by

silkl05 (Fig. 27).
Nowthe first sample of nylon tested in the creep

tests -- designated Nylon I -- was tested over a small range

of loads, and no unusual creep behavior Wasnoted. Later

tests on another sample -- designa~ed Nylon II -- revealed a

normal creep behavior up to a certain load but abnormal

behavior above that load. The boundary between the two

regions appears roughly to correspond to the point C in Fig.

65. The curves DCA for the two specimens differ appreciably,

and this probably accounts for the fact that the abnormal

creep behavior was not notioed during the testing of the

first nylon specimen.

Creep Behavior of Nylon at Large Loads

The behavior of the other filamentous materials and

of nylon at low loads has already been described: the

instantaneous deformation'increases proportionatelY to the

load, and the delayed deformation at a greater rate than the

load. With nylon at large loads, the instantaneous



deformation increases with load, but the delayed deformation

does not vary With load. In other words, if we plot the

total deformation against the logarithm of time, the curves

of total deformation for different loads are of the same

shape; the effect of ohange of load is merely to displace the

curves upwards along the deformation axis.

, The behavior of nylon at high loads has been brought

out by plotting separatelY the data for Nylon II in this

region (Figs. 101 to 106). First in Figs. 101 to 103 the

total deformations for creep and recovery are plotted. In

Fig. 104 are plotted three total deformation curves, one for

each of the three highest loads. The ordinates of the three

curves have been displaced in order to emphasize the similar

course of the delayed deformation in all three cases. In

Fig. 105 are plotted against load, first the increase in

deformation from 1 to 90 minutes, and secondly the increase

from 1 to 20 minutes. In both cases the difference, repre-

senting the magn1tUde of the delayed deformation, first

increases With load and then at higher loads becomes constant.

Fig. 100 1s of course an enlargement of the low load portion

of this diagram. Finally, in Fig. 106 have been plotted

against load the total deformations at respectively 1/4
minute, 1 minute, 10 m1nutes and 90 minutes, after applica-

tion of load. The fan-shaped portion of the diagram near the

origin represents what we have called the "normal" creep

behavior (compare Fig. 75 for the silk filament). The

sYstemof nearly straight parallel lines represents the extra-

ordinary behavior at high loads. This diagram corresponds



roughly with the stress-strain diagram as usually obtained

(Fig. 65). As stated above, the n knee" in the diagram must

therefore correspond to a transition region between the two

types of creep behavior of nylon. It can be seen from the

slight downward curvature of the right-hand portion of Fig.

106 that in this region the instantaneous deformation increases

somewhat more slowly than the load.

Mechanism of Deformation of Nylon

The following mechanism of the deformation of nylon

is proposed in the light of the above results and of the dis-

cussion on kinetic elasticity in Part IV. The molecular

chains in nylon consist of course of -C~- groups with

occasional peptide (-CO-NH-) linkages." A very flexible chain

is to be expected, together with a certain amount of crystal-

lisation due to hydrogen bonding between the peptide groups

in adjacent chains. At low loads the deformation is pre-

sumably due mainly to the elastic bending of the primary

bonds. The creep under the conditions of test thus follows

the same general pattern as that of the other filaments. At

high loads however the large deformations are probably due

mainly to straightening the Chains in the fringe regions

against the statistical coiling-up due to their heat motion.

In the former case the deformation is opposed by secondary

bonds assumed to exist between the chains. In the latter

case, it seems possible that during the creep deformation an

additional crystallisation takes place; the creep recovery

may thus be due partly to the delay in the breaking up of the

augmented crystalline material.



Nowit has been mentioned that Nylon I showeda

similar stress-strain behavior to Nylon II. Such stress-

strain loops appear to be given not only by rubber, but also

by muscle,wool, and plastic1sed vinyl resins. The meChanism

of deformation in these materials presumably follows the same

pattern as in nylon. In nylon, however, the phenomenaare

manifested over a small range of strain, and hence change of

cross-sectional area is not a major complicating factor. It

maywell be therefore that nylon can serve as a model for the

study of the mechanismof deformation in these other materials.

Comparison of Creep Results

The final stage in the analysis of the long-duration

tests is the comparison of the scale factors for creep for

the different materials. In Fig. 132 are plotted the Beale

factors, expressed as deformation per unit length (i.e., as

a strain) against the stress expressed as grams per denier.

While it is not safe to draw BIlYgeneral conclusions from

this plot, it is of interest to note that the two nylon fila-

ments (from different types of material) e.greed fairly well,

as did also the two viscose filaments, which were taken from

the same length of yarn.
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III. Experimental Data on the Long Duration Creep Tests

This section of the thesis contains the numerical
data on the long-duration creep tests. The data for each
filament is considered separately. For each filament the
data in general consists of:

1.
2.

6.
7.

List of all tests performed.
Observations and Total Deformations.
Instantaneous Elastic Deformations.
Calculation of Instantaneous Modulus of Elasticity.
Delayed Deformations relative to one minute(for the typ1cal tests).
Scale Factors for Creep.
Reduced Deformations.

The data 1s plotted in Figs. 66 to 132. In these
figures are plotted for the filaments in order of considera-
tion:

1.
2.

3.
4.,.

Total Deformation Curves at eaCh load for all tests.
Total Deformation Curves of Typical Teets (to real

zero)
"Delayed Deformations" (double log. plot)
Reduced Deformations.
Scale Factors and Instantaneous Elastic Deformations

against load.

In the case of the early data on Viscose I (Filament No.5)



the data 1s g1ven in abstract only. For Nylon I the actual

observat1ons have not been given. Some of the early tests

for the Acetate filament were erratic and have been omitted.

Arrangement of' Data and Graphs

Filament Material Data, pp. F1gs.
No.

7 S1lk l~ - 216 66 - 75
6 Viscose I 217 - 239 76 - g4-

5 Viscose I 240 - 254 g5 - 92

9 Nylon II 255 - 276 93 - 106
4 Nylon I 277 - 286 107 - 114

10 Acetate 287 - 309 115 - 121
g V1scose II 310 - 335 122 - 131

( stret ched)

F1gure Nos.
Filament ~: Material T:vpica1 tf Del. Red. Scale

No. Tests Defn." Defn. Iactor and
nst.Def~.

7 S1lk 71 72 73 74-

6 V1scose I gl g2 g3 g4

5 Viscose I g9 90 91 92

9 Nylon II 97 9g 99 100
(low loads)

4 Nylon I III 112 113 114

10 Acetate 119 120 121

g Viscose II 12g 129 130 131
( stretched)



FILAMENT NO.7
SILK (DEGUMMED)

Scheme ot Tests

Test No. TyPe ot Test Filament
Load, gme.

1 Long Duration Creep and Recovery 1.°53(MeChanical Conditioning)
2,3 Long Duration Creep and Recovery 1.°53
4 Superposition 1.°53

5,6 Long Duration Creep and Recovery 0.526
7,g Long Duration Creep and Recovery O.g56
9 Superposition 0.g56

SWELLING RECOVERY TREATMENT

10,11 Long Duration Creep and Recovery 1.053
(Mechanical Cond1tioning)

12 Superposition 1.°53
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Test s 1,. 2 t 3

Observations 0 - 90 minutes (Bcale readings in inches)
Test No. 1a 1b 2a 2b 3a 3b

In1 tiaJ. Obsn. .1120 .3566 .2101 .3740 .2314- .3793
Time, Mine.

1/14- .20g7 .2993 .3193
1/2 .2122 .273g .3024 .2904- .3223 .29g3

3/4 .2147 .2727 .3041 .2891 .323g .2955

1 .216g .271g .3055 .2883 .3251 .294g

1 1/2 .2201 .27°3 .3074 .2g66 .3272 .2934
2 .2229 .26gg .3091 .2855 .3285 .291g

3 .2275 .2667 .3118 .2g35 .3307 .2900

5 .2345 .26lt2 .3~56 .2810 .3340 .2877

7 .2402 .2622 .3183 .2791 .3363 .2861

10 .2469 .2600 .3213 .2769 .3390 .2g41

15 .2558 .2572 .3251 .2742 .3422 .2g14

20 .2622 .2550 .32g1 .2720 .3445 .2796

30 .2717 .2517 .3321 .26gg .3480 .2767

40 .2793 .2492 .3350 .2663 .3504- .2744-

60 .2ggg .2453 .3392 .2626 .3540 .2711

90 .29g3 .2411 .3432 .25g6 .3577 .2677



Tests 1, 2, 3

Observations. 90 minutes onwards

Test la Test Ib Test 2a
Time BCale Time Scale Time Scale
160 .3107 190 .2334 120 .3461
242 .3189 240 .2330 180 .3502

300 .3229 345 .2261 300 .3553
435 .3292 445 .2237 3g5 .3577

755 .3427 7~ .214a 692 .3652
1410 .3549 1350 .209S 705 .3653
1515 .3569 1420 .3746

1500 .3750

Test 2b Test 3a Test 3b
Time ~ale Time Scale Time Scale
160 .2527 135 .3610 130 .2643
2g0 .2472 195 .3633 196 .2611

362 .24lJ9 275 .3663 420 .2543
500 .2421 675 .371+4 720 .24g1

13g0 .2306 1395 .3g00 1420 .2394

1510 .23g0

1635 .2369

1760 .2363
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Tests 1, 2, :3

Total Deformations, o - 90 minutes (in inches)
Test No. la Ib 2a 2b 3a 3b

Time, Mins.
1/4 .0967 .0892 -- .0879
1/2 .1002 .0828 .0923 .0836 .0909 .0810
3/4 .1027 .0839 .0940 .0849 .0924- .0838

1 .1048 .0848 .0954 .0857 .0937 .0845
1 1/2 .1081 .0863 .0973 .0874- .0958 .0859

2 .1109 .Og78 .0990 .0885 .0971 .0875
3 .1155 .0899 .1017 .09°5 .0993 .0893
5 .1225 .0924- .1055 .0930 .1026 .0916
7 .1282 .09lt4 .1082 .0949 .10li9 .0932

10 .1349 .0966 .1112 .0971 .1076 .0952
15 .1438 .0994 .1150 .099g .110g .0979
20 .1502 .1016 .1180 .1020 .1131 .0997
30 .1597 .1049 .1220 .1°52 .1166 .1026
40 .1673 .1074 .1249 .1077 .1190 .10119
60 .1768 .1113 .1291 .1114- .1226 .1082
90 .1863 .1151 .1331 .1154- .1263 .1116



193-

Tests 1, 2, 3
Total Deformations. 90 minutes onwards

Test 1a Test 1b Test 2aTime Deformation Time Deformation Time Deformation
160 .1987 190 .1232 120 .1360
24-2 .2069 240 .1236 180 .1401
300 .2109 3~5 ~1305 300 .1452
435 .2172 445 .1329 385 .1476
755 .2307 7110 .1418 692 .1551

1410 .2429 1350 .1468 705 .1552
1515 .2449 1420 .164-5

1500 .16119

Test 2b Test 3a Test 3b
Time Deformation Time Deformation Ti~ Deformation

160 .1213 135 .1296 130 .1150
2gO .1268 195 .1319 186 •11g2
362 .1291 275 .1349 420 .1250
500 .1319 675 .143° 720 .1312

13g0 .1434 1395 .14a6 1420 .1399
1510 .14-13
1635 .1424
1760 .143°



Tests 1, 2, 3

DelaYed Deformations (relative to t = 1 minute)
o - 90 minutes

Test No. Ib 2b 3a 3b
Time,M1ns.

1 0 0 0 0
1 1/2 .0015 .0017 .0021 .0014

2 .0030 .002g .0034- .0030
3 .0051 .ooltg .0056 .0052
5 .0076 .0073 .00g9 .0071
7 .0096 .0092 .0112 .00B7

10 .011B .0114 .0139 .0103
15 .0146 .0141 .01n .0134
20 .016g .0163 .0194 .0152
30 .0201 .0195 .0229 .01g1
40 .0226 .0220 .0253 .0204
60 .0265 .0257 .02g9 .0237
90 .0307 .0297 .0326 .0271



Tests 1, 2, 3
Delayed Deformations (relative to t =' 1 minute)
90 minutes onwards

Test 1b Test 2bDelayed DelaYedTime Deformation Time Deformation
190 .03g4 160 .0356
.240 .0390 2g0 .0411

345 .0457 362 .0434

445 .04g1 500 .0462

740 .0570 13g0 .0577
1350 .0620

Test 3a Test 3bDelaYed DelaYedTime Deformation Time Deformation
135 .0359 130 .°305
195 .03g2 196 .0337
275 .0412 420 .0405

675 .0493 720 .0467

1395 .0549 1420 .0554
1510 .056g

1635 .0579
1760 .05g5



Tests 5, 6

Observations ° - 90 minutes (in inches)
Test No. 5a 5b 6a 6b

Initial oban. .2331 .3°3° .2375 .3036
Time, Mins.

1/4- .2829 .2850
1/2 .2g38 .2570 .2858 .2575

3/4 .284-3 .2566 .2g63 .2570
1 .28lJ,g .2564 .2g67 .2568

1 1/2 .2853 .2559 .2871 .2563
2 .2856 .2555 .2875 .2559

3 .2863 .2550 .28g1 .2553
5 .2872 .254-2 .28g8 .25lt6

7 .2879 .2537 .2893 .2541
10 .28g7 .2531 .2900 .2534

15 .2g96 .2523 .2907 .2526
20 .2903 .2518 .2913 .2521

30 .2913 .250g .2921 .2513
40 .2921 .2501 .292g .2505
60 .2934 .2493 .2939 .2496

90 .2948 .2483 .2950 .2486
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Tests 5. 6

Observations 90 minutes onwards

Test 5a Test 5b
Time Scale Time Scale

140 .2963 145 .2lt72

190 .2972 250 .2453

290 .29g9 355 .2lt37

430 .3004 493 .2421

750 .3020 1370 .2365

1lt55 .3°36

Test 6a Test 6b
Time Scale Time Scale

152 .2966 150 .21+69

203 .2973 230 .2454

360 .2990 320 •24-lt1

460 .2997 375 .2lt35

525 .3000 670 .24-19

750 .3015 1330 .2396

llt10 .305°
1540 .3043
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Tests 5, 6

Total Deformations, o - 90 minutes (in inches)
Test No. 5a 5b 6a 6b
Time, Mine.

1/4 .0!J9S .0475
1/2 .0507 .0460 .04S3 .0461

3/4 .0512 .0464 .04gg .0466
1 .0517 .0466 .01492 .o46g

1 1/2 .0522 .0471 .0496 .0473
2 .0525 .0475 .0500 .0477

3 .0532 .04g0 .0506 .04g3

5 .0541 .04gg .0513 .0490

7 .054g .0493 .051S .0495
10 .0556 .0499 .0525 .0502

15 .0565 .0507 .0532 .0510
20 .0572 .0512 .053S .0515
30 .05g2 .0522 .0546 .0523
40 .0590 .0529 .0553 .0531
60 .0603 .0537 .0564 .0540

90 .0617 .0547 .0575 .0550



Tests 5, .q
Total Deformations, 90 minutes onwards (in inches)

Test 5a Test 2QTime Deformation Time Deformation
140 .0632 145 .0555

190 .0641 250 .0577
290 .065S 355 .0593
430 .0673 493 .0609

750 .06g9 1370 .0665

1455 .0705

Test 6a Test 6bTime Deformation Time Deformation
152 .0591 150 .0567

203 .059g 230 .05g2

360 .0615 320 .0595

460 .06211- 375 .0601

525 .0625 670 .0617

750 .0640 1330 .0640

1410 .0675

1540 .o66g
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Tests .5..LQ.

DelaYed Deformations relative to t = 1 min. (in inches)

o - 90 minutes
Test No. Sa 5b 6a 6b
Time, Mina.

I 0 0 0 0
1 1/2 .0005 .0005 .0004- .0005

2 .000g .0009 .000g .0009
3 .0015 .0014 .0014 .0015
5 .0024 .0022 .0021 .0022
7 .0031 .0027 .0026 .0027

10 .0039 .0033 .0033 .0034

15 .oo4g .0041 .0040 .0042
20 .0055 .0046 .0046 .0047
30 .0065 .0056 .0054 .0055
40 .0073 .0063 .0061 .0063
60 .00g6 .0071 .0072 .0072
90 .0100 .00gl .00g2 .OOg2
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Tests 5, 6
Delayed Deformations. 90 minutes onwards

Test Sa Teat 5bDela..yed DelayedTime Deformation Time Deformation
140 .0115 145 .0092
190 .0124 250 .0111
290 .0141 355 .0127
430 .0156 493 .0143
750 .0172 1370 .0199

1455 .Olgg

Test 6a Teat 6bDelayed DelayedTime ~rmation Time Deformation
152 .0099 150 .0099
203 .0106 230 .0114-
360 .0123 320 .0127
460 .0132 375 .0133
525 .0133 670 .0149
750 .01ij,g 1330 .0172

1410 .01g3
1540 .0176

201.



Tests 7, g

Observations 0 - 90 minutes (in inches)
Test No. 7a 7b ga gb

In1tiel Obsn. .2403 .3!J.g5 .2397 .3484
Time, Mine.

1/4 .3153 .3139
1/2 .3170 .2763 .3154
3/4 .3179 .2760 .3163 .2765

1 .31g6 .2754 .3170 .2757
1 1/2 .319g .2746 .3179 .2744

2 .3206 .273g .31gg .2737
3 •321g .2727 .3200 .2726
5 .3233 .2713 .3215 .2711
7 .3245 .2703 .3227 .2701

10 .3257 .2691 .3240 .26g9
15 .3272 .2676 .3256 .2674
20 .32g2 .2664 .3270 .2662
3° .33°0 .26lJ.g .32g9 .2644
1K> .3311 .2635 .3304 .2630
60 .333° .2614 .3326 .2611
90 .3350 .2593 .3348 .2590
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Tests 7,g

Observations, 90 minutes onwards
Test Za Test 7bTime Scale Time Scale

155 .3376 160 .2562
225 .3392 220 .2540
3g5 .3422 395 .2507
4g0 .3427 1020 .21+32

1l!g0 .34g2 11+30 .2~5
1900 .3494 1510 .2422

2565 .23g7

Test ga Test gbTime Soa1e Time Scale
152 .3377 150 .2565
260 .3404 445 .2505
3&> .3427 960 .2471
700 .3461 1560 .2413

1295 .3490
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Tests 7, g

Total Deformations, o - 90 minutes (in inches)

Test No. 7a 7b ga 8b
Time, Mins.

1/4 .0750
1/2 .0767 .0722 .0757

3/4 .0776 .0725 .0766 .0719
1 .0783 .0731 .0773 .0727

1 1/2 .0795 .0739 .01g2 .0740
2 .08°3 .0747 .0791 .074-7

3 .Og15 .075g .0803 .075g

5 .Og30 .0772 .081S .0773

7 .0g42 .07g2 .Og30 .Org3
10 .Og54 .0794- .og43 .0795

15 .Og69 .Og09 .Og59 .0glO

20 .Og79 .0821 .Ogn .Og22

30 .Og97 .Og37 .Og92 .0840

40 .090g .Og50 .0907 .Og54

60 .0927 .0g71 .0929 .Og73

90 .0947 .Og92 .0951 .Og94
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Tests 7, g
Total Deformations, 90 minutes onwards

Test 7a Test 7bTime Deformation Time Deformation
155 .0973 160 .0923
225 .90g9 220 .0945
3g5 .1019 395 .097g
ltgo .1024 1020 .1053

1!J.gO .1079 1510 .1063
1900 .1091 2565 .109g

Test ga Test gbTime Deformation Time Deformation
152 .09S0 150 .0919
260 .1007 445 .0479
3g0 .1030 960 .1013
700 .1064 1560 .1071

1295 .1093

205.
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Tests 7, g

DelaYed Deformations relative to t = 1 min.
90 minutes onwards

Test Za Test Th
. DelaYed Delayed

Time Deformation Time Deformation
155 .0190 160 .0192
225 .0206 220 .0214-
3g5 .0236 395 .0247
ltgo .0245 1020 .0322

ll!-gO .0296 1510 .°332
1900 .030g 2565 .0367

Test ga Test gb
DelaYed DelaYed

Time Deformation Time Deformat ion
152 .0207 150 .0192
260 .0234- 44-5 .0252
3g0 .0257 960 .02g6
700 .0291 1560 .0344-

1295 .0320
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Tests 10, 11

Observations 0 -90 minutes (in inches)
Test No. lOa lOb lla Ilb

Initiel Obsn. .1628 .3lt97 .1978 .3632
Time, :Mina.

1/4 .2523 .26lK> .2867 .280g

1/2 .2538 .2622 .2g94 .27g8

3/4 .2549 .2607 .2910 .2775
1 .2558 .2594 .2923 .2764-

1 1/2 .2571 .2576 .2941 .2750
2 .25g1 .2562 .2957 .2739

3 .2598 .2540 .2980 .2720
51 .2620 .2509 .3013 .2694

7 .263g .24g6 .3036 .2677
10 .2660 .2460 .3064 .2655
15 .2687 .2429 .3100 .2626
20 .2710 .2409 .3128 .2607

30 .2746 .2368 .3170 .2576
ijo .2776 .2341 .3200 .2552
60 .2S20 .2300 .3244 .2517

90 .2874 .225g .3290 •24-g0



Tests 10, 11
Observations 90 minutM-0.E:warda

Teat lOa Test lOb
Time Scale Time' Scale

150 .2949 150 .2207
305 .30g3 260 .2154-
lIDo .3147 360 .212S
5lJo .3220 395 .2117

1300 .3502 2000 .19(5(5
2190 .19g3
2790 .196g

Test 11a Test lIb
Time Scale Time Scale

150 .3355 160 .2425
250 -3416 24<> .23S4
315 -3443 370 .2341
450 .34g6 465 .2319
520 .350g 520 .2306

1450 .3637 1455 .2204
15g0 .2192
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Tests 10, 11
Total Deformations o - 90 minutes (in inChes)

Test No. lOa lOb l1a lIb
Time, Mine.

1/4 .Og95 .0857 .Ogg9 .Og24
1/2 .0910 .0875 .0916 .0g44-

3/4 .0921 .0890 .0932 .OS57
1 .0930 .09°3 .0945 .Og6S

1 1/2 .0943 .0919 .0963 .OS82
2 .0953 .0935 .0979 .0891
3 .0970 .0957 .1002 .0912
5 .0992 .09gS .1035 .093g
7 .1010 .1009 .105S .0955

10 .1032 .1°37 .10g6 .0977
15 .1059 .106S .1122 .1005
20 .10g2 .!tOSg .1150 .1025
30 .1118 .1129 .1192 .1056
40 .114g .1156 .1222 .10S0
60 .1192 .1197 .1266 .1115
90 .1246 .1239 .1312 .1152
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Tests 10, 11

Total Deformations 90 minutes onwards (in inches)
Test 10a Test lObTime Deformation Ti~ Deformation

150 .1321 150 .1290

305 .1455 260 .1343
400 .1519 360 .1369
540 .1592 395 .13g0

1300 .lg74 2000 .1509

2190 .1514

2790 .1529

Test 11a Test llb
T.1me. Deformation Time Deformation
150 .1377 160 .1207

250 .143g 240 •124g

315 .1465 370 .1291

450 .15Og 465 .1313
520 .1530 520 .1326

1450 .1659 1455 .1428

15g0 .14llo

211.
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Silk: Instantaneous Elastic Deformation

Test No. Filament Load,gms. l.E.D., ins.
1b 1.053 .07g0
2b 1.053 .07g0
3a 1.053 .Og5g
3b 1.053 .07g0
5a 0.526 .0470
5b 0.526 .0430
6a 0.526 .0445

6b 0.526 .0430
7a o.g56 .07°3
7b 0.g56 .0660
Sa o.g56 .0703
Sb 0.g56 .0660

Instantaneous Modulus of Elasticity
Instantaneous elastic deformation

Length of filament
Cross-sectional area
Instantaneous modulus

::.Og2g ins./gm.
::.210 ems./grn.
::2g.10 ems.

-g 2::102 x 10 em.
. g 2::1.312 x 10 gms./em.
::1.g6 x 106 psi



Scale Factors for Creep

Test No. 2b gb 6b

Filament Load, gms. 1.053 0.g56 0.526

Load, gms./denier 0.g30 0.674 0.413

Scale Factor for creep d90 .0297 .0167 .00g6(Deformation at 90 mine. -deformation at 1 min.)

Scale Factor e~res8ed as 2.6gstrain D90 x 1000 1.51 0.7g
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Silk: Reduced Deformations 0 - 90 mins.

Filament load,gms. 1.053 0.856 0.526
Test No. 2b 8b 6b

Scale Factor ~O .0297 .0167 .0086
Time,Mins.

1 0 0 0
1 1/2 .057 .078 .05g

2 .0911- .120 .105
3 .162 .lg6 .17~
5 .24-6 .275 .256
7 .310 .335 .314

10 .384 .407 .395
15 .475 .~7 .11-88
20 .549 .569 .511-7
30 .657 ~677 .640
40 .741 .760 .733
60 .865 .874 .837
90 1.000 1.000 .953

214.



Reduced Deformations (90 minutes onwards)

Test 2b Test gbReduced ReducedTime Deformation Time Deformation
160 1.199 150 1.150
2g0 1.3g4 445 1.509
362 1.461 960 1.713
500 1.556 1560 2.060

13g0 1.943

Test 6b
ReducedTime Deformation

150 1.151
230 1.326

320 1.477
375 1.547
670 1.733

1330 2.000



Total Deformation and Load Curves

Total Deformation at following times:

216.

Test No.

2b

6b

Filament
Load,

gms.

1.053

0.526

t(mins.) = 1

.0727

.046g

10

.0971

.0795

.0502

90

.1154

.0550



Test No.

1

2

3,4

5
6

7
g

9,10

11

12

13

FILAMENT No.6

VISCOSE I

Scheme of Testa

Long Duration Creep and Recovery
(Mechanical Conditioning)

Long Duration Creep and Recovery
d.1tto
ditto
d.1tto

Superposition
ditto

FIlJU!ENT STRETCHED 0.33 IN. UNDER
ROOM CONDITIONS

Long Duration Creep and Recovery
(Mechanical Conditioning)

Long Duration Creep and Recovery
SWELLING RECOVERY TREATMENT

Long Duration Creep and Recovery
(Mechanical Conditioning)

Long Duration Creep and Recovery
SWELLING RECOVERY TREATMENT

217.

Filament
Load, gme.

1.053

0.346
0.526
0.856
0.526
0.526
0.856

1.053

1.053

0.856



Test s 1, 2, 5-
Observations 0 - 90 minutes (in inches)

Test No. 1a 1b 2a 2b 5a 5b
InitiaJ. Obsn. .2522 .5552 .3961 •42g0 .4037 .4930
Time, Mins.

1/4 .3221 (.5054) .4164- .44g7 .4484
1/2 .3262 (. 5037) .4170 .4562 .4468

3/4 .3289 .5023 .4172 .4511 .4460
1 .33°8 .5017 .4175 .4094 .4519 .4454

1 1/2 .3343 .5000 .4178 .4091 .4527 .4443
2 .3370 .4989 .4182 .4086 .4535 .4434-

3 .3lJ20 .4971 •41g5 .4080 .4545 .4421

5 .3475 .4940 .4190 .4073 .4562 .4403
7 .3528 .4923 .4192 .4065 .4572 .4393

10 .3601 .!tg99 .4194 .4061 .4585 .4380
15 .368g .4876 .4-199 .405g .4600 .4363
20 .3762 .4g54- .4203 .4054 .4610 .4351
30 .389g .4g19 .4205 .Jro48 .4631 .4335
40 .3981 •479S .4206 .4043 .4645 .4320
60 .4140 .4755 .4210 .4035 .4665 .4303
90 .4301 .4216 .4029 .4690 .4286



Tests 1, 2, 5
Observations, 90 minutes onwards

Test 1a Test 1b Test 2aTime Scale Time Scale Time Scale
190 .4592 140 .4654 120 .4224
280 .4743 185 .4620 190 .4232
378 .4S78 240 .4583 280 .4233

1210 .5311 540 .4465 350 •4239
1505 .5345 1200 .4332 390 .4249
2100 .5461 1980 .4262 795 .4269
2940 .5556 3360 .4028 1410 .4277

4D50 .3959 1503 .4286

Test 2b Test 5a Test 5bTime Scale Time Scale Time Scale
135 .4023 120 .4704 151 .4260
245 .4003 190 .4730 220 •4234
31Io .3993 300 .4761 320 .4209
410 .3991 455 •478g 420 •41g7

1330 .3930 520 .4g04 1210 .4098
750 .48g1

13g0 .4926
1500 .4931

219.



220.

Tests 1, 2, 5
Total Deformations, o - 90 minutes (in inches)

Test No. la Ib 2a 2b 5a 5b
Time, Mine.

1/4 .0699 .0203 .0450 .0446

1/2 .0740 .0209 .0465 .0462

3/4 .0767 .0529 .0211 .0474 .0470

1 .0786 .0535 .0214 .0186 .04g2 .0476

1 1/2 .0821 .0552 .0217 .01g9 .0490 .0487

2 .0848 .0563 .0221 .0194 .0498 .0496

3 .089g .05g1 .0224 .0200 .0508 .0509

5 .0953 .0612 .0229 .0207 .0525 .0527

7 .1006 .0629 .0231 .0215 .0535 .0537
10 .1079 .0653 •0233 .0219 .054S .0550

15 .1166 .0676 .023g .0222 .0563 .0567

20 .1240 .069g .0242 .0226 .0573 .0579

30 .1376 .0733 .0244 .0232 .0594 .0595
40 .1459 .0754 .0245 .0237 .06og .0610

60 .1618 .0797 .0249 .0245 .0628 .0623

90 .1779 .0255 .0251 .0653 .0644



221.

Tests 1, 2, 5

Total Deformations, 90 minutes onwards
Test 1a Test 1b Teet 2a

Time Deformation Time Deformation Time Deformation
190 .2070 14<> .Og98 120 .0263
280 .2221 185 .0932 190 .0271
378 .2356 24<> .0969 2g0 .0272

1210 .27g9 540 .1087 350 .0278
1505 .2823 1200 .1220 390 .0288
2100 .2939 19go .1290 795 .030g
2940 .3034- 3360 .1524- 14-10 .0316

4050 .1593 1503 .0325

Test 2b Test 5a Test 5b
Time Deformation Time Deformation Time Deformation

135 .0257 120 .0667 151 .0670
245 .0277 190 .0693 220 .0696
340 .02g7 300 .0724- 320 .0721
410 .02g9 455 .0751 420 .0743

1330 .°350 520 .0767 1210 .Og32
750 .0g44

1380 .Ogg9
1500 .Og94



222.

Tests 3, 4, 6
Observations 0 - 90 minutes (in inches)

Test No. 3a 3b 4a 4b 6a 6b

Initial Obsn. .3944 .4449 .3978 .44g1 .4104 .4571
Time, Mins.

1/4 .4222 •41S2 .4246 .4210 .4376 .4296

1/2 .4230 .4175 .4255 .4202 .43g5 .4290

3/4 .4234 .4170 .4260 .4199 .4390 .4285

1 .4237 .4166 .4263 .4196 .4393 .4281

1 1/2 .4242 .4160 .4269 .4192 .4398 .4275
2 .4247 .4155 .4272 .4187 .4401 .4272

3 .4252 .41~ .4278 .4181 .4409 .4267

5 .4259 .4141 .4285 .4174 .4418 .4260

7 .4265 .4136 .4290 .4170 .4423 .4255
10 .4271 .4129 .4297 '.4165 .4430 .4249

15 .4279 .4122 .4305 .4157 .4436 .4239

20 .42g5 •411g .4311 .4151 .4443 .4236

30 .4293 .4110 .4320 .4144 .4452 .4229

40 .4303 .4105 •432g .4133 .4460 .4221

60 .4312 .4098 .4339 .4469 .4213

90 .4326 .4092 .4355 .4127 .4478 .4207



Tests 3, 4, 6

Observations, 90 minutes onwards

Test 3a Test 3b Test 4a
Time Scale Time Scale Time Scale

120 •433g 120 .4<>g3 120 .4363

180 .4354 Ig0 .4<>67 220 .4381

300 .4374 350 .4049 335 .4401

390 •43g7 390 .4041 700 .4433

460 .4403 1455 .3970 1560 .4450

1390 .4453 1660 .4457

1522 .4458 1770 .4470

2g50 .4482

Test 4b Test 6a Test 6b
Time Scale Time Scale Time Scale

lllo .4114 125 .44g8 120 .4204

240 .4112 195 .4499 170 •419g

320 .4105 310 .4510 270 •41g9

1310 .4029 375 .4516 325 •41gg

530 .453g 415 .41g4

13g0 .456g 1335 .4113

223_



224.

Tests 3, 4, 6
Total Deformations, ° - 90 minutes (in inches)

Test No. 3a 3b 4a 4b 6a 6b
Time, Mins.

1/4 .0278 .0267 .0268 .0271 .0272 .0275
1/2 .02g6 .0274 .0277 .0279 .0281 .02£11
3/4 .0290 .0279 .02S2 .02g2 .02S6 .0286

1 .0293 .02g3 .02g5 .0285 .02g9 .0290
1 1/2 .029£1 .02£19 .0291 .02g9 .029lt .0296

2 .°3°3 .0294 .0294 .0294 .0297 .0299
3 .0308 .0300 .0300 .0300 .0305 .030lt
5 .0315 .030g .03°7 .03°7 .0314 .0311
7 .°321 .°313 .0312 .0311 .0319 .0316

10 .0327 .0320 .°319 .°316 .0326 .0322
15 .°335 .°327 .0327 .0324 .0332 .0332
20 .0341 .0331 .°333 .0330 .0339 .0335
30 .0349 .°339 .0342 .0337 .034g .0342
40 .0359 .0344 .0350 .0348 .0356 .0350
60 .0368 .°351 .0361 .0365 .035g
90 .03g2 .°357 .0377 .0354 .0374 .0364



225.

Tests 3, lJ., 6

Total Deformations 90 minutes onwards (in inches)
Test 3a Test 3b Test 4a

Time Deformation Time Deformation Time Deformation
120 .°394 120 .0366 120 .03S5
ISO .0lJ.I0 ISO .03S2 220 .0403

300 .0lJ.30 350 .0400 335 .0lJ.23

390 .04-'+3 390 .oltos 700 .0455
. 460 .0459 1455 .0479 1560 .04-72

1390 .0509 1660 .0479
1522 .0514 1770 .0492

2S50 .0504

Test 4b Test 6a Test 6b
Time Deformation Time Deformation Time Deformation
lltD .0367 125 .03S4 120 .0367
240 .0369 195 .0395 170 .0373

320 .0376 310 .0406 270 .03~2

1310 .04-52 375 .04-12 325 .03S3

530 .04-34 4-15 .03g7

13g0 .0464 1335 .04-5S



226.

Tests 9..I.-..10,12
Observations 0 - 90 minutes (in inches)

Test No. 9a 9b lOa lOb 12a 12b
Initial Obsn. .2992 .4365 .3224 .4347 .0725 .3858

Time, Mins.
1/4 .3497 .3893 .3719 .3g66 .1353 .3297
1/2 .3518 .3874 .3736 .3849 .1390 .3282
3/4 •3531 .3858 .3749 .3839. .1412 .3267

1 .354e .3S49 .3757 .3831 .1430 .3254
1 1/2 .3558 .3835 .3771 .3818 .1459 .3234

2 .3570 .3826 .3781 .3809 .1480 .3219
3 .3589 .3810 .3796 .3794 .1521 .3195
5 .3618 .3790 .3818 .3774 .1584 .3162
7 .3640 .3774 .3834 .3759 .1633 .3136

10 .3667 .3756 .3852 .3743 .1695 .3106
15 .3702 .3732 .3876 .3722 .1781 .3069
20 .3731 .3715 .3896 .3706 .1853 .3038
30 .3778 .3688 .3927 .36S1 .1978 .2993
40 .3S15 .3664 .3951 .3662 .2077 .2960
60 .3869 .3629 .3988 .3630 .2231 .2911
90 .3932 .3587 .4028 .3593 .24{)3 .2858



227.

Tests 9, 10, 12

Observations, 90 minutes onwards (in inches)

Test 9a Test 9b Test lOa
Time Scale Time Scale Time Scale

150 .4015 160 .3527 160 .4092

196 .4059 270 .3465 225 .4128

275 .4113 350 .3438 300 .4164

360 .4163 450 '~339g 600 .4276

660 .4260 14e0 .3218 1290 .4337

1340 .4345 1395 .4349

1460 .4367

Test lOb Test 12a Test 12b
Time Scale Time Scale Time Scale

150 .3551 140 .2600 195 .2743

240 .3504 230 .2831 275 .2696

300 .3484 280 .2920 345 .2672

347 .3475 405 .3097 1380 .2475

630 .3411 1365 .3sltg 1465 .2467

1355 .3294 1425 .3864



228.

Tests 9, 10, 12

Total Deformations, o - 90 minutes (in inches)
Test No. 9a 9b. lOa lOb 12a 12b

Time, Mine.
1/4 .0505 .0472 .0495 .04S1 .0628 .0561

1/2 .0526 .0491 .0512 .0498 .0665 .0576

3/4 .0539 .0507 .0525 .0508 .0687 .0591

1 .0550 .0516 .0533 .0516 .0705 .0604

1 1/2 .0566 .0530 .0547 .0529 .0734 .0624

2 .0578 .0539 .0557 .0538 .0755 .0639

3 .0597 .0555 .0572 .0553 .0796 .0663

5 .0626 .0575 .0594 .0573 .0859 .0696

7 .061l8 .0591 .0610 .0588 .0908 .0722

10 .0675 .0609 .0628 .0604 .0970 . .0752

15 .0710 .0633 .0652 .0615 .1056 .0789

20 .0739 .0650 .0672 .0631 .1128 .0820

30 .0786 .0677 .0703 .0666 .1253 .0865

40 .0823 .0701 .0727 .0685 .1352 .0898

60 .0877 .0736 .0764 .0717 .1506 .0947

90 .094D .0778 .0804 .0749 .1678 .1000



229.

Tests 9. 10, 12
Total Deformations, 90 minutes onwards (in inches)

Test 9a Test 9b Test lOa
Time Deformation Time Deformation Time Deformation

150 .1023 160 .0838 160 .0868
196 .1067 270 .0900 225 .0904-
275 .1121 350 .0927 300 .0940
360 .1171 4-50 .0967 600 .1052
660 .1268 14-80 .114-7 1290 .1113

134-0 .1353 1395 .1125
1460 .1375

Test lOb Test 12a Test 12b
Time Deformation Time Deformation Time Deformation

150 .0796 140 .1875 195 .1115
240 .084-3 230 .2106 275 .1162
300 .0863 280 .2195 34-5 .1186

34-7 .Og72 1Kl5 .2372 1380 .1383
630 .0936 1365 .3123 11+65 .1391

1355 .1053 1425 .3139



Tests 11, 13
Observations, ° - 90 minutes (in inches)

Teet No. 11a 11b 13a 13b
Initial Oben. .3303 .4246 .2475 .3603

Time, Mine.
1/4 .3737 .3815 .2946 .3152
1/2 .3754- .3806 .2963 .313g
3/11- .3763 .3793 .2979 .3127

1 .3770 .3792 .2989 .3120
1 1/2 -378O .3783 .3°°3 .310g

2 .3738 .3777 .3014 .3099
3 .3800 .3764- .3°29 .3°86
5 .3816 .3752 .3°53 .3°66
7 .3828 .3740 .3°72 .3051

10 .3841 .3729 .3°92 .3°37
15 .3g58 .3713 .3121 .3°16
20 .3872 .37°3 .3141 .3000
30 .3394 .36g6 .3174 .2977
l!o .39~2 .3672 .3200 .2960
60 .3936 .3649 .3233 .2932
90 .3963 .3623 .3274 .2901
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Test 13a Test 13b
Time Sca.l~ Time Scale

170 .3350 155 .2853
230 .33g8 395 .2780
550 .3502 670 .2729
625 .3519 1420 .2653

1355 .3609 2130 .2597
13g0 .3613 2800 .2564

231.



Tests 11, 13

Total Deformations 0 - 90 minutes (in inches)
Test No. 11a lIb 138. 13b

Time, Mine.
1/4 .0433 .0431 .0471 .0456

1/2 .0451 .04Jk) .0493 .0470

3/4 .0460 .0448 .0504 .0481

1 .0467 .0454 .0514 .048g

1 1/2 .0477 .0463 .052g .0500
2 .0485 .0469 .0539 .0509

3 .0497 .Oltg2 .0554 .0522

5 .0513 .0494 .057g .0542

7 .0525 .0506 .0597 .0557
10 .053g .0517 .0617 .0571

15 .0555 .0533 .0646 .0592

20 .0569 .0543 .0666 .060g

30 .0591 .0560 .0699 .0631

40 .0609 .0574 .0725 .0648

60 .0633 .0597 .075g .0676

90 .0660 .0623 .0799 .0707



Tests 11, 13
Total Deformations 90 minutes onwards (in inches)

Test l1a Test 11b
Tim.@. Deformation Time Deformation
130 .06S6 165 .0662

190 .070g 255 .0696

240 .072g 320 .0716

360 .0761 650 .077g

660 .Og29 1365 .0868

1620 .08g6

2105 .0916

2850 .0936

2940 .0943

Test 13a Test 11b
Time Deformation Time Deformation
170 .0875 155 .0755

230 .0913 395 .082g

550 .1027 670 .0879

625 .1044 1420 .0955

1355 .1134 2130 .1011

1380 .113g 2800 .1044



Viscose:

Initial Elastic Deformation

Test No. I.E.D. , Ins.

3,4,6 .0256 (mean)

5a .0420

2a .0197

Ib .0516

Instantaneous Modulus of Elasticity

Instantaneous Deformation = .0490 ins ./gm.

= .1244 cros./gm.

Length of Filament = 2S.99 ems.

Cross-Sectional Area (assuming
3 deni~r/fil. and 1 denier =

213 x 10-g cms.271.0)A. ) =
Instantaneous Modulus of g 2
Elasticity = 1.094 x 10 gros./cm.

= 1.56 x 106 psi



Viscose: Delayed Deformations relative to t = 1 minute
1 - 90 minutes (in inches)
Test No. 1b 2a 3a 5a

Time, Mins.
1 0 a a 0

1 1/2 .0017 .0003 .0005 .000g
2 .0028 .0007 .0010 .0016
3 .004-6 .0010 .0015 .0026
5 .0077 .0015 .0022 .0043
7 .0094- .0017 .002g .0053

10 .0118 .0019 .0034 .0066
15 .0141 .0024 .0042 .0081
20 .0163 .002g .004g .0091

30 .019g .0030 .0056 .0112
40 .0219 .0031 .0066 .0126
60 .0262 .0035 .0075 .0146
90 . -- .0041 .00g9 .0171

235.



Delayed Deformation relative to t = 1 minute, 90 minutes onward
Test 1b Test 2a

Delayed DelaYed
Time Deformation Time Deformation

140 .0363 120 .0049
185 .0397 190 .0057
240 .0434- 280 .005g
540 .0552 350 .0064

1200 .o6gS 390 .0074-
1990 .0755 795 .0094-
3360 .09S9 1410 .0102
4050 .1058 1503 .0111

Test 3a Test 5a
Delayed Delayed

Time Deformation Time Deformation
120 .0101 120 .0185
190 .0117 190 .0211
3°0 .0137 300 .0242
390 .0150 ~55 .0269
460 .0166 520 .0285

1390 .0216 750 .0362
1522 .0221 13g0 .0407

1500 .0412



Scale Factors for Creep

237.

Test No. Ib 5a 3a 2a
Filament Load, gills. 1.053 0.g56 0.526 0.346
Load, gms./denler 0.351 0.2g5 0.175 0.115
Scale Factor for Creep ~O

.0310 .016S .0090 .0045(Deformation at 90 mine.
--deformation at 1 min.)
Scale Factor expressed as

1.47strain D90 x 1000 2.72 0.79 0.39



Viscose: Reduced Deformations (l - 90 minutes)

Fil. Load, gIns. 1.053 0.856 0.526 0.346
Test No. Ib 5a 3a 2a

Scale Factor ~O .0310 .0168 .0090 .0045
Time, Mina.

I 0 0 0 0
1 1/2 .055 .oltg .056 .067

2 .090 .095 .111 .156
3 .148 .155 .167 .222
5 .248 .256 .244 .333
7 .303 .315 .311 .378

10 .3g1 .393 .378 .422
15 .455 .4g2 ~ .467 .533
20 .526 .542 .533 .622
30 .639 .667 .622 .667
"40 .706 .750 .733 .689
60 .845 .869 .833 .778
90 1.018 .989 .911



Reduced Deformations (90 minutes onwards)
Test Ib Test 5a

Reduced Reduced
Time Deformation Time Deformation
140 1.171 120 1.101
185 1.281 190 1.256
240 1.1.lo0 30-0 1.440

540 1.781 455 1.601
1200 2.210 520 1.696
1990 2.435 750 2.155

1380 2.423
1500 2.452

Test 3a Test 2a
Reduced Reduced

Time Deformation Time Deformation
120 1.122 120 1.089
180 1.3°0 190 1.267
300 1.522 280 1.2g9
390 1.667 350 1.~2
460 1.g44 390 1.6lt-4

1390 2.400 795 2.089
1522 2.lt-56 1410 2.267

1503 2.467

239-



FILAMENT NO.5
VISCOSE I

240.

Scheme of Tests

Filament
Test No. TyPe of Test Load, @AS.

1 Long Duration Creep and Recovery 1.053(MeChanical Conditioning)
3 Long Duration Creep and Recovery 0.526
4 ditto 0.856
5 ditto 1.053

6,7 ditto 0.g56
8,9 ditto 0.526
15 ditto 0.346
17 ditto 1.053
18 Superposition 1.053



Filament Load 1.053 gms.
Total Deformations, 0-90 minutes (in inches)

Test No. l7a 17b 5b
Time, Mins.

1/4 .051g .0502
1/2 .0534 .0531 .0516

3/4- .0543 .0541 .0528

1 .0550 .0550 .0542

.11/2 .0562 .0562 .0551
2 .0571 .0571 .0565

3 .0584 .0589 .05B2

5 .0603 .0609 .0604

7 .0615 .0621 .0615
10 .0629 .0636 .0634

15 .0646 .0653 .0655
20 .0661 .0665 .0670

30 .0681 .0686
!to .0696 .0700 .0708

60 .071g .0721 .072g

90 .0739 .0742

241.



Total Deformations, 65 minutes onwards

242.

Test lZa Test lIb Test....5:Q
Time Deformation Time Deformation Time Deformation

150 .0763 130 .0762 110 .075g
195 .0775 180 .0778 140 .076g
300 .0801 240 .0795 190 .0781
360 .0813 320 .0804 280 .0803

400 .Og20 420 .Og22 395 •Og13
635 .0g46 460 .og25 440 .Og26

1440 .0902 1425 .Ogg3 11K)0 .Og95



Filament Load 0.S56 gm.
Total Deformations, 0-90 minutes (in inches)

Test No. 7a 7b 6a 4b

Time, Mine.

1/11- .0466 .0464

1/2 .0477 .0470 .0477 .0472

3/4- .0490 .0ltSo .oltS6 .0483

1 .049g .0491 .01192 .0490
1 1/2 .0509 .0497 .0501 .049g

2 .0517 .0504 .0509 .050g

3 .0529 .0517 .0520 .0521

5 .054-5 .0535 .0536 .0533

7 .0558 .0546 .0548 .0548

10 .0570 .0560 .0562 .0563

15 .055g .0567 .057g .0581

20 .0600 .05g7 .0590 .0592

30 .0619 .06°5 .0611 .060g

1.lD .0632 .0618 .0625 .0622

60 .0651 .0640

90 .0672 .0661



T9tal Deformations. 65 minutes onwards
Test 7a Test 7b

Time Deformation Time Deformation
120 .0686 120 .0677

175 .0706 165 .0694-

230 .0720 245 .0713

320 .0735 375 .0737
400 .0711-5 480 .0754-

4-50 .0747 760 .0772

792 .0800 1405 .0812

1465 .0823

Test 6a Test 4b
Time Deformation Time Deformation

75 .0662 65 .0645

llto .0701 100 .0668

220 .0736 135 .0683

310 .0759 170 .0696

415 .0783 215 .0708

835 .0907 270 .0716

1570 .0976 335 .0728

495 .0747

1440 .0791

244.



Filament Load 0.526 gm.

Total Deformations, o - 90 Minutes

Test No. 3b 8a 8b 9b
Time, Mins.

1/4- .0280 .0277
1/2 .0280 .0286 .0286 .0280
3/4- .0288 .0290 .0290 .0287

1 .0291 .0295 .0293 .0292
1 1/2 .0297 .0297 .0298 .0296

2 .0300 .03°0 .0301 .03°0
3 .0306 .0305 .°3°5 .0303
5 .0314 .•0311 .0310 .0311
7 .0320 .0316 .0316 .0315

10 .0324- .0322 .0322 .0320
15 .0331 .0327 .0329 .0327
20 .0335 .0331 .0336 .0333
30 .0345 .°341 .0344 .0345
40 .0351 .0345 .0351 .0352
60 .0360
90 .0369



Filament Load 0.526 gm.

Total Deformations, 65 minutes onwards
Test 3b Test 3aTime Deformation Time Deformation

g6 .036g 100 .0363
125 .03g0 150 .0330
175 .0389 130 .0337
241 .0401 230 .0392
345 .0414 335 .0402
490 .0423 435 .0419

1460 .0463 480 .0419
1440 .046g

Test 8b Test 9b
Time Deformation Time Deformation

65 .0366 140 .03g0
gO .0370 130 .0389

120 .0383 230 .0396
150 .038g 290 .0401
220 .0399 415 .0402
300 .0403 1335 .0442
370 .0415
465 .0422

1335 .0444
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Filament Load 0.346 gm.
Total Deformations, o - 90 minutes (in inches)

Test No. 15a 15b
Time, Mine.

1/lt- .0185
1/2 .018S
3/4- .0190

1 .0191 .01S6
1 1/2 .0193 .0192

2 .0195 .0194
3 .0196 .019S
5 .0200 .0201
7 .0202 .0203

10 .0205 .0206
15 .0207 .0209
20 .0209 .0211
30 .0213 .0215
J.K) .0215 .0218
60 .0219 .0221
90 .0225



Filament Load 0.346 gm.

Total Deformations, 90 minutes onwards

Test 15a Test l5b
Time Deformation Time Deformation

100 .0222 120 .0228
150 .0225 170 .0232
210 .0231 225 .0241
245 .0232 340 .0246
295 .0232 390 .0249
535 .0247

1240 .0257

248.



Instantaneous Elastic Deformation

Test No. Fil. Load, gms.

17,5 1.053
7 0.g56

3,g,9 0.526
15a 0.346

Instantaneous Modulus of Elasticity
Instantaneous Deformation

Length of Filament
Area of F11ament,assumed to be

3 denier

Instantaneous Modulus

Instantaneous
Deformation, 1ns•

•0497
.04-45
.0269
.0179

= .o4f17 ins./gm.

= 0.1236 cms./gm.
= 27.67 ems.

= 213 x 10-g ems.2

= 1.050 x 108 gms./cm.2

= 1.50 x 106 psi



250.

Viscose I Filament No. 5
Delayed Deformations relative to t = 1min., 1 - 90 minutes

Test No. I7a 7b Sa I5a
Time, Mine.

1 0 0 0 0
1 1/2 .0012 .0006 .0002 .0002

2 .0021 .0013 .0005 .0004-

3 .0034 .0026 .0010 .0005
5 .0053 .0044 .0016 .0009
7 .0065 .0055 .0021 .0011

10 .0079 .0069 .0027 .0014
15 .0096 .0086 .0032 .0016
20 .0111 .0096 .0036 .0018
30 .0131 .0114- .0046 .0021
40 .0146 .0127 .0050 .0024-
60 .0168 .0149 .002S
90 .01g9 .0170



Viscose I Filament No. 5
DelaYed Deformations (90 minutes onwards)

Test 17a Test Th.Delayed DelaYedTime Deformation Time Deformation
150 .0213 120 .•olg6
195 .0225 165 .0203
300 .0251 245 .0222
360 .0263 375 .0246
400 .0270 480 .0263
635 .0296 760 .0281

1440 .0352 1405 .0319

Test ga Test 15a .
DelaYed Delayed

Time Deformation ~ Deformation
100 .006g 100 .0031
150 .00g5 150 .0034
19O .009~ 210 .0040
230 .0097 24-5 .0041
335 .0107 295 .0041
435 .0124 535 .0056
4So .0124 1240 .0066

1440 .0173

251.



252.

Scale Factors for Creep

Test No. 17a 7b 8a 15a
Filament Load, gID.s. 1.053 O.g56 0.526 0.346
Load, gms.!denier 0.351 0.285 0.175 0.115
Scale Factor ~O
(Deformation at .01g9 .016g .0068 .003390 mins. - deformation

at 1 min.)
Scale Factor expressed 1.73 1.54 0.625 0.30as strain D90x 1000



Reduced Deformations, 1 - 90 minutes (in inches)
Test No. 17a 7b 8a 15a

Fil. Load, gms. 1.053 0.856 0.526 0.346
Scale Factor, ~O .0189 .016S .006S .0033

Time, Mins.
1 0 0 0 0

1 1/2 .063 .036 .029 .061
2 .111 .077 .074 .121
3 .180 .155 .147 .152
5 .280 .262 .235 .273
7 .344- .327 .309 .333

10 .418 .411 .397 .1~24
15 •50S .512 .471 .485
20 .587 .571 .529 .545
30 .693 .679 .676 .636
9<> .772 .756 .735 .727
60 .889 .Sg7 .g48

90 1.000 1.012

253-



Viscose I Filament No. 5
Reduced Deformations (90 minutes onwards)

Test 1Za Test 7bReduced ReducedTime Deformation Time Deformation
150 1.127 120 1.107
195 1.190 165 1.208
300 1.328 2lJ.5 1.321
360 1.392 375 1.464
400 1.4e9 4g0 1.565
635 1.566 760 1.673

1440 1.g62 1405 1.899

Test Sa Test 15a
Reduced ReducedTime Deformation Tl~ Deformation

100 1.000 100 0.939
150 1.250 150 1.030
180 1.353 210 1.212
230 1.426 245 1.242
335 1.574 295 1.242
435 1.g24 535 1.697
480 1.g24 1240 2.000

1440 2.544



FILAMENT NO.9

NYLON II

Scheme of Test s

Filament
Test No. TYpeof Test Load, gms.

1,2 Long Duration Creep and Recovery 1.480
3,4 ditto 1.053

5 ditto 0.856
6 ditto 0.526
7 ditto 0.346
g Superpo si tlon 1.053
9 ditto 1. J+gO

10 Long Duration Creep and Recovery 2.53g

11 ditto 3.41g



256.

Tests h....E.
Observations 0 - 90 minutes (in inches)

Test No. 1a 1b 2a 2b

Initial Obsn. .2877 .5497 .2962 .5605

Time, Mine.

l/lt .lt566 .3986 .4664 .3971

1/2 .4674- .3862 .4774 .3g5S

3/4 .4740 .378g .4g45 .3786

1 .4791 .3734- .4g97 .3734

1 1/2 .4861 .3660 .4969 .3662

2 .4912 .3607 .5019 .3614-

3 .4978 .3538 .5084- .3649

5 .5054- .3452 .5157 .3472

7 .5097 .3400 .5200 .3427

10 .5142 .3349 .5238 .3382

15 .5188 .3296 .5278 .3333

20 .5217 .3261 .53°4- .33°2

30 .5255 .3217 .5337 .3258

40 .5278 .319° .5360 .3231

60 .5307 .3155 .5388 .3194-

90 .5338 .3114 .54-16 .3161



Tests 1, 2

Observations 90 minutes onwards

Test 1a
Time Scale

Test 1b
Time Scale

257.

135 .5365 140 .30g1
195 .5390 230 .3052
360 .5431 500 .3°32
11-60 .5lJll.2 1285 .2952
567 .5449

1560 .5506

Test 2a Test 2b
_Time Scale Time Scale

160 .511-56 155 .3120
275 .5493 235 .3°92
370 .5511 320 .3063
11-10 .5521 11-60 .3046

1405 .5616 1385 .2987



Tests 1, 2

Total Deformations, o - go minutes (in inChes)
Test No. la Ib 2a 2b

Time, Mins.
l/lt .16S9 .1511 .1702 .1634-
1/2 .1797 .1635 .lS12 .1747
3/4 .lg63 .1709 .lSS3 .lS19

1 .1914 .1763 .1935 .lS71
1 1/2 .19g4 •lg37 .2007 .1943

2 .2035 .lg90 .2057 .1991
3 .2101 .1959 .2122 .2056
5 .2177 .2045 .2195 .2133
7 .2220 .2097 .223g .217S

10 .2265 .2148 .2276 .2223
15 .2311 .2201 .2316 .2272
20 .2340 .2236 .234-2 .2303
30 .2378 .2280 .2375 .2347
40 .2401 .2307 .239g .2374
60 .2430 .2342 .2426 .2411
90 .2461 .2385 .2454 .2444



Tests 1, 2
Total Deformations 90 minutes onwards

Test la Test 1b
_Time Deformation Time Deformation.

135 .24Sg' 140 .2416

195 .2513 230 .21~~5

360 .2554- 500 .2465

460 .2565 12g5 .2545

567 .2572
15g0 .2629

Test 2a Test 2b
Time Deformation Time Deformation
160 .2494- 155 .24g5

275 .2531 235 .2513

370 .2549 320 .2542

410 .2559 480 .2559

11K)5 .2654 13g5 .261g

259.



Tests 3, 4

Observations, 0 - 90 minutes (in inches)
Test No. 3a 3b 4a 4b

Initial Oban. .2996 .4752 .3023 .4722
Time, Mine.

1/4 .3991 .3(121 .396[1

1/2 .4051 .3765 .4025 .3736

3/4 .4090 .3730 .4058 .3703
1 .4120 .3703 .40S7 .3676

1 1/2 .4168 .3658 .4130 .3635
2 .4201 .3632 .4163 .3607

3 .4250 .3589 •420S .3563

5 .4313 .3535 .4267 .3509

7 .4351 .349g .4306 .3473
10 .4393 .3457 .434s .3436

15 .4433 .3409 .4393 .3394
20 .4468 .3373 .4423 .3364

30 .4509 .3333 .4462 .3320
40 .4536 .3303 .44S9 .3292

60 .4567 .3262 .4524 .3254

90 .4595 .3222 .4555 .3221

260.



Teste 3~
pbservations, 90 minutes onwards (in inches)

Test 3a Test 3bTime Scale Time Scale
165 •462S 150 .3178
2lio .46:45 255 .3141
360 .4662 540 .3082
405 .4679 1275 .3018
765 .4750 1290 .3015

1650 .4760

Test 4a Test 4bTime Sca~e Time Scale
135 •45g4. 160 .3169
225 .4602 210 .3144
350 .4639 275 -3123
395 .4641 420 .3°93
615 .4665 515 .3083

1370 .4732 1450 .3020

261.



Tests 3, l.J.
Total Deformations, o - 90 minutes (in inches)

Test No. 3a 3b l.J.a l.J.b
Time, Mins.

1/4 .0995 .0931 .0945
1/2 .1055 .09[17 .1002 .09[$6

3/4 .1094 .1022 .1035 .1019
1 .1124 .1049 .1164- .1046

1 1/2 .1172 .1094- .1107 .1087

2 .1205 .1120 .1140 .1115

3 .1254 .1163 .1185 .1159

5 .1317 .1217 .1244 .1213

7 .1355 .1254 .12[$3 .1249
.10 .1397 .1295 .1325 .1286

15 .1442 .1343 .1370 .1328

20 .1472 .1374 .1400 .1358

3° .1514 .14-19 .1439 .14D2

40 .1540 .14-49 .1466 .14-30

60 .1571 .1490 .1501 .146[$

90 .1599 .1530 .1532 .1501

262.



Tests h....!!
Total Deformations, 90 minutes onwards (in inches)

Test 3a Test 3b
Time Deformation Time Deformation

165 .1632 150 .1574-
240 .1649 255 .1611
360 .1666 540 .1670
405 .1683 1290 .1737
765 .1754-

1650 .1764

Test 4a Test 4b
Time Deformation Time Deformation
135 .1561 160 .1553
225 .1579 210 .1578
350 .1616 275 .1599
395 .1618 420 .1629
615 .1642 515 .1639

1370 .1709 1450 .1702



264-.

Tests 5, 6, 7

Observations ° - 90 mlnute~ (in inches)
Test No. 5a 5b 6a 6b 7a 7b

Initial Oben. .3°33 .4549 .3°51 .3969 .3052 .3578
Time, Ydns.

1/4 .3845 .354-6 .3474- .3377 .3262
1/2 .3g90 .3679 .3570 .3453 .339° .3252
3/4 .3918 .3655 .3583 .341+0 .3398 .3241+

1 .3942 .3635 .3595 .3429 .3405 .3237
1 1/2 .3977 .3604 .3611 .3413 .3414 .3228

2 .4002 .3578 .3623 .3401 .3421 .3222
3 .4040 .3544- .3641 .3383 .3431 .3213
5 .lto91 .3500 .3666 .3362 .3445 .3202
7 .4125 .3469 .3682 .3347 .3454 .3195

10 .4162 .3438 .3701 .333° .3463 .3185
15 .4201 .3400 .3723 .3311 .3474 .3174
20 .~29 .3372 .3738 .3297 .34S1 .3167
30 .4e66 .3334 .375g .3275 .3493 .3156
40 .4293 .33°7 .3771 .3259 .35°3 .3148
60 .4326 .3273 .3797 .3236 .3514 .3136
90 .4361 .3236 .3823 .3211 .3528 .3125



Tests 5, 6, 7
Observations 90 minutes~onwards (in inches)

Test 5a Tes~ Test 6a
Time Scale Time Scale Time Scale

150 .4400 135 .3205 165 .3<165
210 .4421 235 .3159 270 .3889
360 .4461 360 .3129 410 .3912
465 .4485 4g0 •311lt 520 .3922
55g .1+511 14lk:> .301+2 11+40 .3981

1390 .4560

Test 6b Test 7a Test 7b
Time Scale' Time Scale Time Scale

130 .3197 145 .3546 150 .3113
190 .3165 240 .3557 315 .3090
305 .3138 540 .3581 455 .3075
420 .3131 1260 .3585 2955 .3023
g25 .3105

164<> .3043



266.

Tests 5, 6, 7

Total Deformations, o - 90 minutes (in inChes)

Test No. 5a 5b 6a 6b 7a 7b
Time, Mins.

1/4- .0812 .0495 .0495 .0325 .0316

1/2 .0857 .0£170 .0519 .0516 .0338 .0326

3/4- .0885 .0894- .0532 .0529 .0346 .0334-

1 .0909 .0914- .054-4 .0540 .0353 .0341

1 1/2 .0944 .0945 .0560 .0556 .0362 .0350

2 .0969 .0971 .0572 .0568 .0369 .0356

3 .1007 .1005 .0590 .0586 .0379 .0365

5 .1058 .1049 .0615 .0607 .0393 .0376

7 .1092 .1080 .0631 .0622 .0402 .03g3

10 .1129 .1111 .0650 . •0639 .0411 .0393

15 .1168 .1149 .0672 .065£1 .0422 .0404

20 .1196 .1177 .06g7 .0672 .0429 .0411

30 .1233 .1215 .0707 .0694 .0441 .0422

4Q .1260 .1242 .0720 .0710 .0451 .0430

60 .1293 .1276 .0746 .0733 .0462 .04-42

90 .1328 .1313 .0772 .075g .0476 .0453



267.

Tests 5, 6, 7

Total Deformations 90 minutes onwards (in inches)
Test 5a Test 5b Test 6a

Time Deformation Time Deformation Time Deformation
150 .1367 135 .1344- 165 .0814

210 .1388 235 .1390 270 .083S

360 .1428 360 .1420 410 .0861

4-65 .11+52 480 .1435 520 .0871

558 .147g 1440 .1507 14llD .0930

1390 .1527

Test 6b Test 7a Test 7b
T.tm~ Deformation Time Deformation Time Deformation
130 .0772 145 .0494- 150 .0465

190 .0804 240 .0507 315 .04Ss

305 .Og31 540 .0529 455 .0503

420 .0838 1260 .0533 2955 .0555

g25 .Og64

1640 .0926



T'ests 10, 11

~bservations 0 - 90 minutes (in inChes)
Test No. lOa lOb 11a lIb

Initial Obsn. .0743 .4900 .0763 .6046

Time, Mins.
1/lt- .1771

1/2 .4002 .1593 •52g1 .1655

3/4 .4063 .1506 .5345 .1568

1 .4119 .1447 .5392 .1512

1 1/2 •41g7 .1374 .5451 .1442

2 .4233 .1327 .5493 .1396

3 .4296 .1265 .554s .1336

5 .4366 .1192 .5610 .1272

7 .4408 .1155 .5644 .1233

10 .4449 .1114- .5677 .1195

15 .4493 .1072 .5711 .1153

20 .4522 .1044 .5735 .1124

30 .4561 .1006 .5767 .1086

40 .453g .09g0 •57g9 .1058

60 .4625 .0950 .5821 .1020

90 .4662 .0920 .5g51 .09g4



Tests 10, 11
Observation~90 minutes onwards

Test lOa Test lObTime Scale Time Scale
165 .4718 210 .Og70
250 •475g 310 .oS47
370 .4793 400 .0£130
420 .4S06 525 .0$14-
660 .~40 1420 .074S

1360 .4904

Test 11a Test 11b
Time Scale Time Scale..,......-

155 .5gS7 150 .0943
230 .5915 240 .0909
375 .5950 510 .Og5S
g10 .5990 1155 .07g4

1665 .6052 1510 .0778
2900 .0726



Tests 10, 11

Total Deformations, ° - 90 minutes (in inches)
Test No. lOa lOb lla lIb

Time, Mins.
1/4- .3129
1/2 .3259 .33°7 .4518 .4391

3/4- .3325 •3394 .4582 .4478
1 .3376 .3453 .4629 .4534

1 1/2 .3444 .3526 .4688 .4602

2 .3490 .3573 .4730 .4650

3 .3553 .3635 .4735 .4710

5 .3623 .3708 .4847 .4774-

7 .3665 .3745 .4881 .4313

10 .3706 .3776 .4914 .4851

15 .3750 .3828 .4943 .4893

20 .3779 .3g56 .4972 .4922

3° .3818 .3g94 .5004 .4960

40 .3g45 .3920 .5026 .498g

60 .3882 .395° .5058 .5026

90 .3919 .3980 .508g .5°62

270.



Tests 10, 11
Total Deformations, 90 minutes onwards (in inches)

Test lOa Test lOb
Ti~ Deformation Time Deformation
165 .3975 210 . •4030
250 •4015 310 .4053
370 .4050 400 .4070
420 .4063 525 .4oS6
660 .1m97 1420 .4152

1360 .4161

Test 11a Test 11b
Time Deformation Time Deformation

155 .5124 150 .5103
230 .5152 240 .5137
375 .5187 510 •51gg
£110 .5227 1155 .5262

1665 .5289 1510 .5268
2900 .5320

271.



272.

NYlon II: Delayed Deformations (Relative to t = 1 minute)
o - 90 minutes (in inches)

Test No. 3b 5a 6a 7b
Time, Mins.

1 0 0 0 0
1 1/2 .0045 .0035 .0016 .0009

2 .0071 .0060 .002g .0015
3 .0114 .009g .0046 .0024
5 .016g .0149 .0071 .0035
7 .0205 .0183 .0087 .0042

10 .0246 .0220 .0106 .0052
15 .0294 .0259 .012g .0063
20 .0325 .02g7 .0143 .0070
30 .0370 .0324 .0163 .0081
40 .0400 .0351 .0176 .00g9
60 .0441 .0384- .0202 .0101
90 .04S1 .0419 .022g .0112



Test 6a Test Ib--DelaYed Delayed
Time Deformation Time Deformation
165 .0270 150 .0124-
270 .0294 315 .0147
410 .0317 455 .0162
520 .0327 2955 .0214-

1440 .03S6

273.



274-.

Scale Factors for Creep

Test No. 3b 5a 6a 7b
Filament Load, gms. 1.053 0.856 0.526 0.346
Load, gms./denier 0.363 0.295 0.182 0.119
Scale Factor ~o
(Deformation a 90 mins. .0481 .0425 .0230 .0112- deformation at 1 min.)
Scale Factor expressed 4.26 3.76 2.04- 0.99as strain D90 x 1000

Filament Data
Length of Filament
Cross-sectional area (measured)
Cross-sectional area computed
on basis of 3 denier/ filament
and specific gravity = 1.14

= 28.66 ems.
= 2g3 x 10-S cm.2



275.

Nylon II: Reduced Deformations (1 - 90 minutes)
Test No. 3b 5a 6a 7b

Filament Load, gms. 1.053 0.[556 0.526 0.346
Scale Factor, ~O .0481. .0~5 .0230 .0112

Time, Mins.
1 0 0 0 0

1 1/2 .094- .og2 .070 .080
2 .14g .141 .122 .134-
3 .237 .231 .200 .214
5 .349 .351 .309 .312
7 .426 .431 .378' .375

10 .511 .518 .461 .464
15 .611 .609 .557 .562
20 .676 .675 .622 .625
30 .769 .762 .709 .723
40 .832 .826 .765 •795
60 .917 .904- .878 .902
90 1.000 .986 .991 1.000



Nylon II: Reduced Deformations
90 minutes onwards

Test 3b Test 5aReduced Reduced
Time Deformation Tim~ Deformation
150 1.091 150 1.078
255 1.168 210 1.127
540 1.291 360 1.221

1275 .1.424. 465 1.278
1290 1.430 558 1.339

1390 1.454

Test 6a Test 7bReduced ReducedTime Deformation Time Deformation
165 1.174 150 1.107
270 1.278 315 1.312
410 1.378 455 1.446
520 1.422 2955 1.911

1440 1.67S

276.



FILAMENT No.4

NYLON I

277.

Scheme of Tests

Test No. TyPe of Test Filament
Load, gms.

1 Long Duration Creep and Recovery 0.~56
2 ditto 0.526
3 Superposition 0.526
4 Superposition 0.346
5 Creep 0.346
6 Long Duration Creep and Recovery 0.346
7 ditto 0.161
g ditto 0.S56
9 Superposition 0.S56

10 Creep, Recovery 0.S56



278.

Tests 1, S, 2

Total Deformations, o - 90 minut"es (in inches)

Test No. Ib 8a 8b 2a 2b

Time, IvIins •

1/4 .1127 .0717 .0689

1/2 .1200 .1218 .075lt .0726

3/4- .135lt .124-7 .1267 .0778 .074g

1 .1398 .1282 .1304 .0798 .0771

1 1/2 .1460 .1335 .1366 .0826 .0804-

2 .1505 .1375 .1404 .0849 .0823

3 .1571 .1443 .1461 .0880 .0850

5 .1656 .1505 .1538 .0925 .0884-

7 .1717 .1553 .1552 .0956 .0908

10 .1778 .160lt .1645 .0987 .0938

15 .1846 .1661 .1708 .1028 .0972

20 .1890 .1695 .1753 .1052 .1001

30 .1954- .1760 .1813 .1094- .1°36

40 .1803 .1861

60 .2054 .1859

90 .1913



279.

Tests 1, 8, 2
Total Deformations, 50 minutes onwards (in inches)

Test Ib Test 8a Test fSb
Tim,Q Deformation Time Deformation Time Deformation

85 .2097 145 .1980 50 .1892
97 .2116 195 .2026 70 .1941

212 .2199 250 .2061 110 .1997
280 .2225 300 .2089 150 .2°31
351 .2249 340 .2105 245 .2092

1360 .23511- 1515 .2298 310 .2108
1895 .2325 340 .2116
2820 .2363 720 .2183

1660 .22g1

Test 2a Test 2b
Time Deformation Time De fbrmation

70 .1174 50 .1090
120 .1227 70 .1119
170 .1262 100 .1157
290 .1308 160 .1203
332 .1316 240 .1230
393 .1332 320 .1258

1411 .•1421 375 .1271
465 .1285

14-42 .1371



Tests 6, 7

Total Deformations, o - 90 minutes (in inChes)
Test No. 6a 6b 7a 7b

Time, Mins.
1/4- .0445 .0212

1/2 .0465 .0450 .0221 .0231

3/4 .0477 .0461 .0226 .0236

1 .0486 .0471 .0231 .0239
1 1/2 .0499 .04g6 .0237 .024S

2 .0505 .0497 .0242 .0253

3 .0519 .0516 .0248 .0259

5 .0536 .0534 .0255 .0268

7 .0551 .0542 .0260 .0273
10 .0564 .0552 .0266 .0280

15 .0581 .0272 .0287
20 .0587 .0584- .0277 .0291

30 .0609 .0603 .0287 .0299
40 .0618 .0614 .0291 .0305
60 .0626 .0299 .0315

90 .0631 .0324

280.



Tests 6, 7

Total Deformations, 40 minutes onwards (in inches)
Test 6a Test 6bTime Deformation Time Deformation

50 .0632 155 .0647
95 .0665 225 .0666

160 .0695 350 .06g1
2g0 .0720 400 .06gg
391 .0734 l4g0 .0760

1395 .0£162

Test Za Test ThTime Deformation Time Deformation
75 .0305 160 .0330

120 .0325 217 .0332
165 .0340 305 .0337
210 .0353 355 .0339
240 .0356 1430 .0396
375 .0369
41£1 .0378

1420 .0394

2£11.



Nylon I: Delayed Deformations (relative to t = 1 minute)
1 - 90 minutes

Test No. Sb 2b 6a 7b
Time, Mina.

1 0 0 0 0
1 1/2 .0062 .0033 .0013 .0009

2 .0100 .0052 .0019 .0014
-, .0157 .0079 .0033 .0020)

5 .0231.1- .0113 .0050 .0029
7 .0248 .0137 .0065 .0034

10 .0341 .0167 .007g .0041
15 .0401.1- .0201 .0095 .004g
20 .O~ .0230 .0101 .0052
30 .0509 .0265 .0123 .0060
40 .0557 .0132 .0066
60 .0076
90 .0085

2g2.



Nylon !: Delayed Deformations
.2Q minutes onwards

Test gb Test 2b
Delayed DelayedTime Deformation Time Deformation-

50 .05Sg 50 .0319
70 .0637 70 .034g

110 .0693 lOOn .03[16
150 .0727 160 .0432
245 .07gg 2110 .0459
310 .Og04 320 .04g7
340 .0812 375 .0500
720 .0879 465 .0514

1660 .0977 1442 .0600

Test 6a Test ?PDelayed DelayedTime Deformation Time Deformation
50 .0146 160 .0091
95 .0179 217 .0093

160 .0209 305 .009g
280 .0234 355 .0100
391 .024.s 1430 .0157

1395 .0316



284.

Scale Factors for Creep

Test No. Sb 2b 6a 7b
Filament Load, gros. 0.856 0.526 0.346 0.161
Load, gms./denier 0.302 0.186 0.122 0.057
Scale Factor

~O(Deformation at 90 mins. .0694 .0370 .017S .0083- deformation at 1 min.)
Scale Factor expressed

6.~ 3•.44 1.66as strain D90 x 1000 0.77

Filament Data

Length of Filament
Cross-sectional area (measured)

• 27.34 cms.
= 276 x 10-8 cm.2



!!llon I: Reduced Deformations (1 - 90 minutes)

Test No. Sb 2b 6a 7b
Fil. Load, gms. 0.S56 0.526 0.346 0.161
Scale Factor ~O .0694 .0370 .0178 .0083

Time, Mins.
1 0 0 0 0

1 1/2 .089 .089 .073 .108
2 .144 .141 .107 .169

3 .226 .214 .185 .241

5 .337 .305 .281 .349
7 .357 .370 .365 .410

10 .491 .451 .438 .1$4
15 .582 .543 .534 .578
20 .647 .622 .567 .627
30 .733 .716 .691 •723
ll{) .8°3 .742 •795
60 .916
90 1.024



Nylon I: Reduced Deformations (50 minutes onwards)

Test 8b Test 2bReduced ReducedTime Deformation Time Deformation
50 .847 50 .862
70 .91g 70 .941

110 .999 100 1.043
150 1.04g 160 1.16g
245 1.135 240 1.241
310 1.158 320 1.316
340 1.170 375 1.351
720 1.267 465 1.389

1660 1.408 1442 1.622

Test 6a Test 7bReduced ReducedTime Deformation Time Deformation
50 .820 160 1.096
95 1.006 217 1.120

160 1.174, 305 1.1g1
2g0 1.315 355 1.204-
391 1.393 1430 1.892

1395 1.775

286.



FILAMENT NO. 10
ACETATE

Scheme of Tests

Test No.
1

2

3,4
5

6,7
8

9
10
11

12
13,14
15,16
17

Type of Test
Long Duration Creep and Recovery

(Mechanical Conditioning)
Long Duration Creep and Recovery

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

Sup erpo sition
ditto
ditto

Long Duration Creep and Recovery
ditto
ditto

60 minutes Creep; Recovery

Filament
L'OB.d-;gm s•

1.4S0

1.480

1.053
0.g56
0.526
0.856
0.g56
1.053
1.480
0.856
1.053
1.ltgO

1.053
18 Superposition 6 x 10 minutes
19 ditto 4 x 15 minutes 1.053
20 60 minutes Creep; Recovery
21 Superposition 6 x 10 minutes
22 ditto 4- x 15 minutes 1.053
23
24

25
26

60 minutes Creep; Recovery
Long Duration Creep and Recovery

ditto
ditto



Tests 12.t-16.t-.E.2
Observations 0 - 90 minutes (in inches)

Test No. 15a 15b 16a 16b 26a 26b'
Initial Obsn. .5908 .7835 .5915 .8032 .6012 •7951

Time, Mins.
1/4 .7104 .6614 .7255 .6824 .7203 .6760
1/2 .7132 .6585 .7290 .6797 .7229 .6728
3/4 .7148 .6566 .7311 .6778 .7243 .6707

1 .7160 .6553 .7328 .6762 .7256 .6689
1 1/2 .7177 .6529 .7352 .6739 .7271 .6667

2 .7189 .6512 .7370 .~721 .7283 .6651
3 .7205 .6485 .7399 .6695 .7302 .6625
5 .7232 .6452 .7437 .6660 .7328 .6593
7 .7249 .6426 .7463 .6635 .7348 .6569

10 .7268 .6400 .7492 .6607 .7370 .6545
15 .7291 .6367 .7529 .6574 •7395 .6515
20 .7307 .6345 .7553 .6549 .7413 .6492
30 .7333 .6310 .7589 .6511 .74~ .6461
40 .7350 .6286 .7614 .6485 .7468 .6436
60 .7379 .6252 .7648 .6448 .7502' .6404
90 .7408 .6219 .7685 .6411 .7542 .6372



Tests 15, 16, 26
Observations 90 minutes onwards (in inches)

Test 15a Test 15b Test 16aTime Scale Time Scale Time Scale
170 .7460 175 .6164 150 .7734
260 .7501 230 .6141 300 .7803
360 .754£1 365 .6101 365 .7825
4£15 .7600 435 .60£19 4g0 .7870
733 .7668 1415 .5906 1440 .£1042

1430 .7£142

Test 16b Test 26a Test 26bTime Scale Time Scale Time Scale
150 .6361 1£10 .7610 120 .6349
250 .6313 270 .7660 305 .6276
340 .6285 370 .7712 435 .6250
6£12 .6222 500 .7753 1440 .6166
765 .6212 640 .7£104

1130 .6156 1470 •7959



290.

Test 8 15, 16, 26

Total Deformationp, 0 - 90 minutes (in inches)
Test No. 15a 15b 16a 16b 26a 26b

Time, Mine.

1/4 .1196 .1221 .1340 .1208 .1191 .1191

1/2 .1224 .1250 .1375 .1235 .1217 .1223

3/'4 .12lto .1269 .1396 .1254 .1231 .1244

1 .1252 .1282 .1'413 .1270 .1244 .1262

1 1/2 .1269 .13°6 .1437 .1293 .1259 .12g'4

2 .12g1 .1323 .11+55 .1311 .1271 .1300

3 .1297 .135° .1434- .1337 .1290 .1326

5 .1324 .1383 .1522 .1372 .13~6 .1358

7 .1341 .1409 .1548 .1397 .1336 .1382
10 .1360 .1435 .1577 .1425 .1358 .1406

15 .1383 .1468 .1614 .145S .1383 .1436
20 .1399 .• 1~0 .1638 .1483 .1401 .11+59

30 .11+25 .1525 .1671+ .1521 .1430 . .1490

40 .1442 .1549 .1699 .1547 .1456 .1515

60 .1471 .1583 .1733 .1584 .1490 .151+7

90 .1500 .1616 .1770 .1621 .1530 .1579



291.

Tests 15, 16, 26
Total Deformations, 90 minutes onwards (in inches)

Test 158: Test 15h! Test 16a
Tim~ Deformation Time Deformation Time Deformation

170 .1552 175 .1671 150 .1819
260 .1593 230 .1694 300 .18gs
360 .1640 365 .1734 365 .1910
4g5 .1692 435 ~1746 480 .1955
733 .1760 1415 .1929 1440 .2127

1430 .1934

Test 16b Test 26a Test 26b
Time Deformation Time Deformation Time Deformation
150 .1671 lS0 .159[5 120 .1602
250 .1719 270 .i64g 305 .1675
340 .1747 370 .1700 435 .1701
682 .1810 500 .174-1 14-40 .1785
765 .1820 640 .1792

1130 .lg76 1470 .1947



Test s 13, 14, 24

Observations, 0 - 90 minutes (in inches)

Test No. 13a 13b.. Ilta lltb 2lta 24-b
Initial Oban. .5S56 .6913 .5891 .6915 .5966 .7052
Time, Mins.

1/4. .6621 .6144- .6652 .6147 .6715 .6291
1/2 .6630 .6136 •666lt .6140 .6729 .6281

3/4- .6636 .6129 .6671 .6132 .6736 .6274-
1 .6640 .6124- .6677 .6127 .6741 .6268

1 1/2 .6647 .6115 .6684 .6119 .6749 .6260
2 .6652 •610g .6690 .6114 .6754 .6253

3 .6660 .6100 .6699 .6105 .6763 .624-3

5 .6672 .60gg .6712 .6093 .6775 .6230

7 •66S1 .6079 .6720 .6085 .6782 .6220
10 .6690 .6069 .6729 .6076 .6793 .6210

15 .6700 .6057 .6740 .6064 .6804 .6197
20 •670g .6048 .6747 .6055 .6813 .6186

30 .6723 .6034 .6761 .6043 .6826 .6173
40 .6734 .6024 .6768 .6033 .6836 .6163
60 .6753 .6010 .6779 .6018 .6852 .6147

90 .6770 .5996 .6794 .6005 .6868 .6131



Tests 13, 14, 24

Observations, 90 minutes onwards (in inches)
Test 11a Test 13b Test 14aTime Scale Time Scele Time Scale
14<> .6790 160 .5974 180 .6816
220 .6808 270 .5953 290 .6834
365 .6832 360 .5942 625 .6876

750 .6862 510 .5933 1450 .6916
1420 .6921 1485 .5885

Test 14b Test 24a Test 24bTime Scale Time Scale Time Scale
165 .5985 140 .6890 14s .6111
240 .5970 240 .6917 216 .6093
525 .5946 345 .6944 395 .6062
700 .5937 460 .6961 520 .6051

1335 .5900 1405 .7063 770 .6039

1450 .601S
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Tests 13, 14, 24
Total Deformations, 0 - 90 minutes (in inches)

Test No. 13a 13b 14a 14b 24a 24b
Time, Mins.

1/4 .0765 .0769 .0761 .0768 .0749 .0761
1/2 .0774 .0777 .0773 .0775 .0763 .0771
3/4 .0780 .0784 .0780 .0783 .0770 .0778

1 .0784 .0789 .0786 .0788 .0775 .078l.t-
1 1/2 .0791 .0798 .0793 .0796 .0783 .0792

2 .0796 .0805 .0799 .0801 .07g8 .0799
3 .0804 .0813 .0808 .0810 .0797 .0809
5 .0816 .0825 .0821 .0822 .0809 .0822
7 .0825 .0834 .0829 .0830 .0816 .0832

10 .0834 .0844 .0838 .0839 .0827 .0842
15 -.0844 .0856 .0849 .0851 .0838 .0855
20 .0852 .0895 .0856 .0866 .0847 .0866
30 .0867 .0879 .0870 .0872 .0860 .0879
4Q .0878 .0889 .0877 .0882 .0870 .0889
60 .0897 .0903 .Og8g .0897 .og86 .0905
90 .0914 .0917 .0903 .0910 .0902 .0921



295.

Tests 13, 14, 24
Total Deforma~ions, 90 minutes onwards (in inches)

Test 13a Test.J:.lQ Test 14aTime Deformation Time Deformation Time Deformation
140 .0934 160 .0939 ISO .0925
220 .0952 270 .0960 290 .0943
365 .0976 360 .0971 625 .0987
750 .1006 510 .09S0 1450 .1025

1420 .1065 14g5 .1028

Test 14b Test 24a Test 24b
Time Deformation T.1me Deformation Time Deformation

165 .0930 ~40 .0924- 148 .09.41
240 .0945 240 .•0951 216 .0959
525 .0969. 345 ..0978 395 .0990
700 .097g 460 >.0995 520 .1001

1335 .1015 1405 -.1097 770 .1013
1450 .1034



296.

Tests 8, 12, 25

Observations t o - 90 minute1! (in inches)

Test No. ga 8b 12a 12b 25a 25b

Initial Obsn. .5840 .6742 .5855 .6761 .602g .6935

Time, Mins.

1/4 .6518 .6074 .6531 .6085 .6694 .6260

1/2 .6527 .6063 .6544 .6077 .6704- .6252

3/4- .6532 .6058 .6550 .6070 .6711 .624-7
,

1 .6535 .6053 .6554- .6065 .6716 .6242

1 1/2 .654-1 .6047 .6561 .6059 .6722 .6235

2 .6545 .60142 .6565 .6053 .6727 .6231

3 .6552 .6034- .6572 .601+5 .6735 .6223

5 .6561 .6024- .6583 .6035 .6746 .6211

7 .6568 .6018 .6589 .6029 .6755 .6206

10 .6576 .6010 .6597 .6019 .6762 .6197

15 .6584 .5999 .6607 .6010 .6773 .6188

20 .6590 .5993 .6613 .6003 .6780 .6182

30 .6599 .5982 .6622 .5992 .6793 .6172

40 .6605 .5973 .6630 .5984 .6802 .6167

60 .6616 .5961 .6641 .5971 .6815 .6156

90 .6628 .5947 .• 6p52 .5960 .6830 .6148



Tests 8, 12, 25
Observations, 90 minutes onwards (in inches)

Test 8a Test 8b Test 12a
Ti~~ Scale Time Scale Time Scale
125 .6639 155 .5932 140 .6664
185 .6650 215 .5922 235 .6680
270 .6662 287 .5914 350 .6691
400 .6679 460 .5898 450 .6702

1595 .6752 600 .5887 1405 .6767
1395 .5854

Test 12b Test 25a Test 25bTime Scale Time Scale Time Scale
150 .5943 155 .684g 130 .6143
200 .5932 203 .6860 530 .6079
315 .5915 385 .6887 770 .6029
400 .5904 460 .6896
500 .5898 690 .6916

1440 .5850 870 .6925
1470 .6937
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Tests: 8t 12, 25

Total Deformations, o - 90 minutes (in inches)

Test No. 8a 8b 12a ;I.2b 25a 25b
Time, Mins.

1/4 .0678 .0668 .0676 .0676 .0666 .0675

1/2 .0687 .0679 .0689 .0684- .0676 .0683

3/4 .0692 .0684 .0695 .0691 .0683 .0688

1 .0695 .0689 .0699 .0696 .0688 .0693

1 1/2 .0701 .0695 .0706 .0702 .0694- .0700

2 .0705 .0700 .0710 .0708 .0699 .0704

3 .0712 .0708 .0717 .0716 .0707 .0712

5 .0721 .0718 .0728 .0726 .0718 .0724-

7 .0728 .0724 .0734 .0732 .0727 .0729
10 .0736 .0732 .0742 .0742 .0734 .0738

15 .0744- .0743 .0752 .0751 .0745 .0747
20 .0750 .0749 .0758 .0758 .0752 .0753

30 .0759 .0760 .0767 .0769 .0765 .0763

40 .0765 .0769 .• 0775 .0777 .0774 .0768

60 .0776 .0781 .0786 .0790 .0787 .0779

90 .0788 .0795 .0797 .0801 .0802 .0787



299.

Tests g, 12, 25
Total Deformations, 90 minutes onwards (in inches)

Test 8a Test gb Test 12a
Time Deformation Time Deformation Time Deformation

125 .0799 155 .OS10 14<> .0809
195 .0810 215 .0820 235 .0825
270 .0822 287 .0828 350 .0846
400 .0839 460 .0844- 450 .0857

1595 .0912 600 .0855 1405 .0912
1395 .Ogg8

Test 12b Test 25a Test 25b
Time Deformation Time Deformation Time Deformation

150 .Og18 155 .0820 130 .0792
200 .0829 203 .0832 530 .0856
315 .0846 385 .0859 770 .0906
400 .0857 460 .0868
500 .og63 690 .Ogg8

1440 .0911 g70 .Og97
1470 .0909



300.

Tests 6, 7

Observations. 0 - 90 minutes (in inches)
Test No. 6a 6b 7a 7b

Initial Obsn. .5876 .6429 .5852 .6382
Time, Mine.

1/4 .6290 .6003 .6263 .5963
1/2 .6298 .6002 .6270 .5962

3/4 .6302 .5998 .6273 .5959
1 .6304- .5996 .6276 .5956

1 1/2 .6309 .5992 .6279 .5952
2 .6312 .5989 .6281 .5949

3 .6316 .5985 .6285 .5946

5 .6323 .5980 .6291 .5941
7 .6327 .5975 .6295 .5937

10 .6332 .5971 .6299 .5934
15 .6338 .5966 .6304 .5929
20 .6342 .5961 .6310 .5925
30 .6348 .5955 .6315 .5920
40 .6353 .5950 .6320 .5916
60 .6360 .5943 .6327 .5910
90 .6367 .5934 .6334 .5904



Tests 6, 7
Observations, 90 minutes onwards (in inches)

Test 6a Test 6bTime ---SCale Time Scale
195 .6382 175 .5918
490 .6413 580 .5889
750 .6419 1440 .5842

1440 .6432

Test 7a Test 7bTime Scale Time Scale
150 .6346 140 .5896
270 .6354 186 .5889
370 .6360 320 .5878
470 .6367 445 .5870

1430 .6389 490 .5868
1410 .5835
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302.

Tests 6J

Total Deformations, o - 90 minutes (in inChes)

Test No. 6a 6b 7a 7b
Time, Mine.

1/4 .0414- .0426 .0411 .0419

1/2 .04e2 .0427 .0418 .04e0

3/4 .0426 .0431 .04-21 .0423

1 .042g .0433 .0424- .0426

1 1/2 .0433 .0437 .0427 .0430

2 .0436 .044D .0429 .0433

3 .044D .0444 .0433 .0436

5 .0447 .0'+49 .0439 .0441

7 .0451 .0454 .0443 .04-45

10 .0456 .0458 .0447 .04J+S

15 .0462 .0463 .0452 .0453

20 .0466 .046g .0458 .0457

30 .0472 .0474 .0463 .0462

40 .0477 .0479 .0468 .0466

60 .0484 .0486 .0475 .0472

90 .0491 .0495 .04g2 .0478



Tests 6,.J..
Total Deformations, 90 minutes onwards

Test 6a Test 6b
Time Deformation Time Deformation
195 .0504- 175 .0511

490 .0537 5g0 .054{)

750 .0543 1440 .0587

1440 .0556

Test 7a Test 7b
Time Deformation Time Deformation
150 .0494- 140 .04g6

270 .0502 196 .0493

370 .0503 320 .0504

470 .0515 445 .0512

14-30 .0537 490 .0514-

1410 .0547
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304.

Acetate: Instantaneous Elastic Deformations
Test No. Filament Load,

gms.
15, 16b, 26 1.4S0

13, 14, 24 1.053

8, 12, 13 0.856

6,7 0.526

Instantaneous Modulus of Elasticity
Instantaneous Deformation

Cross-sectional area (measured)
Length of Filament
Instantaneous modulus

I.E.D, ins.
{mean-r-
.1150

.0743

.0652

.0394

= .0740 ins./gm.
= .183 cms./gm.
= 267 x 10-8 em.2

= 23.96 ems.

= 0.576 x 109 gms./cm.2

= 820,000 psi



305.

Delayed Deformations (relative to t = 1 minute)
1 - 90 minutes

Test No. 26b 13b 12a 7a
Time, Mins.

1 0 0 0 0
1 1/2 .0022 .0009 .0007 .0003

2 .0038 .0016 .0011 .0005
3 .0064 .0024- .0018 .0009
5 .0096 .0036 .0029 .0015
7 .0120 .001+5 .0035 .0019

10 .0144 .0055 .0043 .0023
15 .0174 .0067 .0053 .002~
20 .0197 .0076 .0059 .0034
30 .0228 .0090 .0068 .0039
4D .0253 .0100 .0076 .0044
60 .0285 .0114- .0087 .0051
90 .0317 .0128 .0098 .0058



Delayed Deformations (90 minutes onvI8,rds)
Test 26b Test 13b

DelaYed Delayed
Time Deformation Time Deformation
120 .0340 160 .0150
305 .0413 270 .0171
435 .0439 360 .01g2

1440 .0523 510 .0191
14g5 .0239

Test 12a TesLl!!
Delayed Delayed

Time Deformation Time Deformation
140 .0110 150 .0070
235 .0126 270 .0073
350 .0147 370 .0034
450 .015g 470 .0091

1405 .0213 1430 .0113
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Scale Factors for Creep

307.

Test No. 26b 13b 12a 7a

Filament Load, gIns. 1.480 1.053 0.856 0.526

Load, gms./denier 0.478 0.341 0.277 0.170

Scale Factor ~O
.0324- .012S .0103 .0059(Deformation at 90 mins.

- deformation at 1 min.)

Scale Factor
expressed as strain D90 x 1000 2.g4 1.12 0.90 0.52



Acetate: Reduced Deformations (0 - 90 minutes)

Load, gms. 1.480 1.053 0.856 0.526

Test No. 26b 13b 12a 7a

Sce~e Fa.ctor ~O .0324 .0128 .0103 .0059

Time, Mins.

1 0 0 0 0

1 1/2 .06g .070 .06g .051
2 .117 .125 .107 .Og5

3 .198 .lg8 .175 .153

5 .296 .281 .2g2 .254

7 .370 .352 .340 .322
10 .444 .430 .417 .390

15 .537 .523 .515 .475
20 .60g .594 .573 .576

30 .704 .703 .660 .661

40 .7g1 .781 .73S .746
60 .sso .(191 .845 .864

90 .978 1.000 .951 .983
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Acetate: Reduced Deformations (90 minutes onwards)
Test 26b Test 13b

Reduced Reduced
Time Deformation Time DeformB.tion
120 1.049 160 1.172

305 1.275 270 1.336

435 1.355 360 1.422

1440 1.614 510 1.492

lL!-85 1.867

Test 12a Tes~
---"Reduced Reduced

!ime Deformation Time Deformation
140 1.068 150 1.186

235 1.223 270 1.322

350 .1.427 370 1.424

450 1.534 470 1.542

1405 2.063 1430 1.915
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Test No.

1

2,3
4,5

6

7
g

9

10,11
12,13

FILAV1ENT NO.8

VISCOSE II

Scheme of Tests

Type of Test

FILAMENT STRETCHED ABOUT 4D% IN
WATER; DRIED UNDER LOAD.

Long Duration Creep and Recovery
(Mechanical Conditioning)

Long Duration Creep end Recovery
ditto
ditto

Sup erpo sition
Creep
ffiVELLING'RECOVERY

Long Duration Creep and Recovery
(Mechanical Conditioning)

Long Duration Creep and Recovery
ditto

310.

Filament
Load, gms.

1.4g0

1.480

1.053

0.856

1.480

1.480

1.4g0

1.480

1.053



311.

TestlLh 2, 3

Observations, o - 90 minutes (in inches)
Test No. 1a 1b 2a 2b 3a 3b

Initial Obsn. .1507 .2377 .1553 .2193 .1566 .2173
Time, Mins.

1/4 .2016 .1906 .1839 .1911 .1821
1/2 .2127 .2007 .1916 .1g32 .1920 .1[112
3/4- .2127 .2000 .1922 .1827 .1925 .1807

1 .2127 .1993 .1926 .1822 .1930 .1803
1 1/2 .2129 .1985 .1933 .1816 .1936 .1796

2 .2131 .1978 .1939 .1811 .1941 .1792
3 .2135 .1965 .1947 .•1804 .1948 .1784
5 .2142 .1951 .1959 .1794- .1958 .1775
7 .2149 .1938 .1967 .1787 .1965 .1767

10 .2156 .1923 .1977 .1777 .1973 .1758
15 .2167 .1907 .1989 .1766 .1984 .1747
20 .2175 .1890 .1999 .1759 .1992 .1739
30 .21g8 .1867 .2013 .1745 .2005 .1726
40 .2199 .1849 .2025 .1735 .2014 .1717
60 .2216 .IS22 .2042 .1720 .2029 .1701
90 .2233 .1792 .2061 .1703 .2044 .1686



Test sIt 2, 3

Observatlons 90 minu1;;es onwa.rds

Test la Test 1b Test 2a
Time Scale Time Sce~g, Time Scale

150 .2253 lS0 .171.~2 195 .2099
250 .2275 240 .1714 315 .2122
320 .2283 400 .1665 4-40 .2134-
370 .2295 505 .1646 1610 .2197

1260 .2384 567 .1642
1545 .1545

Test 2b Test 3a Test ..3..£
Time Scale Time Sce~e Time Scale

190 .1663 145 .2067 165 .1662
285 .1647 265 .2093 285 .1639
575 .1610 395 .2112 420 .1620

1200 .1566 1335 .2132 485 .1613
1320 .1566 714 .1596

1380 .1560
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Test s 1, 2, 3

Total Deformations, o =-2Q minutes (in inches)

Test No. la lb 2a 2b 3a 3b

Time, Hins.

1/4 .0361 .0353 .0354- .0345 .0352

1/2 .0620 .0370 .0363 .0361 .0354 .0361

3/4- .0620 .0377 .0369 .0366 .0359 .0366

1 .0620 .0384 .0373 .0371 .0364- .0370
1 1/2 .0622 .0392 .0380 .0377 .0370 .0377

2 .0624- .0399 .0386 .0382 .0375 .0381

3 .0628 .0412 .0394 .0389 .0382 .0339

5 .0635 .0426 .0406 .0399 .0392 .039S

7 .0642 .0439 .0414 .0406 .0399 .0406
10 .0649 •0454- .042~ . .0416 .0407 .0415

15 .0660 .0470 .0436 .0427 .0418 .0426
20 .0668 .0487 .0446 .0434 .0426 .0434

30 .06£11 .0510 .0460 .0l.J.4g .0439 .0447
40 .0692 .0528 ' .0472 .045£1 .044E1 .0456
60 .0709 .0555 .04g9 .0473 .0463 .0472
90 .0726 .0585 .050g .0490 .047£1 .04S7



314-.

Tests 1, 2, 3

Total Deformation~O minutes onwards (in inches)
Test 1a Test 1b Test 2a

Time Deformation Time Deformation Time Deformation
150 .0746 180 .0635 195 .0546

250 .0768 240 .0663 315 .0569

320 .0781 400 .0712 4lIo .0581

370 .07gg 505 .0731 1610 .0644-

1260 .0877 567 .0735

1545 .0332

Test 2b Test 3a Test 3bTim~ Deformation Tim~ Deforme.tion Time Deformation
190 .0525 145 .0501 165 .0511

2S5 .0546 265 .0527 285 .0534

575 .0583 395 .0546 420 .0553
1200 .0627 1335 .0616 485 .0560
1320 .0637 714 .0577

1380 .0613



315.

Tests h.--2
Observ~tlons, ° - 90 minutes (in inches)

Test No. 1+a 4b 5a 5b

Initial0bsn. .156$ .1903 .151+0 .1880

Time, Mina.
l/lt .1792 .1683 .1761 .161+9

1/2 .1797 .1680 .1767 .161+7

3/1+ .1800 .1676 .1769 .161+3

1 .1802 .1671 .1771 .1642

1 1/2 .1805 .1668 .1773 .1640
2 .1807 .1663 .1775 .1638

3 .1810 .1659 .1778 .1635

5 .1814- .1654 .1782 .1631

7 .1818 .1651 .1785 .1628
10 .1821 .1643 .1789 .1621+

15 .1826 .164-3 .1793 .1621
20 .1829 .1639 .1796 .1615

30 .1834- .163lt .1801 .1607
liQ .1839 .1629 .1805 .16°3
60 .184-7 .1622 .1811 .1595
90 .185lt .1614- .1819 .1589



Tests 4, 5

Observations, 90 minutes onwards (in inches)

Test 4a Test 4b
Time Scale Time ----s'Cal e

- 135 .1861 14D .1606
175 .1867 240 .1592
270 .1875 330 .1582
390 .le80 440 .1578
480 .lg85 690 .1564
620 .1891 1430 .1531

1387 .1905

Test 5a Test 5b
Time Scale Time Scale

150 .1830 135 .1599
305 .1841 287 .1590
395 .184g 345 .1585
4g5 .1850 2885 .1508

1430 .1882
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317.

Tests 4, 5

Total Deformations, o --2Q minutes (in inches)
Test No. 4a 4b 5a 5b

Time, Mins.
1/4- .0224- .0220 .0221 .0231
1/2 .0229 .0223 .0227 .0233
3/4 .0232 .0227 .0229 .0237

1 .0234 .0232 .0231 .023S
1 1/2 .0237 •0235 .0233 .0240

2 .0239 .0240 .0235 .0242
3 .0242 .0244- .0238 .0245
5 .0246 .0249 .0242 .0249
7 .0250 .0252 .0245 .0252

10 .0253 .0255 .0249 .0256
15 .0258 .0260 .0253 .0259
20 .0261 .•0264 .0256 .0265
30 .0266 .0269 .0261 .0273
40 .0271 .0274 .0265 .0277
60 .0279 .0281 .0271 .0285
90 .0286 .0289 .0279 .0291



Tests 4, 5
Total Deformations, 90 minutes onwards (in inches)

Test 4a Test 4b
Time Deformation Time Deformation
135 .0293 140 .0297
175 .0299 240 .0311
270 .0307 330 .0321
390 .0312 440 .0325
4e0 .0317 690 .0339
620 .0323 1430 .0372

13S7 .0337

Test 5a Test 5bTime Deformation Time Deformation
150 .0290 135 .02S1
305 .0301 2g7 .0290
395 .030S 345 .0295
~5 .0310 2SS5 .0372

1430 .0342
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319.

Test 6
Observations and Deformations, 0 - 90 minutes (in inches)

Observations Deformations
Test No. 6a 6b 6a 6b

Initial Oben. .1516 .1803
Time, Mins.

1/4 .1711 .1600 .0195 .0203
1/2 .1599 .0204
3/4 .1718 .1597 .0202 .0206

1 .1720 .1595 .0204 .020ES
1 1/2 .1722 .1592 .0206 .0211

2 .1724 .1591 .0208 .0212
3 .1727 .1589 .0211 .0214
5 .1730 .1585 .0214 .021g
7 .1733 .1582 .0217 .0221

10 .1736 .1579 .0220 .0224
15 .1740 .1575 .0224 .0228
20 .1745 .1573 .0229 .0230
30 .1750 .1569 .0234 .O23!+
40 .1753 .1566 .0237 .0237
60 .1757 .1560 .0241 .0243
90 .1762 .1553 .0246 .0250



Test 6

Observations and Deformations, 90 minutes onwards

Test 6a
Time Scale Deformation
140 .1767 .0251

250 .1776 .0260

390 .1782 .0266

475 .1788 .0272

1395 .1810 .0294

Test 6b
Time Scale Deformation
160 .1546 .0257
255 .1537 .0266

345 .1529 .0274
510 .1521 .02g2

1410 .1498 .0305

320.



Stretched Viscose: Delayed ~eformations
o - 90 minutes (in inches)

Test No. 2b 4a 6b
Time, Mins.

1 0 0 0
1 1/2 .0006 .0003 .0003

2 .0011 .0005 .0004

3 .001S .000S .0006

5 .0028 .0012 .0010

7 .0035 .0016 .0013
10 .0045 .0019 .0016
15 .0056 .0024 .0020
20 .0063 .0027 .0022
30 .0077 .0032 .0026
4D .00g7 .0037 .0029
60 .0102 .0045 .0035
90 .0?-19 .0052 .0042

321.



StretChed Viscose: Delayed Deformations
90 minutes onwards

Test 2b Test 4a
Time Deformation Time Deformation
190 .0154 135 .0059
2S5 .0175 175 .0065
575 .0212 270 .0073

1200 .0256 390 .007S
1320 .0260 4so .00S3

620 .00[19
13S7 .0103

Test 6b
Time Deformation

160 .0049
255 .0058
345 .0066
510 .0074

1410 .0097

322•



Tests 9..L-IO,11
Observations 0 - 90 minutes (in inches)

Test No. 9a 9b lOa lOb lla lIb
Initial Obsn. .0530 .2213 .1323 .2165 .1487 .2247

Time, Ivlins.
1/4 .1097 .1823 .1710 .1801 .1863
1/2 .1811 .1720 .1791 .1873 .1875
3/4 .1132 .1808 .1726 .1790 .1880 .1868

1 .1143 .1801 .1731 .1783 .1886 .1864
1 1/2 .1162 .1791 .1739 .1771 .1893 .1854

2 .1173 .1783 .1745 .1764 .1898 .1849
3 .1195 .1770 .1754 .1755 .1908 .1840
5 .1227 .1753 .1767 .1741 .1920 .IS25
7 .1250 .1740 .1777 .1731 .1929 .1816

10 .1278 .1724 .17g8 .1720 .1939 .1805
15 .1317 .1705 .1802 .1706 .1954 .1791
20 .1349 .1691 .1813 .1695 .1965 .1781
30 .1400 .1668 .IS33 .1679 .1981 .1764
40 .1440 .1649 .184g .1665 .1994 .1754
60 .1508 .1624 .1872 .1647 .2012 .1738
90 .1587 .1595 .1898 .1627 .2030 .1721



Tests 9.J 10 , 11
Observations 90 minutes onwards (in inches)

Test 9a Tes:L2.B, Test lOa
Time Scale Time Scale Tine Scale

140 .1677 120 .1575 120 .1917
220 .1776 170 .15!tg 190 .1946
300 .lg42 220 .1521 250 .1974
420 .1920 320 .1492 360 .2010
475 .1950 445 .1473 420 .2026

1330 .2217' 2940 .1312 1410 .2174

Test lOb Test lla Test IlbTime Scale Time Sce~e Time Scale
135 .1607 125 .2046 160 .1695
195 .1592 195 .2071 215 .1675
330 .1557 255 .2090 345 .1652
435 .1543 380 .2111 420 .164D

1400 .1480 440 .2123 615 .1621
1470 .2253 13g0 .15g0



Tests 9, 10, 11

Total Deformations,O - 90 minutes (in inches)
Test No. 9a 9b lOa lOb 11a lIb

Time, Mins.
1/4 .0567 .0390 .0387 .0376

1/2 .0402 .0397 .03g6

3/4 .0602 .0405 ~0403 .0369 .0393 .0379

1 .0613 .0412 .0408 .03S2 .0399 .0383

1 1/2 .0632 .0422 .04-16 .0394- .0406 .0393

2 .0643 .0430 .04-22 .0401 .0411 .0398

3 .0665 .0443 •0431 .0410 .0421 .0407

5 .0697 .04-60 .041+4 .04-24- .0433 .0422

7 .0720 .0473 .0454- .0434 .0442 .0431

10 .074g .0J+g9 .04-65 .0445 .0452 .041+2

15 .0787 .0508 .0479 .0459 .0467 .0456

20 .0819 .0522 .0490 .0470 .0478 .0466

30 .0370 .0545 .0510 .0486 .0494 .0483

40 .0910 .0564 .0525 .0500 .0507 .0493

60 .0978 .0589 .0549 .0518 .0525 .0509

90 .1057 .0518 .0575 .0538 .0543 .0526
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Test lOb Test 11a . Test lIbTime Deformation Time Deformation Time Deformation
135 .055[5 125 .0559 160 .0552

195 .0573 1[55 .05fS4- 215 .0572

330 .060[5 255 .0603 345 .0595

435 .0622 3fSO .0624 420 .0607
1400 .06S5 440 .0636 615 .0626

14-70 .0766 13g0 .0667



Tests 12, 13

Observations ° - 90 minutes (in inches)
Test No. 128. 12b 13a 13b

Initial Obsn. .1589 .1979 .1555 .1949
Time, Mins.

1/4- ..1833 .1797

1/2 .1840 .1803

3/4- .184-3 .1805

1 .134-5 .1808

11/2 .18119 .1810 .1699
2 .1852 .1813 .1695

3 .1856 .1731 .1816 .16s7

5 .1862 .1720 .1821 .1681

7 .1866 .1715 .1825 .1677

10 .1871 ..1710 .1828 .1673

15 .1877 ..1705 .1832 .1668

20 .18g2 .1700 .1836 .1664

30 .1889 .1694 .1842 .1657

40 .1895 .1690 .1846 .1652

60 .1903 .1683 .1854 .164-6

90 .1912 .1674 .1862 .1639



Tests 12, 13
Observations 90 minutes onwards (in inches)

Test 12a Test 12bTime Scale Time Scale
170 .1931 135 .166S
220 .1938 190 .1660
310 .1946 300 .1642
410 .1954 415 .1634

515 .1959
1410 .19g6

Test 13a Test 13bTime Scale Time Scale
160 .lg76 1£10 .1626
245 .lgs6 2£15 .1614-
330 .1893 360 .160e;
515 .1913 430 .1604-
745 .1919 1410 .1576

1440 .1950



Tests 12, 13
Total Deformations, 0 - 90 minutes (in inches)

Test No.

Time, Mins.
12a 12b 13a 13b

1/4 .0244 .0242

1/2 .0251 .024g

3/4 .0254 .0250

1 .0256 .0253

1 1/2 .0260 .0255 .0250

2 .0263 .025[1 .0254-

3 .0267 .0248 .0261 .0262

5 .0273 .0259 .0266 .0268

7 .0277 .0264 .0270 .0272

10 .0282 .0269 .0273 .0276

15 .02g8 .0274 .0277 .0281

20 .0293 .0279 .0281 .0285

30 .°3°0 .0285 .0287 .0292

4D .03°6 .0289 .0291 .0297

60 .0314 .0296 .0299 .0303

90 .0323 .0305 .0307 .0310



Tests 12, 13
Total Deformations, 90 minutes onwards (in inches)

Test 12a Test 12b
Time Deformation Time Deformation

170 .0342 135 .0311
220 .0349 180 .0319
310 .0357 300 .0337
4-10 .0365 415 .0345
515 .0370

1410 .0397

Test 13a Test 13b
Time Deformation Time Deformation

160 .0321 180 .0323
245 .0331 285 .0335
330 .0338 360 .0341
515 .0358 4-30 .0345
745 .0364 1410 .0373

1440 .0395

330.
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Tests lla, 13a
Delayed Deformations, relative to t = 1 minute (in inches)

Test No. 11a 13a lla 13a
Time, Mins. Time, Uins.

1 0 0 15 .006S .0024
1 1/2 .0007 .0002 20 .0079 .0028

2 .0012 .0005 30 .0095 .0034-
3 .0022 .0008 40 .0108 .0038
5 .0034 .0013 60 .0126 .0046
7 .0043 .0017 90 .0144 .0064

10 .0053 .0020

Test lla Test 13a
Time Deformation Time Deformation

125 .0160 160 .0068
185 .01£15 245 .007S
255 .0204 330, .0085
380 .0225 515 .0165
440 .0237 745 .0111

1470 .0367 1440 .0142
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Instantaneous Elastic Deformation

Test No. File..mentLoe,d, gms. Instantaneous
Deformation

2,3 1.480 .0343 (mean)
4,5 1.053 .0220 (mean)

6b 0.856 .0195
11 1.480 .0350, .0363

12a,13a 1.053 .0236

Instantaneous Modulus of Elasticity

Instantaneous deformation = .023 ins./gm.
= .0584- cros./gm.

Cross sectional area (measured) = 356 x 10-8 cms.2

Length = 29.54 ems.
Instantaneous modulus of elasticity = 1.42 x 109 gms./em.2

= 2.06 x 106 psi



Scale Factors for Creep

333.

Test No. 2b 4a 6b

Filament Load, gms. 1.4S0 1.053 0.856

Load, gms./denier .295 .210 .168

Scale Factor ?90
.11g0 .0516 .0425(Deformat ion at 90 mins.

- deformation at 1 min.)

Scale Factor expressed
4.43 3.66as strain D90 x 1000 10.1



Reduced Deformations, 1 - 90 minutes

Test No. 2b 4a 6b
Fi1. Load, gros. 1.480 1.053 0.g56

Scale Factor, ~O .01180 .00516 .00425
Time, Mins.

1 0 0 0
1 1/2 .051 .05g .071

2 .093 .097 .094

3 .153 .155 .141
5 .237 .232 .235
7 .297 .310 .3°6

10 .381 .36S .376
15 .475 .465 .1+71
20 .534- .523 .518
30 .653 .620 .612
40 •737 -717 .682
60 .864- .872 .g24
90 1.003 1.007 .9gS



Reduced Deformations! 90 minutes onwards

335.

Test 2b Test 4a Test 6b
Reduced Reduced Reduced

Time Deformation Time Deformation Time Deformation
190 1.305 135 1.143 160 1.153
2g5 1.4S3 175 1.260 255 1.365
575 1.797 270 1.lt15 345 1.553

1200 2.169 390 1.512 510 1.741
1320 2.203 4g0 1.609 1410 2.2g3

620 1.725
13g7 1.996
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IV. Superposition,Tests

The long-duration creep and recovery tests on
filamentous materials give the laws of deformation of these
materials for creep under constant load, and for the recovery
following such long-duration creep. The object of the Super-
position Tests is to determine the laws of deformation for
shorter loading times and for arbitrary loading histories.
Now we saw when considering meChanical models and the Wiechert
theory, that the plausible assumption of a distribution of
relaxation times led to a creep proportional to load (as
given by equation 9) and a linear superposition of separate
loading effects. One result of this theory Was that the
deformation due to removal of load during a recovery test
following a long-duration creep test should correspond to the
deformation due to application of load in the creep test.
The experimental data for the most part appeared to confirm
this theoretical result; however, the delayed deformation
under constant load Was not found to be proportional to load,
and hence the system of distributed relaxation times does not
represent the behavior of the filamentous materials under
consideration.

The problem then arises, as to whether in this case
the deformation due to several loading actions is the simple
superposition of the deformations due to the individual load-
ing actions occurring separately. In view of the experimental
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difficulties. involved, it does not seem possible to confirm
this point directly. However, because of the correspondence
experimentally found between the total deformation in a
recovery test and in the preceding long-duration creep test,
this would appear to be true.

We can now give a formal representation to the case
of linear superposition where the delayed deformation under
constant load is not proportional to the load. Let the delayed
deformation vary with load P by a scale factor which we will
denote by s(p), and let 1Ji t) represent a creep function, as
before. Assuming that the instantaneous elastic deformation
is proportional to load, the total deformation Yt at time t

due to a load P applied at zero time is:

Yt = F[:t + s(P) • -V(t~ (94)

where the symbols have the same significance as in equation (9).
For an arbitrary loading history this becomes by analogy with
equation (13),

Yt = F{:J. + 0 r ds (Pt- w) • V (w) dWJ (95)
E 00 J dw

Experimental Verification of the Superposition Principle.
The modified Superposition Principle can be tested

in several ways. The following are possible methods.
1. A constant load is applied, and after some time this

load is augmented.
2. A constant load is applied, and after some time part

of this load is removed.



3. A constant load is applied, the entire load being
removed after some time and the creep recovery observed.

4. In the above case, the load may be later reapplied
and later .still removed and so on.

5. In the previous case, the second load application
may be of a different magnitude to that of the first load
application.

The linear superposition of the separate loading
effects can then be tested by comparing the observed data
With predicted values; the latter are computed from the curves
of total deformation at each of the relevant loads. For
example, if in the first scheme the load is augmented from P1
to P2 it is necessary to know the total deformation curves
as well as the instantaneous elastic deformations at these
two loads. It is necessary also to asswne that the instant~
aneous deformations for creep and for recovery are the same.
Now we have seen that the great difficulty in connection wi th
the long-duration creep and recovery tests Was the only fair
degree of reproduci bili ty • Similarly, we would exp ect only
a fair agreement between successive short-duration tests, and
furthermore on account of this same variability we are at a
loss to know to which of a set of long-duration tests these
tests are to be compared. This difficulty is seen to be
doubled when two loads are used in the short duration creep
tests, as in the first, second, and fifth schemes above. A
further difficulty With regard to the first and second schemes,
and to a lesser extent the fifth scheme, is that the changing
of the load will introduce a certain amount of shoclc to the
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filament. Since the third scheme is contained in the fourth
scheme this latter seems to be the most suitable method of
testing the Superposition Principle.

The Superposition Tests thus follow the suneroosed
loading scheme of Part II; in Which a load is applied, removed
after some time, later reapplied, and so on. If the deforma-
tions in the creep and recovery periods agree With those com-
puted from the creep curve for constant load by the method
given in Part II (equations 29 and 30, and similar equations)
then it seems fairly certain that equation (95) is true, i.e.,
that there is a linear superposition of the separate loading
effects.

Theory of the Superposition Test~.
Let the deformation at time t due to a constant

load applied at zero time be Yt. Then let

Yt = e.+f(t) ( 96)

for such a creep test, where e is the instantaneous elastic
extension and f{t) is the delaYed deformation. Let us assume
that such a creep test has been carried out up to some value
of time t. Now let us suppose instead that a superposition
test had been carried out With this load. By means of the
Superposition Principle it is possible to calculate the
deformations to be expected in the superposition test from the
deformations observed in the long-duration test.

Let us consider for simplicity the follOWing scheme
for the superposition test: the load is applied at zero time,
removed after ten minutes, reapplied at twenty minutes, and
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finally removed after thirty minutes. Let Yt represent the
deformation at a time t in the superposition test. Then from
t = ° minutes to t = 10 minutes

from t = 10 minutes to t = 20 minutes

Yt = Yt - Yt-10 '

from t = 20 minutes to t = 30 minutes

Yt = Yt - Yt-IO + Yt-20 '

and finally from t = 30 minutes to t = 40 minutes

Yt = Yt - Yt-10 + Yt-20 - Yt-30

(97a)

(97b)

(97c)

(97d)

In equations (97b) and (97d) Yt of course represents the
residual deformation. In this way. deformations in the Super-
position Test can be computed from the deformations in the
long-duration test. In the computation of Yt by this method
a great deal of interpolation for values of Yt is required.

In an alternative method of analysis, the long-
duration test" creep curve" can be computed from the data of
the superposition test. We have for the period from t = 10
minutes to t = 20 minutes, from equations (97a) and (97b),

hence

In other words, if we know the total deformation in the first



creep period (0 < t < 10) and the residual deformation in the
first recovery period (10 < t < 20) we can calculate from
the Superposition Principle what the total deformation would
have been from t = 10 minutes to 20 minutes if the load had
not been removed. If, for example in equation (98), Yt _ 10
represents the (total) deformation at 5 minutes and Yt repre-
sents the (residual) deformation at 15 minutes, then the
(total) deformation in a long-duration creep test at a time
of 15 minutes should be given by equation (9g). Now let us
consider the second creep period, from t = 20 minutes to t =
30 minutes. We have from equation (97c)

= Yt - Yt - 10

Hence

which is of the same form as equation (98). The same result
is obtained for the recovery period from t = 30 minutes to
t = 40 minutes. Hence if in the superposition test, a given
load is repeatedly applied and removed, and if the durations
of the times under load and of the recovery times are all
equal, the Superposition Principle enables us to predict as
follows the creep curve for constant load from the superposi-
tion test data. From all the observations we first deduct
the initial observation, thus giving us the deformations. If
to the deformation at a given instant in any creep or recovery
period We add the deformation at the corresponding instent in
the preceding recovery or creep period, We obtain the
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deformation at the corresponding time for a simple creep test.
In this way without the necessity for interpolation the total
deformation for creep under constant load can be computed, and
compared with the experimentally obtained curve for the same
load.

Sources of Error.
The deformations computed from the superposition

test data should lie on a smooth curve. The following are
however possible sources of error.

1. BacklaSh: the initial observation taken just before
the commencement of the test is taken in the direction of
increasing deformation. If this reading is used to compute
the residual deformations in the recovery periods, there will
be a discrepancy by this amount. The values computed from the
first recovery period onwards will then be too small by this
amount.

2. Application of Load: several seconds are required
to apply or remove the load. It is possible that the effective
instant of loe.d application be slightly early or slightly late;
the computed values of the creep curve will thus be slightly
in error for a few minutes follOWing the change in load.
Similarly the effect of shock on the filament as a result of
application or removal of load will be to cause a transient
error.

3. other Errors: (a) The instantaneous extensions and
contractions may differ. This will result in a constant error
for the first recovery and SUbsequent periods. (b) The initial
observation may be in error for the reasons discussed



previously. This will result in an error for the first creep
period equal to this error and for the first recovery and
subsequent periods equal to double this error. (c) The
initial elastic extension appears to vary somewhat from test
to test. If the superposition test is compared with a long-
duration test performed some time previously, this must be
talcen into account. (d) Secondary creep may be present in
tests at high loads.

Arrangement of Superposition Tests.
In general, the superposition tests were fitted in

the scheme of long-duration tests whenever convEnient. OWing
to the shortage of time less attention could be paid to these
tests. In many cases, no simple connection could be found
between the data of a superposition test, and of the correspond-
ing long-duration tests at the same load. These tests have
been rejected; the remaining tests are considered below.

A more detailed investigation of the superposition
tests was made in the case of two filaments, namely, acetate
and viscose. In the first case, two sets of tests were per-
formed at the same load; each set Was comprised of a super-
position test of six ten-minute creep and recovery periods,
another test of four fifteen-minute periods, and a creep test
of sixty minutes duration followed by recovery. In the case
of the viscose filament, several superposition tests following
the above two schemes were performed at the two highest loads,
in order to find to what extent the tests were reproducible.
The results of these latter tests were someWhat disappointing,
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probably due to the presence of secondary creep. In two other
cases special short duration creep tests were run immediately
after the superposition test; otherwise the superposition
test data were compe~ed to the most suitable of the long-
duration creep tests at the relevant load.

Analysis of Results.
The superposition test data have been analysed by

the second method described above. Let us first consider the
results of the tests made on the acetate filament as described
previously. From the superposition tests Nos. 21 and 22 the
(total deformation) creep curve from a minutes to 60 minutes
has been computed, and from the creep test No. 23 the creep
curve from 0 minutes to 100 minutes. These curves are plotted
in Fig. 133. In all these curves a discontinuity will be
observed at the instant of the first load removal; this dis-
continuity is in the form of a downward displacement to the
right by an amount roughly the same in all three cases. This
displacement as we have seen ce..nbe due to bacli:1ash,non-
equality of instantaneous extension and contraction, and
possible error in the initial reading. Correcting for this
displacement, we obtain the curves as shown in Fig. 134.

In this case for all three tests the computed points
lie on smooth curves which agree very closely with each other.
In another set of tests, Nos. 19, 19, 20 (Fig. 135), nearly
as good agreement is obtained. It should be pointed out,
however, that these two sets of curves differ slightly, the
difference being accountable by a slight difference in
instantaneous deformation.



In the other supel~osition tests listed below, the
discontinuity in the computed curve has been removed by
applying similar corrections. The computed values have been
plotted as points and the total deformations in the correspond-
ing long duration creep tests as circles. In most cases there
is seen to be good agreement. In two of the tests it appears
that the instantaneous deformations in the comparison creep
tests differed slightly from those in the superposition tests.
In plotting the results of these tests it has accordingly
been necessary to displace slightly the ordinate scales for
the observed and computed curves in order to bring these into
corre spondence.

It therefore appears, from the results presented,
that in the cases considered the creep and recovery due to
successive application and removal of a given load over
relatively short periods of time is satisfactorily accounted
for by the Superposition Principle. In view of the non-
proportionality of creep and load for filamentous materials,
we have to assume for these substances the Superposition
Principle in the modified form given by equRtion (95). It is
true that m8ny of the superposition tests have not yielded
satisfactorily to analysis by the methods given above. It
seems possible however that negative results can be ascribed
to the presence of secondary creep, and to the extremely
variable behavior of such filaments. MuCh further investiga-
tion is therefore required by means of such short-time tests
before definite conclusions can be drawn.



Data of Suneroosition Tests

LIST OF SUP&~OSITION TESTS

Filament Filament Super- COIilJ?ar1son Correction,
No. Materiel Load, ~sition ~reep Test in.

gms. lest No. No.

10 Acetate 1.053 21 23 .0018
1.053 22 23 .0018
1.053 18 20 .0016
1.053 19 20 .0016
0.856 9 8b .0014

4 Nylon I 0.856 9 Ib .0060
0.526 3 2b .0030
0.346 4 5a .0021

5 Viscose I 1.053 18 L7a .0023

Viscose II 1.480 7 .0002

9 Nylon II 1.480 9 2a .00lK>
1.053 g 3b .0057



Filament No. 10. Acetate

Test 21. Filament Load 1.053 gms •
Initial Observation •6057
6 x 10 minutes

Creep and Recovery Deformations (uncorrected)

Time in
Loading
Period, Creep ~ Rec.I Creep II Rec.II Creep III Rec.III

mine.
1/4 .0756 .0063 .0781 .0077 .0791 .OOSS

1/2 .0770 .0055 .0795 .0067 .0804 .0076
3/4 .0778 .0048 .0803 .0061 .0812 .0069

1 .0783 .0043 .0807 .0055 .0817 .0064
1 1/2 .0791 .0037 .0814 .0050 .0825 .0057

2 .0798 .0032 .0319 .0044 .0830 .0053
3 .0807 .0026 .0827 .0038 .0837 .0046
5 .0820 .0020 .0837 .0031 .0847 .0038
7 .0830 .0015 .0845 .0026 .0853 .0034
9 .OS37 .0012 .0850 .0023 .0859 .0030
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Test 21

Computed Creep Curve 0 - 60 minutes (uncorrected)

Time, 0-10 10-20 20-30 30-4<> 40-50 50-60
mins. mins. mins. mins. mins. mins. mins.

1/4 .0756 .og19 .0844 .0858 .0868 .0879
1/2 .0770 .0825 .0850 .0862 .0871 .OS80
3/4 .0778 .0826 .0851 .og61.1- .0873 .0881

1 .07g3 .0826 .0850 .0862 .0872 .0881
1 1/2 .0791 .0828 .0851 .0864- .0875 .Og82

2 .0798 .0830 .0851 .0863 .oe74 .08g3
3 .0807 .0833 .0853 .0865 .0875 .0883
5 .0820 .0840 .0857 .0868 .0878 .0885
7 .0830 .0845 .0860 .0871 .0879 .0887
9 .0837 .0849 .0862 .0873 .0882 .0889



Test 21

Computed Creep Curve 0 - 60 minutes ( correct ed)

Correction .0018 in.

Time, 0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60
mins. mins. mins. mins. mins. mins. mins.

1/4- .0756 .0837 .0862 .0876 .08S6 .0[197
1/2 .0770 .084-3 .0868 .0880 .0889 .0898
3/4- .0778 .0844 .0869 .08S2 .0891 .OS99

1 .0783 .0844- .0868 .08S0 .0890 .0[199
1 1/2 .0791 .084-6 .0869 .08[12 .0893 .0800

2 .0798 .0848 .0869 .0881 .0892 .0801
3 .0807 .0851 .0871 .08S3 .0893 .0801
5 .0820 .0858 .0875 .0386 .0896 .0803
7 .0830 .0863 .0878 .08~9 .0897 .0805
9 .0837 .0867 .0880 .0891 .0900 .0807



Filament No. 10. Acetate

Test 22. Filament Load 1.053 gms.
Initial Observation .6070

4 x 15 minutes

Creep and Recovery Deformations (uncorrected)

350.

Time in
Loading
Period,
mins.

1/4
1/2
3/4

1

11/2
2

3

5
7

10
14

Creep I

.0758

.0771

.0773

.0783

.0791

.0798

.0805

.081S

.0826

.0836

.0847

Rec. I

.0074

.0066

.0058

.0052

.0044

.0040

.0032

.0025

.0020

.0016

.0011

Creep II

.0786

.0800

.0805

.0811

.Og17

.0820

.0828

.0837

.0845

.0854-

.0861

Rec. II

.0089

.0076

.0069

.0064

.0057

.0051

.0045

.0036

.0031

.0026

.0020



Teet 22

Computed Creep Curve 0 - 60 minutes (uncorrected)

Time, 0-15 15-30 30-45 45-60
mins. mine. mine. mine. mine.

1/4 .0758 .0832 .oS60 .OS75
1/2 .0771 .0837 .0866 .OS76
3/4 .0778 .0836 .oS63 .0874

1 .07S3 .0835 .0863 .0(575
1 1/2 .0791 .0835 .0861 .0874

2 .0798 .0838 .0860 .Og71
3 .0805 .0837 .0860 .Og73
5 .0818 .Og43 .0862 .0873
7 .0826 .084-6 .0865 .0876

10 .0336 .0852 .0870 .OS30
14 .0347 .0853 .0872 .08S1

351.



Test 22.

Computed Creep Curve 0 - 60 minutes ( corrected)

Correction .001g in.

Time, 0-15 15-30 30-45 45-60
mine. mins. mins. mine. mins.

1/4 .0758 .0850 .0878 .Og93
1/2 .0771 .Og55 .0884- .0894-
3/4 .0778 .0854 .Ogg1 .Og92

1 .0733 .0353 .Ogg1 .0393
1 1/2 .0791 .0353 .0879 .0392

2 .0798 .Og56 .0873 .0339
3 .0805 .Og55 .0878 .0391
5 .Og13 .Og61 .0ggO .0391
7 .0826 .0864 .Ogg3 .OS94

10 .Og36 .og70 .0ggS .0398
14 .0847 .OS76 .0890 .0399

352.



353.

Filament No. 10. Acetate

Test 23. FilalllentLoad 1.053 gros •

Initial Observation •6072

60 minutes creep; recovery
Correction .OOIS in.

C R E E P RECOVERY
Time Defor- Defor- Computed Creen Curvemat10n Time mation Uncorrected COl"arected
l/lt .0761 60 1/4- .0122 .08es3 .0901
1/2 .0774 1/2 .0110 .0884- .0902
3/4 .07g1 3/4- .0103 .0384 .0902

1 .0735 61 .0096 .0gSl .0899
1 1/2 .0793 61 1/2 .0033 .08(11 .0899

2 .0799 62 .0083 .0382 .0900
3 .080S 63 .0074- .08S2 .0900
5 .0320 65 .0064 .08S4 .0902
7 .0329 67 .0056 .08S5 .0903

10 .0333 70 .0049 .08S? .0905
15 .0850 75 .004-1 .0[191 .0909
20 .0359 30 .0036 .Og95 .0913
30 .0873 90 .0023 .0901 .0919
4D .OgS3 100 .0023 .09°6 .0924-
50 .0392
59 .0398



354.

Filament No. 10. Acetate.
Test 18. Filament Load 1.053 gInS •

Initial Observation •616[1

6 x 10 minutes

Creep and Recovery Deformations (uncorrected)

Time in
Loading
Period, Creep I Reo.I Creep II Rec .11 Creep III Reo.III

mins.
1/lt- .0766 .0078 .0793 .ooss .0[105 .0095

1/2 .07[12 .0066 .0810 .007<1 .0820 .0087

3/4 .0793 .0059 .Og17 .0070 .0829 .0079

1 .0[100 .0054 .0825 .0065 .0835 .0074

1 1/2 .0[109 .0045 .0832 .005S .084-3 .0065

2 .0[117 .0040 •0E339 .0053 .0849 .0060

3 .0827 .0033 .0847 .0044 .0857 .0053

5 .0342 .0024 .0859 .0035 .086s .0042

7 .0853 .0019 .0866 .0030 .0~74 .0057

9 .0[161 .0015 .0[172 .0026 .0gSO .0033



355.

Test IS.

Comnuted Creep Curve 0 - 60 minutes (corrected)
Correction .0016 in.

Time, 0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 4-0-50 50-60mins. mins. mins. mins. mins. mins. mins.

1/4 .0766 .0~60 .Og87 .0897 .0909 .0916
1/2 .07S2 .0864 .0[192 .0904 .0914 .0923
3/4 .0793 .0~66 .0892 .0903 .0915 .0924

1 .0800 .0870 .0895 .0906 .0916 .0925
1 1/2 .0809 .Og70 .0893 .0906 .0917 .0924

2 .0817 .Og73 .0895 .090S .0918 .0925
3 .0827 .0876 .0896 .0907 .0917 .0926
5 .0842 .0882 .Og99 .0910 .0919 .0926
7 .0853 .Ogg8 .0901 .0912 .0920 .0927
9 .Og61 .OS92 .0903 .0914- .0922 .0929



356.

Filament No. 10. Acetate

~est 19. Filament Load 1.053 gIns•
Initial Observation •6161
4 x 15 minutes

Creen and Recovery Deformations (uncorrected)

Time in
Loading
Period, Creep I Rec. I Creep II Rec. IImins.

1/4 .0766 .0089 .0797 .0102
1/2 .0781 .007S .0811 .0092
3/4- .0790 .0070 .0820 .0084

1 .0797 .0064 .0826 .0077
1 1/2 .0806 .0056 .0834 .0069

2 .0815 .0051 .0841 .0064
3 .0823 .0042 .0849 .0055
5 .0839 .0033 .0861 .0045
7 .0849 .0027 .Og68 .0041

10 .0860 .0022 .0877 .0033
14 .0872 .0017 .0885 .0027



Test 19.

Computed Creep Curve 0 - 60 minutes (corrected)
Correction .0016 in.

Time, 0-15 15-30 30-45 45-60mins. mins. mins. mins. mins.

1/4 .0766 .0871 .0902 .0915
1/2 .0781 .0875 .0905 .0919
3/4- .0790 .0(176 .0906 .0920

1 .0797 .0877 .0906 .0919
1 1/2 .0806 .0878 .0906 .0919

2 .0815 .0332 .0903 .0921
3 .0823 .08g1 .0907 .0920
5 .0839 .08g8 .0910 .0922
7 .0349 .0392 .0911 .0925

10 .0860 .0898 .0915 .0926
14 .0872 .0905 .0913 .0928

357.



358.

Filament_No. 10. Acetate.
Test 20. Filament Load 1.053 gms •

Initial Observation •6126
60 minutes creep; recovery
Correction .0016 in.

CREEP R E C 0 V E R...I
Time Defor- Time Defor- Computed Creep Curvemat ion mation Uncorrected Corrected

1/4- .0755 60 1/4 .0140 .0895 .0911
1/2 .0774, 1/2 .0127 .0901 .0917
3/4- .0782 3/4- .0120 .0902 .0918

1 .0789 61 .0114 .0903 .0919
1 1/2 .0798 1/2 .0104 .0902 .0918

2 .Og06 62 .0097 .0903 .0919
3 .0(j16 63 .00g8 .0904- .0920
5 .0830 65 .0077 .0907 .0923
7 .0840 67 .0065 .0905 .0921

10 .0856 70 .0059 .0909 .0925
15 .og64- 75 .0052 .0916 .0932
20 .Og75 gO .0045 .0920 .0936
30 .Og90 90
4D .0903 100 .0033 .0936 .0952
50 .0913
59 .0920



Filament No. 10. Acetate.

Test 9. Filament Load 0.g56 gm.
Initial Observation .5g59
4 x 10 minutes

Creep and Recovery Deformations (uncorrected)

Time in
Loading
Period, Cr~!. Rec. I Creep II Rec.IImins.

1/4- .0666 .0046 .06~4- .0053
1/2 .06g0 .003g .0695 .004-7
3/4 .06g5 .0034 .0701 .0041

1 .0690 .0030 .0705 .0038
1 1/2 .0696 .0026 .0712 .0034

2 .0702 .0022 .0715 .0029
3 .0703 .0017 .0722 .0023
5 .0719 .0011 .0729 .0016
7 .0725 .0008 .0733 .0013
9 .0730 .0004- .0739 .0011



Te~.

Computed Creep Curve (corrected)
Correction .0014

Time, 0-10 10-20 20-30 30-4D
mins. mins. mins. mins. mins.

1/4- .0666 .0728 .0744- .0751

1/2 .0630 .0732 .0747 .0756

3/4 .06[15 .0733 .0749 .0756

1 .0690 .0734 .0749 .0757

1 1/2 .0696 .0736 .0752 .0760

2 .0702 .0733 .0751 .075[1

3 .070S .0739 .0753 .0759

5 .0719 .0744 .0754- .0759

7 .0725 .0747 .0755 .0760

9 .0730 .0748 .0757 .0764

360.



Filament No.4. Nylon I.

Test 2. Filament Load 0.856 gm.
Initial Observation .4640

4 x 10 minutes

Creep and Recovery Deformations (uncorrected)

361.

Time in
Loading
Period,

mins.

1/4

1/2

3/4
1

1 1/2

2

3

5
7

9

Creep I

.1167

.1249

.1304

.1347

.1411

.1460

.1530

.1617

.1672

.1712

Rec. I

.0312

.0269

.024<:>

.0204

.0179

.0148

.0116

.009S

.0086

Creep II

.137'5

.1457

.1506

.1540

.1591

.1626

.1671

.1727

.1760

.17S4

Rec. II

.0372

.0330

.0299

.0256

.0230

.0195

.0157

.0137

.0122



Test 9.

Computed Crem;2.Curve 0 - 40 minutes ( corrected)

Correction .0060

Time, 0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40
mins. mins. mins. mins. mins.

1/4 .1167

1/2 .1249 .1621 .1829 .1889

3/4 .13°4 .1633 .1835 .1896

1 .1347 .1647 .1840 .1399

1 1/2 .1411 .1675 .1355 .1907

2 .1460 .1699 .1865 .1916

3 .1530 .1738 .1379 .1926

5 .1617 .1793 .1903 .1944

7 .1672 .1830 .1918 .1957

9 .1712 .1858 .1930 .1966



Filament No.4. N~on I.

Test 3. Fi1BJnentLoad 0.526 gm.

Initial Observa.tion .4605
4 x 10 minutes

Creep and Recovery Deformations

Time in
Loading
Period, Crefm-l. Rec. I Creep II Rec. II

mins.

1/4 .0695 .0201 .0765
1/2 .0732 .0169 .os04 .0204
3/4 .0754 .0148 .0325 .01~1

1 .0773 .0133 .0843 .0165
1 1/2 .0799 .0113 .0369 .0141

2 .0819 .0100 .0386 .0127
3 .0850 .0083 .0910 .0107
5 .0890 .0064. .0937 .0087
7 .0919 .0047 .0959 .0076
9 .0936 .0041 .0977 .0063



TesU.

Computed Creep Curve 0 - 4-0 minutes ( corrected)

Correction .0030

Time, 0-10 10-20 20-30 30-4<:>
mins. mins. mins. mins. mins.

1/4 .0695 .0926 .0996
1/2 .0732 .0931 .1003 .103S
3/4 .0754 .0932 .1003 .1036

1 .0773 .0936 .1006 .103S
1 1/2 .0799 .094-2 .1012 .1040

2 .og19 .0949 .1016 .1043
3 .OS50 .0963 .1023 .1047
5 .OS90 .0974- .1031 .1054-
7 .0919 .0996 .1036 .1065
9 .0936 .1007 .104S .1070

364.



Filament No.4. Nylon I.

Test 4. Filament Load 0.346 gm.
Initial Observation .4557

4 x 10 mins.

Creep and Recovery Deformations (uncorrected)

Time in
LOa(ITi1g
Period,

mins.

1/4
1/2

3/4
1

1 1/2

2

3

5

7

9

Creep I

.0450

.04-70

.0481

.0490

.0504-

.0514-

.0529

.0551

.0566

.0573

Rec. I

.0092

.00gl

.0073

.0059

.0052

.0042

.0032

.0020

.0016

Creep II

.0478

.0499

.0512

.0521

.0536

.0546

.0558

.0570

.0583

.0594

Rec. II

.0133

.0113

.0101

.0090

.0076

.0062

.0051

.0039

.0035

.0027



Test 4.

Computed Creep Curve 0 - 40 minutes (corrected)
Correction .0021

Time, o - 10 10-20 20-30 30-40
mins. mins. mins. mine. mins.

1/4 .0450 .0636

1/2 .0470 .0583 .0612 .0633

3/4 .0481 .0583 .0614 .0634

1 .04-90 .0584 .0615 .0632

1 1/2 .0504 .05[14 .0616 .0633

2 .0514 .05[17 .0619 .0629

3 .0529 .0592 .0621 .0630

5 .0551 .0604 .0623 .0630

7 .0566 .0607 .0624 .0639

9 .0573 .0610 .0631 .0642

366.



Test 5a. Filament Load 0.346 gm.
InitialObservation .4514

Creep test 100 mins. duration

Creen Deformations

Time Deformation Time Deformation
1/4 .0450 7 .055$
1/2 .0469 10

3/4 .04g0 15 .0591
1 .0490 20 .0608

1 1/2 .0503 30 .0628
2 .0512 50 .064S

3 .0524 70 .0660

5 100 .0679



Filament No. 5. Viscose I.

Test 13. Filament Load 1.053 gruS.

4 x 10 mins.

Creep and Recovery Deformations (ullcorrected)

Time in
Loading

Interval Creep I Rec.I Creep II Rec.IImins.
1/4 .0511 .0546 .0106

1/2 .0529 .0075 .0567 .0095

3/4 .0540 .0066 .0575 .00s4

1 .0547 .0060 .0583 .0073

1 1/2 .0559 .0052 .0592 .D06S
2 .0563 .0045 .0599 .0061

3 .0531 .0037 .0610 .0052

5 .0599 .0023 .0623 .0042

7 .0612 .0022 .0632 .0037

9 .0623 .0019 .0639 .0032



Test 13.

Computed Creep Curve o - 40 minutes ( corrected)

Correction .0023

Time, 0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40
mins. mins. mins. mins. mins.

1/4 .0511 .0675

1/2 .0529 .0627 .0665 .0685

3/4 .0540 .0629 .0664 .0682

1 .0547 .063° .0666 .0684

1 1/2 .0559 .0634 .0667 .0683

2 .0568 .0636 .0667 .0683

3 .0581 .0641 .0670 .0635

5 .0599 .0650 .0674 .0688

7 .0612 .0657 .0677 .0692

9 .0623 .0665 .0681 .0694



Filament No. g. Viscose II.

Test 7. Filament Load 1.4S0 gms •

Initial Observation •1504-
4 x 10 minutes

Creep and Recovery Deformations (uncorrect ed)

Time in
Loading

Cy:cle Creep I Rec.I Creen II Rec.II
mins.

1/4 .001l{) .0351 .004-7
1/2 .0346 .0035 .0360 .00luJ
3/4 .0351 .0031 .0364 .0036

1 .0355 .002g .036[1 .0034-
1 1/2 .0359 .0024- .0372 .0030

2 .0363 .0021 .0375 .0026
3 .0369 .OOIS .0379 .0023

5 .0377 .0014- .03S5 .0019
7 .0382 .0011 .03S9 .0016
9 .03S6 .0009 .0392 .0014

370.



Test 7.

Computed Creep Curve o - 4D minutes (corrected)
Correction .0002

Time, 0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40mins. mins. mins. mins. mins.

1/4 .0393 .0400
1/2 .0346 .0383 .0397 .04D2
3/4 .0351 .0384 .0397 .0402

1 .0355 .0385 .0393 .0404
1 1/2 .0359 .0385 .0398 .0404-

2 .0363 .0386 .0398 .0403
3 .0369 .0339 .0399 .0404-
5 .0377 .0393 .0401 .0406
7 .0382 .0395 .0402 .0407
9 .03S6 .0397 .0403 .04<)8

371.



Filament No. g. Viscose II.
Test S. Filament Load 1.480 gros.

Initial Observation .1504
Creep Test 40 mins. duration

Creep Deformations

Time, Time,
mins. Deformation mins. Deformation

l/lt .0339 7 .°3[11
1/2 .°346 10 .°387
3/4 .0351 15 .0393

1 .0354 20 .°39$
1 1/2 .0359 25 .0402

2 .0362 30 .0406
3 .0367 35 .0409

5 .0376 40 .0410

372.



Filament No. 9. Nylon II.

Test 9. Filament Load 1.4(50 gIllS.

InitiB~ Observation .3033
4 x 10 minutes

Time in
Loading
Period, Creep I Reo.I Creep II Reo.II

mins.
1/4 .1535 .0335 .1704 .0373
1/2 .1635 .0254 .1793 .0297
3/4 .1691 .0215 .1842 .0252

1 .1734 .0185 .1876 .0221
1 1/2 .1795 .0153 .1922 .0184

2 .1838 .0131 .1952 .0159
3 .1398 .0104 .1992 .0131
5 .1969 .0075 .2037 .0100
7 .2010 .0060 .2065 .00[52
9 .2038 .0050 .20~5 .0071

373.



Test 9.

Computed Creep Curve o - 40 minutes (corrected)
Correction .0040

Time, 0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40
mins. mins. mins. mins. mins.

1/4 .1535 .1910 .2079 .2122
1/2 .1635 .1929 .2087 .2130
3/4 .1691 .1946 .2097 .2134

1 .1734- .1959 .2101 .2137
1 1/2 .1795 .1988 .2115 .2146

2 .1838 .2009 .2123 .2151
3 .1898 .2042 .2136 .2163
5 .1969 .2084 .2152 .2177
7 .2010 .2110 .2165 .2187
9 .2038 .2128 .2175 .2196

374.



Filament No. 9. Nylon II.

Test 8. Filament Load 1.053 gms.
Initial Observation .3027
4-x 10 minutes

Creep and Recovery Deformations (uncorrected)

Time in
Loading

Rec.I Cl'aeepIIPeriod, Creep I Rec.IImins.
1/4 .0899 .0236 .1000 .0265
1/2 .0948 .0189 .104g .0217
3/4 .0978 .0163 .1077 .0191

1 .1001 .0144 .109S .0172
1 1/2 .1037 .0120 .1128 .0146

2 .1064 .0104- .1150 .0129
3 .1103 .0085 .1178 .0108
5 .1154 .0063 .1214- .0085
7 .1187 .0050 .1236 .0071
9 .1211 .0042 .1253 .0061

375.



Test s.
Comouted Creep Curve o - 40 minutes (corrected)

Correction .0057

Time, 0-10 10-20 20-30 30-4D
mins. mins. mine. mins. mine.

1/4 .0[199 .1192 .1293 .1322
1/2 .0948 .1194 .1294 .1322
3/4 .0978 .1198 .1297 .1325

1 .1001 .1202 .1299 .1327
1 1/2 .1037 .1214 .1305 .1329

2 .1064 .1225 .1311 .1336
3 .1103 .1245 .1320 .1343

5 .1154 .1274 .1334 .1356
7 .1187 .1294 .1343 .1363
9 .1211 .1310 .1352 .1371

376.



377.

Summary of Results.
In thi s thesi sit has been shown tha.t the deforma-

tion of filamentous materials under constant longitudinal
load consists of an instantaneous part and a part which
varies with time; the latter. or "creepll deformation in turn
consists of part (primary creep) which is recoverable after
removal of load and part (secondary creep) which is not
immediately recoverable. Under certain conditions, a state
of strain can be imposed upon a file~ent, so that no further
secondary creep takes place; it is then said to be
"mechanically conditioned". In such a fila.lllentthe instant-
aneous deformation is proportional to loa,d; the delayed
deformation does not appear to be propo~t.ional to load, but
varies with load by a scale factor; it obeys the Superposi-
tion Principle of Boltzmann. The strain associated with
mechanical conditioning appears to be removable in part or in
whole by suitable" sVlelling recovery" treatment. All these
phenomena can be explained very easily in terms of the
"fringed micelle" theory of structure; the concept of

.mechanical models can be applied only qualitatively because
of the non-proportionality of creep and load.

Future vVork.
It is hardly necessary to point out that the field

of fiber physics is an ever-widening one. In the present



line of work, nel!1el~l,creep research, rnanJr problems remfl.ln
to be investigated. The creep behavior of nylon at high
loads and the temperature effect on this behavior will throw
light on the meChenism of kinetic elasticity. The creep
behavior of wool in water and preslwably also in air at dif-
ferent humidities appears to be analogous to that of nylon.
Finally rubber and synthetic resins both plasticlsed and
unplasticised should be studied by the genere~ methods out-
lined above.

To parB~lel the creep study on wool and nylon a
study is required of 'the thermoelastic behavior under dif-
ferent conditions and strains; and fine~ly this work should
be correlated, in the case of nylon and other materials
yielding sharp X-re.y patterns, wi th che.nges of the X-rElY
pattern due to strain.
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APPENDIX: BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE.

Herbert Leaderman was born in London, England, on
November 4, 1913. He received his primary and high school
education in London. He Was in residence at Cambridge
University from 1931 to 1934 as an undergraduate of Queens'
College. He graduated in 1934 with first class Honours in
the Mechanical Sciences Tripos, and obtained first class
Honours in the External Examination for Bachelor of Science
(Engineering) of the University of London.

From October 1934 to September 1936 he was engaged
in the aircraft industry, first in stress analysis for the
Fairey Aircraft Company and later in aerodynamic computations
and investigations for Hawker Aircraft Limited. During part
of tl~s time he was honorary secretary of the Students'
Section of the Royal Aeronautical Society. A paper on
BotUldary Layer Theory published in the Journal of the Royal
Aeronautical Society (40, 65, 1936) gained for the author the
Pilcher Memorial Prize awarded by the Society.

From September 1936 to July 1937 the author was
employed, under the auspices of the Department of Scientific
and Industrial Research, as an assistant to Dr. N. A. de
Bruyne of Trinity College, Cambridge; hie duties were con-
cerned with the investigation of the fundamental properties
of plastic materials. The academic year 1937-193S was spent
as holder of a Robert Blair Travelling FellowShip in the
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Graduate School of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
During this time the author was interested in the creep and
internal friction properties of materials. In October 1939
he was awarded a Master of Science degree by the Massachusetts
Institute of TeChnology. His thesis on "Creep, Elastic
Hysteresis and Damping in Bakelite" was la.ter published in
the Journal of Applied Mechanics (Trans. A.S.M.E., 91, A-79 ,
1939).

Since September 1939 the author has been engaged
as ResearCh Assistant at the Institute. For the first two
years part of his time was spent working under Professor
A. V. de Forest on strain gage research; the results of this
work have been published in N.A.C.A. Technical Note No. 744.
The author has been engaged, part-time during this period
and full-time subsequently, in the Textile Laboratory of the
Institute in research on the creep properties of filamentous
and other materials. A preliminary paper entitled "Textile
Materials and the Time Factor. I. Mechanical Behavior of
Textile Fibers and Plastics" has been publiShed in Textile
Research (11, 171, 1941). The author is a member of the
Society of Sigma Xl.
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Fig. 50

X-Ray Diagram of Unstretched
Air-Dry Gelatin



Fig. 51

X-Ray Diagram of Collagen (Sinew)

Fig. 52

X-Ray Diagram of Stretched Gelatin



Fig. 53

Unoriented Fringed Micelles
(Herrmann and Gerngross)

Fig. 54

Oriented Fringed Micelles

(Herrmann and Gerngross)



Fringe structure of rubber after Herrmann and Gerngross.
F, fringes; Jf, micelles (crystallites).
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Fig. 56

Creep Balance, Front View



Fig. 57

Creep Balance, Rear View



Fig. 58

Creep Apparatus
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Filament Preparation Apparatus
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